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DECISION OF THE ENVIRONMENT COURT

A:

The appeal is dismissed. The Council's decision of 9 July 2014 in relation to the
land now subject to this appeal is confirmed.

8:

Any application for costs is to be filed within 10 working days of the date of this
decision, with any reply to be filed 10 working days thereafter.

REASONS
Introduction
[1]

This appeal is against parts of the proposed Hamilton City District Plan ("the

proposed plan"). 1

It concerns the planning framework that should apply to a

1. 7 hectare block of land owned by the A & A King Family Trust ("the Trust") that fronts
onto State Highway 1 ("SH1") at Greenwood Street (travelling north) and Killarney
Road, west Hamilton. It is depicted in the map attached to this decision. 2
[2]

Under the proposed plan this land is zoned industrial.

The Trust wishes to

undertake certain commercial activities on its land but at the same time retain its
industrial zoning despite having sought a commercial zoning of the land in its notice of
appeal. The Trust has resource consent to construct a small supermarket on its land
which it has not yet implemented. Even though it is still able to implement its resource
consent, the Trust wants the supermarket to be specifically recognised in the proposed
plan and to complement it with a limited amount of additional retail and office
development over and above that which is already there.
[3]

It is difficult, but not impossible to establish commercial activities such as these

in the Industrial Zone, so the Trust proposes a tailor-made overlay with a new objective,
policies and rules that make it easier for it to achieve its goal and to meet what it says is

1

2

The proposed plan was notified in December 2012 and the Council's decision on it was dated
9 July 2014.
Exhibit 1.
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an unmet need for such activities in the nearby western suburbs. The Trust contends
that its overlay is the most appropriate planning framework for the land.

[4]

The Council and the New Zealand Transport Agency ("the Agency") disagree.

The Council says that the objective and the new policies attached to it are outside the
scope of the appeal because they were not reasonably and fairly raised in the Trust's
submission or the notifie.d plan from which the appeal emanates.

If they are within

scope, the Council says the notified plan provides sufficient zoned land to meet any
unmet commercial need in the western suburbs without adding the Trust's land to the
available pool and that the Trust's land, because of its location, is not suitable for such
activities.

The Agency echoes this concern with particular focus on the transport

network.

[5]

As well, both the Council and the Agency contend that in different ways the

Trust's proposal conflicts with the strategic direction of the Waikato Regional Policy
Statement ("the RPS") carried through into the proposed plan.

[6]

Overall the Council and the Agency say that the industrial zoning of the land

without the overlay is the most appropriate planning framework for it.

[7]

The questions in this appeal are therefore:
(a) are the Trust's new proposed objective and policies within scope? And
if they are,
(b) is the Council's industrial zoning or the Trust's overlay the most
appropriate planning outcome for the land?

The statutory framework
[8]

There is a right of appeal to the Environment Court if a person who made a

submission on the proposed plan does not agree with the Council's decision in respect
of it. 3 By virtue of s 290 of the Resource Management Act ("the RMA") such an appeal
is heard de novo, and the Court may confirm, amend or cancel a decision made by the

3

Clause 14, Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
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Council, however the Court is required to have regard to the decision that is the subject
of the appeal. 4

[9]

The legal framework for plan reviews is set out in sections 31, 32 and 72-76 of

the RMA. The matters that need to be addressed were comprehensively set out by the
Court in Colonial Vineyard Ltd v Marlborough DC5 and Reiher v Tauranga City

Council 6 as follows:
[1 0] In examining a provision under the Act, including Section 32, we must
consider:
a) Whether it assists the territorial authority to carry out its functions in
order to achieve the purpose of the Act;
b)

Whether it is in accordance with Part 2 of the Act;

c)

If a rule, whether it achieves the objectives and implements the
policies of the plan; and

d) · Whether having regard to efficiency and effectiveness, the provisions
are the most appropriate way to achieve the objectives of the
proposed plan, having regard to the benefits, the costs and the risks
of not acting.
[11] In doing so the Court must take into account the actual and potential effects
that are being addressed to consider the most appropriate provisions, if any, to
respond to this.

[10]

As well, s 74 of the RMA requires a territorial authority to prepare and change its

district plan in accordance with its functions under s 31 (among other things). These
functions include the establishment, implementation, and review of objectives, policies
and methods to achieve integrated management of the effects of the use, development
or protection of land and associated natural and physical resources of the district. 7
[11]

Because the proposed plan was notified in December 2012, the relevant s 32

provisions are those which were in force prior to the amendments which took effect
from 3 December 2013. Relevantly, s 32(3) provides:

4
5
6
7

s 290A of the RMA.
[2014] NZEnvC 55.
[2014] NZEnvC 121.
Resource Management Act 1991, s31(1)(~).
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(3) an evaluation must examine(a)

the extent to which each objective is the most appropriate way to
achieve the purpose of this Act; and

(b)

whether, having regard to their efficiency and effectiveness, the
policies, rules or other methods are the most appropriate for
achieving the objectives.

[12]

The test under s 32 has been considered in many decisions of the Environment

Court, including Gisborne District Council v Eldamos Investments Limited, 8 Long BayOkura Great Park Society Incorporated v North Shore City Council, 9 Colonial Vineyard
Limited v Reiher referred to above to name a few. As well, the High Court considered it

in Shotover Park Limited and Remarkables Park Limited v Queenstown Lakes District
Council. 10 In Shotover Park Limited, the term most appropriate was applied as follows:
[57] The RMA objective is "the most appropriate way" to achieve the purposes of
this Act.

See above, ss 32(2)(a) and (b). The phrase "the most appropriate"

acknowledges that there can be more than one appropriate way to achieve the
purpose of the Act.

The task of the territorial authority is to select the most

appropriate way, the one it considers to be the best.

[13]

In addition, s 73(4) requires a council to amend its district plan to give effect to a

regional policy statement, however s 74(2)(a)(i) requires a council to have regard to any
proposed regional policy statement. At the time the proposed plan was notified, the

RPS was also proposed, however it has now been formally declared operative. 11 No
party took issue with the fact that the provisions of the RPS should be given effect to,
but in any event the difference in the wording to reflect if an RPS is operative or
proposed does not affect the conclusions we have reached.

The site and its context

[14]

The 1. 7ha site owned by the Trust consists of 18 lots held in 16 separate

certificates of title, with each title able to be developed separately. 12 The site has one

8
9

10
11
12

W047/2005.
A78/2008.
[2013] NZHC 1712.
As of 20 May 2016.
Mr Manning, evidence-in-chief at [18].
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existing access to Killarney Road and nine to Greenwood Street (two of which are not
currently used}. 13

[15]

Currently, yard-based retail is undertaken on most of the site, being car yards

operated at 102-106 Killarney Road, 11-13, 21-25 and 27-35 Greenwood Street; a
vehicle service workshop at 37 Greenwood Street and a trade-supply depot with
ancillary retail at 15-17 Greenwood Street. Office activities are undertaken on the site.
There is a pocket of residential activity at 110 (A, B and C) Killarney Road, which abuts
the car yard at 104 and 106 Killarney Road to the south and east, and to the west abuts
other residences that front onto Smith Street. Smith Street runs parallel to Greenwood
Street (SH1) and can be accessed to the south from Killarney Road and to the north
from Bandon Street.

[16]

Most of the yard-based retail fronts onto Greenwood Street (SH1) but the

properties at 102-106 Killarney Road, as the address suggests, front onto Killarney
Road. The remaining car yard activity on Greenwood Street and the vehicle service
workshop also abut the residential area along Smith Street on their western boundaries.

[17]

All of the above was pictorially depicted in Annexure 1A to Mr O'Dwyer's

evidence-in-chief and to a lesser extent in Exhibit 1 attached to this decision.

[18]

Under the proposed plan, approximately 1.4ha of the 1. 7ha site (83% of it)

contains land uses that are provided for in the Industrial Zone. 14 This is depicted in
Exhibit 1, which reveals that the bulk of the site, comprising yard-based retail, could be
operated as a permitted activity, the yard-based retail undertaken on the Killarney Road
sites could be conducted as a restricted discretionary activity, with the offices and
residential parts of the site being the only parts that would be non-complying. Food and
beverage outlets (no greater than 250m 2} are permitted activities, and drive-through
services 15 are assessed as a restricted discretionary activity in the Industrial Zone.

13
14
15

Mr Apeldoorn, Transportation Assessment Report, 12 July 2015 at 542.
Mr O'Dwyer, evidence-in-chief at [53].
Drive-through services (excluding service stations within the Rototuna Town Centre
Zone); means any premises where goods and services are offered for sale to the motoring
public, primarily in a manner where the customer can remain in their vehicle. Drive-through
services can include dispensing and associated storage of motor fuels (as the primary
activity) and the sale of associated goods, services, food and beverages, fast-food outlets
providing on-demand meals prepared on the premises for consumption therein or take away,
the provision of servicing and running repairs for light motor vehicles and any other activity of
a drive-through nature, including those ancillary to the above.
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[19]

To the north of the site, along Greenwood Street, are a mix of commercial

properties and a place of worship. Mr King referred to this portion of Greenwood Street
(SH1) as "grease alley", as there are a number of fast food outlets situated there
including, on the eastern side, a Carl's Junior and McDonalds, and on the northern side
a KFC.
[20]

To the west of the site along Killarney Road to the Dinsdale Road roundabout is

residential land, much of which is earmarked under the proposed plan for residential
intensification.
[21]

To the east of the site, running parallel with Greenwood Street (SH1) is the main

trunk rail line. Crossing points to the rail line in the vicinity are limited to Killarney Road
and the Massey Street/Hall Street over bridge approximately 750m north-east of the
site. Further to the east of the main trunk line is the Frankton suburban centre. The
suburban centres closest to the site are Dinsdale, Frankton and Nawton. 16

The relief sought by the Trust

[22]

In its notice of appeal the Trust sought a Business 5 zoning over a much larger

area of land, being a 5.9 ha block of land fronting onto Greenwood Street from Killarney
Road in the south through to Massey Street in the north. The Trust's site comprised
1. ?ha of this land. After filing its evidence-in-chief, but before the hearing the Trust
amended its relief to seek a planning framework that retains the industrial zoning over
the site, but applies an overlay known as the Greenwood Mixed-use Overlay ("the
overlay") to it. Specifically the Trust proposes the following: 17

(a) add a new section to the purpose of the Industrial Zone (chapter 9.1 k)) as
follows:
The Greenwood Industrial Mixed Use Overlay Area is part of the
Greenwood/Kahikatea drive corridor that has a number of consented
retail and office activities and has resource consent provision for a
supermarket. To provide for an integrated development of that site in
accordance with existing consents and compatible mixed use activities,
overlay provisions for the 1. 7ha site will enable a small mixed use
development to occur at a scale and character that will not adversely

16
17

Council Ex 2
Mr Manning, supplementary evidence, dated 19 August.
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affect industrial activities in the Industrial Zone or impact adversely on the
strategic role and business hierarchy of the central city and other
business centres in the City.

(b) add a new objective (9.2.9) to reflect the purpose outlined in 9.1 k) stating:
An integrated mixed use development opportunity is provided for within
the Greenwood Industrial Mixed Use Overlay area of a scale and
character that will not adversely affect industrial activity in the surrounding
Industrial Zone and will not adversely affect the strategic role of the
Central City and other business centres in the city.

(c) add three new implementing policies for the objective, as follows:
Policy 9.2.9b
The Greenwood Industrial Mixed Use Overlay area, in providing limited
retail and office development opportunities in the Industrial Zone, requires
the integrated development of the site.
Policy 9.2.9c
Urban Design outcomes and Traffic Management Safety and Efficiency
are best managed through the integrated development of the Greenwood
Industrial Mixed Use Overlay area.
Policy 9.2.9d
Caps on the extent of retail and office development within the Greenwood
Industrial Mixed Use Overlay area ensure that the viability and vitality of
the Central City and other Centres within the Commercial hierarchy are
not compromised.

(d) An explanation of the above provisions is also proposed.
[23]

The main elements of the overlay rule framework to implement the policy

framework and which override the Industrial Zone rules (which otherwise remain in
effect) involve a new activity status table 18 for the overlay area 19 and specific
standards20 and provide for:

18
19
20

Rule 9.3.5
Identified in Figure 6-16 in Volume 2, Appendix 6.
Rule 9.5.11
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(a) development on the 1. 7 ha site with a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of
7 000m2 21 ;
I

(b) within the maximum combined total of 5,600 m2 for "commercial activity" 22 ;
(i)

supermarket with a maximum of 3,600m 2 GFA23 ;

(ii)

total non-supermarket retail activity that is not otherwise provided for in
the Industrial Zone is not to exceed 2,000m 2 GFA retail (nonsupermarket) activity 24 ; and

(iii) total office activity is to occupy not more than 1,000m 2 GFA25 ;
(c) New supermarket activity under 3,600m 2 GFA is to be assessed as a
restricted discretionary activity 26 and subject to the same provisions which
apply to a supermarket in the Industrial Zone 27 . These are:
Resource consent applications for new supermarkets in the Industrial Zone
must provide a Centre Assessment report, in accordance with section
1.2.2.19 (Information Requirements), which does the following:
(i)

addresses assessment criteria H2 which reads:

Whether and to what extent the proposed Supermarket activity in the Industrial zone:. -~
Avoids adverse effects on the vitality, function and amenity of the Central City and
sub-regional centres that go beyond those effects ordinarily associated with
competition on trade competitors.
. ..

1I
.
.
:1

I

~··-~-·- ---~-~

Avoids the inefficient use of existing physical resources and promotes a compact
urban form.
.. ··- ·-·-· ____ .. --... -.. .. .
·- - ·i
Promotes the efficient use of existing and planned public and private investment in I
infrastructure.
!
~-·

c)

--~--- -·-- -~-·

d)

--------

e)

----~---------------~ ---~~~

Is located within a catchment where suitable land is not available within the
business centres.
-------·- --

~-----"·-------~--~---

21

23
24

25
26

27

Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule
Rule

-·

--------·--------]l

Reinforces the primacy of the Central City and does not undermine the role and
function of other centres within the business hierarchy where they are within the
same catchment as the proposed supermarket.
----------------------

22

---------------

9.3.5j
9.5.11.2.
9.5.11.3.
9.5.11.4.
9.5.11.5.
9.3.5.d.
9.5.4 and Rule 9.5.6.

-- ----------------

I
I

I
____
_]

10

To demonstrate the above criteria can be satisfied an applicant must supply a Centre
Assessment report. The content of the Centre Assessment report shall be prepared in
accordance with clause 1.2.2.19.

i

, ____ --·---·-- ---,-------------~--·---~------_!

(ii) demonstrates that the proposal will not undermine the role and function
of other centres within the localised catchment in the business hierarchy;
(d) new buildings, new activities, expansion of existing buildings and expansion
of existing activities are to be restricted discretionary (overriding all the
permitted and controlled activities in the Industrial Zone) with matters of
discretion and assessment matters addressing: 28 design and layout,
character and amenity, hazards and safety, transportation and three waters
capacity and techniques.
Along with the cross-references to the general matters of discretion and
assessment matters, there are additions for design and layout and for
character and amenity. These include consideration of the design and layout,
the character and amenity and the transportation effects of development of
the whole of the overlay area, and integration of the proposed new or
expanded building or activity with the proposed full development of the
overlay area. For transportation, there are the additions of the preparation of
a broad integrated transport assessment (ITA) and the consideration of the
maximum practical reduction in the number of vehicle crossings to ensure
safe and efficient traffic management.
(e) commercial activities over the caps specified above are non-complying
activities· 29
I

(f)

add new "integrated development standards" 30 to require the Trust to provide
an Overlay Area Development Plan with any application for resource consent
to show details of the whole overlay area and to include: 31
(i)

title amalgamation. The proposed condition includes specific details of
the lots required to be amalgamated into one certificate of title. Noncompliance with this standard results in the proposal being treated as a
non-complying activity;

28

29

°

3

31

Rule 9.7xvii.
Rule 9.3.5h
Counsel for the appellants' closing submissions at [154].
Rule 9.5.12.
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(ii) a reduction in the number of vehicle crossings (one onto Killarney Road
and no more than three onto SH 1 where the proposal includes a
supermarket and/or results in a total GFA of development greater than
3500m 2), with failure of this standard resulting in the proposal being a
non-complying activity. There is also a requirement that the location,
function and controls of the vehicle crossings be addressed in the
required broad ITA; and
(iii) a staging plan to show how any staging of development within the
overlay area provides for the required integrated site development.
[24]

Mr Manning (the planner for the Trust) referred to the above as a commercial

node; however in reality the Trust seeks a spot zone for the site to establish a new

commercial centre in the Industrial Zone whilst retaining its option to establish other
industrial activities alongside it. In particular, Mr King referred to the option of a fast
food drive-through being a possibility, such an activity being assessed as a restricted
discretionary activity in the Industrial Zone. 32
[25]

We signal that the type of commercial centre the Trust seeks does not fit within

the business centres hierarchy provisions of the proposed plan because it is neither a
suburban centre nor a neighbourhood centre, the two options nearest in kind to the
commercial centre the overlay seeks to provide for. More will be said of this later.

Are the Trust's new objective and policies within scope?

[26]

The scope issue has arisen because the Trust has re-shaped the relief sought

by it over the course of the appeal, most relevantly in relation to the underlying zoning
that should apply to the site. The introduction of the overlay has proved challenging
because the objectives and policies of the Industrial Zone do not sit easily with what the
Trust proposes, so it has put forward the new objective and policies outlined above as
part of the package for consideration.
[27]

The new objective and policies that are at the heart of the Council's challenge

about scope. Mr Bartlett QC submitted they are an attempt to back-fill something that
does not fit within the Industrial Zone.

32

Transcript, p 396, line 18.

However, the Trust says that its relief has
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remained the same in principle throughout the process. It argues that the new objective
and policies emphasise that the rules apply only to this site and the issues peculiar to it.
[28]

It is the parameters (or scope) of an appeal that provides the Court with the

power (or jurisdiction) to hear it. If the new objective and policies are outside the scope
of the appeal, then they are not able to be considered as part of the Trust's relief. This
will impact on how well the Trust's proposed rules fit within the unchallenged objectives
and policies of the Industrial Zone.
[29]

It is useful to first outline the changes to the relief sought before analysing them

against the legal principles that have developed about scope.
The changes/iterations to the Trust's relief

[30]

Mr Bartlett QC provided us with a table which very helpfully set out the various

changes to the relief sought by the Trust which was largely accepted as correct by Mr
Manning during cross-examination.

We have summarised the relevant parts of it

below: 33
(a) The relevant Trust submission on the proposed plan was dated 29
March 2013. 34 It opposed the proposed industrial zoning over a 5.9ha
block fronting onto Greenwood Street from Killarney Road through to
Massey Street (including the site) and instead sought a zone change to
Business 6 (Suburban Centre Fringe) with the rules of this zone to
apply as a consequence. There were no amendments sought to any
objectives and/or policies of either zone.
(b) As is usual, a section 42A report was prepared and circulated to all
parties prior to the Council hearing on the proposed plan. In relation to
the Trust's site, it stated: 35
Whilst it is acknowledged that commercial activities have occurred within
the Industrial Zone as a direct result of the permissive nature of the
Operative Plan, the purpose of the proposed plan is to reverse this ad-hoc
dispersal trend from occurring. To re-zone large tracts of Industrial Zone to
commercial would be contrary to the compact centres approach and the
33
34
35

Transcript, p 140
Submission number 281, agreed bundle of documents, Tab 2. Specifically, and relevant to
this appeal, it sought changes to Zoning Map 43A
Agreed bundle of documents, Tab 4.
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strategic direction of the PRPS.

No sufficient justification has been

provided to justify change of zoning of the large extent of land proposed or
any consideration given to the existing centres hierarchy. Policy 6.15, now
Policy 6.16 of the RPS is quite clear that commercial development is not
located on land specifically provided for industrial activities unless it is
ancillary to those industrial activities. No change is therefore proposed.

(c) Mr Manning provided a statement supporting the Trust's submission at
the hearing of the proposed plan before the commissioners. 36
Mr Manning

considered

it

important to

consider the

existing

surrounding environment, which he described as comprising "a vast
majority of existing premises that are of a retail-commercial nature". He
referred to the regeneration of the adjoining residential area to the west
(Business Zone 6 - Suburban Centre Fringe); he referred to the site
having approval for a large retail development of approximately
3,600m 2 with at-grade parking; and he contended that the section 32
analysis by the Council was flawed because it did not detail any
rationale for retaining the area as industrial; nor did it examine any
alternative zoning. Mr Manning did not analyse or refer to any of the
then proposed RPS provisions.
(d) The Council decided to reject the Trust's submission to change the
zoning from Industrial to Business 6. The decision was expressed as
follows:
The submissions seek a change of zoning from Industrial to Business 6
zoning and are rejected as:
•

It reduces the efficient and effective implementation of the Plan to
achieve its objectives;

•

The relief sought is not considered to be valid in the context of ensuring
vitality and vibrancy of the higher order centres within the business
hierarchy;

•

It contains no relevant justification as to why the alternative sought
would be more appropriate.

(e) On 19 August 2014 the Trust filed its notice of appeal to the
Environment Court. 37 It sought as its relief to:

36
37

Agreed bundle of documents, Tab 3.
Agreed bundle of documents, Tab 6.
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(i)

Apply a Business 5 or 6 zoning to the properties outlined in the 5.9ha
block of land fronting Greenwood Street bounded by Killarney Road
and Massey Street to the north;

(ii)

Alternatively to retain the industrial zoning over the land, but provide
an overlay to allow for convenience retailing and for the
existing/approved/ similar developments to continue to operate and
grow without having to place reliance on s 10 (existing use rights);

(iii)

Such other consistent relief as appropriate to make provision for
ongoing commercial use of the land and make provision for commercial
use of those parts of it subject to existing resource consents for
commercial activities.
(emphasis added).

(f)

After various case management steps were taken by this Court and it
became evident that a hearing would be necessary, an evidence
exchange timetable was directed which included Court-facilitated
expert witness conferencing.

(g) On 23 November 2015 the transport experts took part in such a witness
conference. At this point the land area concerned was stated to be the
1.7ha site owned by the Trust and not the 5.9ha block originally
covered by the notice of appeal.

In other words, the appeal was

identified as being limited to the land owned by the Trust.
baseline scenarios were considered at the conference

38

Various

upon which

estimates of the traffic likely to be generated by each were discussed.
The baseline scenarios used for the purposes of comparison were:
•

Scenario 1 -the permitted baseline under the Industrial zoning in the
proposed plan.

•

Scenario 2 - the consented baseline with the consented supermarket in
place and the remaining parts of the overall area taking the industrial
baseline.

38

JWS transport experts, 23 November 2016; Mr Apeldoorn, evidence-in-chief, Appendix H.
The wording of the scenarios is that which appears in the JWS. The description and use of
the term "baseline" is not accepted by us as legally correct, however this does not affect the
figures produced.
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•

Scenario 3- the proposed Business 5 zone (as referenced in the July
2015 Traffic Design Group Report- paragraph 1), assumed to have a
maximum GFA of 7,000m 2 .

The Business 5 zoning was not a change from the Business 6 zoning
originally sought by the Trust; rather, it reflected the fact that both Business
5 and Business 6 zones had been merged into one Business 5 zone. For
all intents and purposes, therefore, the zoning sought at this stage by the
Trust remained the same, albeit for a reduced area (1.7 ha) with a
maximum specified GFA of 7,000m 2 .
(h) On 10 February 2016, Mr Manning filed his evidence-in-chief.

The

relief addressed in his evidence sought to retain a Business 5 zoning
over the land.
(i)

On 7 April 2016 counsel for the Trust wrote to the Court and parties
outlining draft alternative relief for the 1. 7ha site as follows:
(i)

to retain the Industrial Zone over the land, but to add an overlay to
enable mixed use/commercial activities based on the suburban centre
zone rules;

(ii)

a cap on commercial development of 5,600m 2 GFA, with the
remaining land to be subject to the underlying Industrial Zone
rules/standards.

U)

On 8 April 2016 counsel for the Trust proposed a further version of the
alternative relief now sought by the Trust in the form of tracked
changes to chapter 9 of the proposed plan which deals with the
objective, policies and rules in the Industrial Zone. The tracked change
amplified that which had been relayed on 7 April 2016, but added the
following:
(i)

a new addition to the purpose statement for the Industrial Zone;

(ii)

a new objective 9.2.7 and a new policy 9.2.7a together with a new
explanation;
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(iii)

an additional assessment criterion H entitled "Function Vitality and
Amenity of Centres with particular focus on effects on the Frankton 85
Suburban Centre."

(iv)

There was a proposed cap on commercial development of 5,600m
GFA, but with any remaining GFA subject to the Industrial Zone
rules/standards, i.e. there was no overall cap for the site.

(k) On 11 April 2016 Mr Manning filed supplementary evidence.

This

evidence referred to the additional objective and policies, and referred
to a site development capacity of 7,000m 2 GFA with a 5,600m 2
retail/office cap.

The remaining GFA was to be "supplemented by

industrial development already provided for in the Industrial Zone up to
the site development capacity."
(I)

On 18 April 2016 a further version of the proposed relief was circulated
to the Court and the parties by counsel for the appellant in the form of
tracked changes to chapter 9 Industrial Zone including proposed
amendments to the Industrial Zone Purpose Statement, proposed new
objective 9.2.7 and proposed new Policy 9.2.7a together with a new
explanation.

(m) On 29 April 2016 a further version of the proposed relief was circulated
to the parties in the form of tracked changes to chapter 9 Industrial
Zone.

This included a new Rule 9.3.4 requiring a comprehensive

development consent for the overlay area. This was the first time the
idea of a comprehensive development consent had been raised by the
Trust.
(n) On 6 May 2016 Mr Manning filed further evidence-in-chief.

This

addressed the previous amendments that had occurred since his
supplementary evidence of 11 April 2016.
(o) On 9 May 2016 further tracked changes were circulated, however these
changes were described as modest and on 13 May 2016 Mr Manning
filed his rebuttal evidence, which included certain minor amendments.
(p) The hearing began on 13 June 2016. On the fourth day of the hearing
(16 June 2016) counsel for the Trust circulated amended and updated

2
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proposed relief - three more policies, 9.2.9b, c and d were added; the
use of a comprehensive development consent was abandoned, and a
new rule was proposed in the activity status table in the list of activities
to include "new buildings and activities" as restricted discretionary
activities.

New assessment criteria for these restricted discretionary

activities were added. Standards were also included to reflect caps on
commercial and office activities within the overlay. The key change to
the policies was to include a reference to integrated site development in
the objective and policies, as well as referencing traffic and amenity
effects.
(q) Further supplementary evidence and rebuttal evidence was filed by Mr
Manning in July and August 2016, and on 19 August 2016 Mr Manning
filed a further statement which had not been directed by the Court and
had not been provided for in timetabling directions. In relation to policy
9.2.8d, reference was made to caps on "total development" for the site,
and previous reference to "convenience" retail was deleted. The further
relief was refined to include reference to "supermarkets" in activity
status table 9.3.5(8) together with a cross-reference to the proposed
standards in rules 9.5.11.2 to 9.5.11.5, which has an activity status of
non-complying. A new activity j) was included in the proposed activity
status table for "development in excess of 7,000m 2 GFA within the
Mixed Use Overlay Area", which was also identified as a non-complying
activity.
[31]

This process of refinement and iteration extended into closing submissions,

when the amalgamation of titles and limitation of vehicle crossings to and from the site
were proposed to be included in the rules. Whilst some changes can be expected in
cases such as this, we consider that many of the changes (especially those made
during the hearing) were proffered significantly late in the piece, were reactive to
difficulties revealed during questioning and unfortunately gave the clear impression that
the relief sought had not been particularly well thought out.
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The legal principles

[32]

The starting point is Schedule 1 of the RMA.

followed when a district plan is reviewed.

39

It outlines the process to be

The local authority that has prepared the

proposed plan must prepare an evaluation report (under s 32) in respect of it, and
publicly notify it. 40

Members of the public then have the opportunity to inspect the

proposed plan and make a submission in respect of it, with certain limitations applying
where the issue of trade competition arises. 41

A summary of all the decisions

requested by submitters must then be publicly notified 42 and there is then a period
provided for certain persons to make further submissions on the plan. 43 A hearing is
then undertaken unless no person filing a submission has indicated they wish to be
heard. 44 A decision on the provisions and matters raised in the submissions must then
be made45 and notified, 46 and there is a right of appeal to the Environment Court. 47
Only a person who has made a submission on a proposed plan may appeal to the
Environment Court, but they can only do so if they referred to the provision or the
matter in their submission on the proposed plan. 48

[33]

In Re Vivid Holdings Limite~ 9 the Environment Court determined that to

establish the right to appeal, a submission must first raise a relevant resource
management issue and then a particular form of relief must be: 50
(a) Fairly and reasonably within the general scope of:

39

°

4

41

42
43

44

45
46
47
48

49
50

51

52
53

(i)

an original submission 51 ; or

(ii)

the proposed plan as notified 52 ; or

(iii)

somewhere in between 5 3 ....

It also applies when there are proposed reviews of regional policy statements, regional plans
and regional coastal plans.
Clause 5, Schedule 1.
Clause 6.
Clause 7.
Clause 8.
Clauses 88 and C
Clause 10.
Clause 11.
Clause 14.
Clause 14{2)(a).
[1999] NZRMA 468.
Above FN 19 at[19]
Countdown Properties (Northlands) Ltd v Dunedin City Council [1994] NZRMA 145; Royal
Forest and Bird Protection Society Inc v Southland District Council [1997] NZRMA 408;
Atkinson v Wellington Regional Council W13/99 is a recent example referred to by Mr Todd
Telecom NZ Ltd v Waikato District Council A74/97 at p.4
CBD Development Group v Timaru District Council C43/99
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[34]

In order to determine whether or not a form of relief is within scope, the Court

will need to consider the facts of the case and the inferences that can properly be
drawn from those facts. We were referred to two cases which illustrate this point.

[35]

In The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints Trust Board v Hamilton City

Councif 4 neither the submission nor the notice of appeal made reference to the policy
provisions that the appellant sought to change, which included a new policy and an
amendment to an existing policy in order to provide consistency between the agreed
amendments to the rules determining activity status for the demolition of certain
heritage buildings and structures. In that case the Court held:
[40] Neither the appellant's submissions nor the notice of appeal raised Policy
19.2.3a in the relief sought; however, the test is not about determining whether
the policy was named in the submissions or appeal documents, but whether the
amendments sought are reasonably and fairly raised in the course of the
submissions.

[36]

As the policy framework was raised in the course of submissions, the Court

found that the agreed relief was sufficiently inferential such that a person reading the
submissions would have contemplated that those matters were at issue. 55 The
amendments were determined by the Court to be within the scope of the appeal.

[37]

In The Warehouse Limited & Ors v Dunedin City Council, 56 the Court heard two

proceedings together; a reference in relation to a decision by the Council in relation to
the proposed plan's zoning of the site as industrial, and an appeal against the refusal of
the Council to grant a resource consent to one of the appellants to build and operate a
large scale bulk retail store on the same site.

[38]

In relation to the proceeding concerning the proposed plan change, the Court

considered a later proposal for amendments to objectives and policies when the
submission did not raise those particular matters. We were referred to in the following
excerpt from the case: 57
[74] We consider that a submission or (on appeal to this Court) a reference may
fail simply because it is inconsistent with wider objectives and policies of a
54
55
56

57

[2015] NZEnvC 166.
[2015] NZEnvC 166, at [46.
C101/2001.
Above fn 32 at [76].
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proposed plan; each case has to be assessed on the particular wording of the
plan involved ...
[75] However in other cases such an approach - whether by way of submission
(or resulting reference) or even by plan change or variation - might lead to a
substantial weakening of a (proposed) plan. Indeed results quite other than those
intended in the original plan may occur because the proposed method of
implementation does not implement or achieve any of the proposed plan's
objectives or policies. In such cases where no specified change has been sought
to the objectives and policies, the proposed zone (or rule} is unlikely to be
justifiable.
[76] In our view the correct approach when drafting a submission (or reference)
on rezoning is to ensure that the relief sought covers not only the issue of
rezoning itself, but also - and primarily - any necessary changes to the plan's
objectives and policies.
[77] We do not overlook the power given to a local authority by clause 10(2) of the
First Schedule to the Act to include any consequential alterations arising out of
submissions and any other relevant matters it considered relating to matters
raised in submissions.

However in our view a change to the objectives and

policies which govern zonings (which are themselves either policies (North Shore
City Council v North Shore Regional Council) or methods of implementation) will

not usually be able to be perceived as a "consequential" change.

We have

commented elsewhere that the tail should not wag the dog: objectives and
policies drive methods of implementation; not the other way round. So we do not
consider clause 10(2) can be used to widen the scope of a submission or
reference ....

[39]

In that case the appellant sought to add to an objective providing for large-scale

retail activity to the area affected by the plan change in circumstances where the
objective referred to two other areas within the city that did not include the site. The
Court considered that the only way to do this would be via s 293 of the RMA and that
an application would need to be made for this to occur, with the indication that the
proposed re-zoning would have to be re-notified.
[40]

These cases are helpful, but do no more than highlight that each particular case

will depend on its facts.
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Analysis
[41]

As outlined above, to establish jurisdiction a particular form of relief must be

fairly and reasonably within the general scope of an original submission, or the
proposed plan as notified, or somewhere in between.
[42]

In the present case, the proposed plan as notified zoned the Trust's land

Industrial, and the Trust's submission in respect of it sought a Business 6 zoning (now
Business 5) over the land.

Mr Lang's point was that the relief now proposed by the

Trust is between those two ends of the spectrum of jurisdiction, being an industrial
zoning but with provision for business activities similar to those that can establish within
the Business 5 zone, or something in between.

He submitted that the overlay as

opposed to a complete zone change was an option within the bounds of the two zoning
options, and was therefore something in between.

If this is accepted, Mr Lang

submitted that a site-specific modification of the objectives and policies, to create
consistency between the objectives, policies and the rules of the zone was foreseeable.
Mr Lang referred to the use of overlay provisions being endorsed by the Council as a
way to resolve other appeals against the proposed plan. He referred to the A & A King
Family Trust (Greenwood Street corridor provisions) appeal, 58 the Body Corporate
550337 (Te Rapa corridor provisions) appeal 59 and the Porters (activities on land
between Maui Street and Eagle Way) appeal. 5°
[43]

We agree that the Greenwood Street corridor and Te Rapa corridor appeals are

relevant by way of analogy, but the Porters' appeal, whilst being resolved by way of an
overlay, is not, as that concerned the use of s 293 of the RMA by the Court to achieve
the outcome proposed.

We note that the Greenwood Street corridor and Te Rapa

corridor appeals both were resolved by including dedicated objectives and policies (in
the case of the Greenwood Street corridor) as well as additional permitted retail
activities, and a policy in respect of the Te Rapa corridor case. 61

[44]

The question for us is whether the amendments sought were reasonably and

fairly raised in the course of the submission or the notified decision. On balance we
consider that they are. The Trust was seeking a commercial zoning over the land and
the Council was seeking an industrial zoning. What has subsequently been sought by
the Trust is something in between the two. Whilst Mr Bartlett QC correctly identified
58
59
60

61

ENV-2014-AKL-000156.
ENV-2014-AKL-000148.
ENV-2014-AKL-000145.
See [2016] NZEnvC 101 A & A King Family Trust v Hamilton City Council.
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that the original submission did not signal that the objectives and policies of the
Industrial Zone would be subject to amendment, this approach has been taken without
objection by the Council to other areas within the Industrial Zone that have been
amended through the appeal process. We have referred to these above.
[45]

In all of the circumstances we consider that there is scope for the Court to

consider the new objective and policies, and that the real issue for us is whether they,
together with the accompanying rules, survive the legal tests applicable to plan reviews.
This decision has however been one we have considered very carefully,

becaus~

the

iterations to the relief sought in this case and the timing of it have been well beyond
what we consider to be acceptable on appeal.

Which option best meets the legal tests for a plan review?

[46]

There were two main areas which the Council contended were problematic for

the Trust's argument and which favoured the Council's proposed provisions. The first
concerned the very nature of the commercial activity sought to be undertaken on this
site (a commercial centre in an Industrial Zone), which it said fundamentally
contravened the business centres hierarchy approach and the approach to the use of
industrial land in the proposed plan for which there was no factual justification. The
second concerned transportation effects which it and the Agency said would be greater
if the Trust's overlay was favoured, and would therefore not give effect to the RPS
provisions about transport or those in the proposed plan.
[47]

We deal with both the commercial and transport topics in turn, however we first

provide a brief overview of the strategic direction signalled under the proposed plan
with reference to the RPS provisions and then address the relevance of the existing
unimplemented supermarket consent. This provides a context to both the commercial
and transport topics and are needed to understand the detail of the evidence called
about the need for the commercial centre on the site and the potential for adverse traffic
effects to arise if the overlay is incorporated into the proposed plan.
Overview of strategic provisions in the RPS and the proposed plan

[48]

The proposed plan contains specific objectives and policies which are designed

to give effect to the RPS. We start therefore by outlining the relevant provisions of the
RPS and the background that informed them. The purpose of providing this level of
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detail is to signal that the strategic direction outlined in the proposed plan as it relates to
this appeal is one which has been developed over a long period of time with significant
input from all three territorial authorities within the Waikato Region (including the
Hamilton City Council), the Waikato Regional Council, tangata whenua (Tainui Waka
Alliance) and the Agency.

Future Proof Strategy

[49]
RPS.

The development of the Future Proof Strategy (the strategy) preceded the
61

It is a growth management strategy and implementation plan for the territorial

areas of the Waikato District Council, the Waipa District Council and Hamilton City
Council (described in the strategy as "the future proof area").

The strategy was

developed within the broad context of the Local Government Act 2002 (LGA 2002) with
the regional council, tangata whenua and the Agency being directly involved in its
development.

It takes a strategic, integrated approach to long-term planning and

growth management in the future proof area. 62 The strategy's operational and
implementation processes have been designed to be consistent with the RMA, the LGA
2002 and the Land Transport Management Act 2003 (LTMA). 63
[50]

Having identified the future proof area as one with on-going population growth

and significant levels of development, the strategy identifies 50-year land supply needs
in the future proof area and sequences its release and development according to its
ability to be serviced by appropriate infrastructure and equitable funding. 64

The

strategic approach underpinning it is described as a "blend of compact settlement and
concentrated growth". The rationale for this approach was to allow the costs of growth
to be identified early so that a more cost-effective form of infrastructure could be
delivered, and also because land use certainty would thereby be provided to the
community, developers, local and central government. 65
[51]

The strategic options for land use were publicly consulted upon, as was the draft

strategy, and the settlement pattern scenario which forms the basis of the strategy was
selected on the basis of public feedback and the evaluation results. 66

Whilst the

strategy is currently being updated, the evidence before us was that this will not alter
61
62
63

64
65
66

Formally known as the Future Proof Growth Strategy & Implementation Plan 2009.
Mr Tremaine, evidence-in-chief, at [15].
As FN 35 above, at [16].
As FN 35 above, at [15].
As FN 35 above, at [17].
As FN 35 above, at [18].
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the fundamental principles of it or the overall approach to the settlement pattern it
promotes. 67

[52]

The strategy contains key principles for business development, with the term

"business" encompassing both industrial and commercial activities. 68 It identified that
devolved or out of centre retail and office development had the potential to undermine
the viability of the Hamilton Central Business District (the CBD), neighbourhood
centres, towns and villages. 69

[53]

The strategy contains the following key approaches for business development:
(a) there is a focus on Hamilton CityHeart (being the CBDf0 as the commercial
and business heart of the future proof area, i.e. it is of regional significance;
(b) it seeks to ensure commercial and industrial developments are not located in
areas that undermine the areas of influence of the CBD, including the
extensive development of retail/mall shopping in locations not identified in the
strategy;
(c) it outlines that commercial activity should aim to maximise the use of existing
areas and facilities;
(d) it seeks to discourage the development of large format retail outside of the
CBD, suburban and town centres. 71
The strategy contains actions to give effect to these matters. These include: 72

[54]
•

.providing for suitable business and employment opportunities close to where
people live;

•

67

68
69
70

71

72

agreed locations for business land; and

As FN 35 above, at [22].
As FN 35 above, at [23].
As FN 35 above, at [25].
Whilst the strategy refers to Hamilton CityHeart, we refer to it as the CBD for consistency
reasons.
As FN 35 above, at [26].
As FN 35 above, at [27].
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•

developing a strategic approach to office and retail development and
ensuring that settlement patterns do not adversely impact upon the benefits
of the Waikato Expressway.

[55]

Mr Tremaine, the implementation advisor for the strategy, gave evidence that

the Industrial Zone provisions of the proposed plan are consistent with these
approaches. His evidence was not challenged. 73

The RPS

[56]

The RPS implements key aspects of the strategy, including the settlement

pattern and gives statutory effect to its principles, approaches and actions.
[57]

The RPS identifies issues relating to managing the built environment in Issue

1.4. It directs specific attention to the following matters:
(a) high pressure for development in Hamilton City; 74
(b) increasing conflict with and demands for new infrastructure; 75
(c) the need to use existing infrastructure efficiently and to manage and enhance
that infrastructure; 76
(d) unplanned dispersal of retail and office development having had
consequential effects on the function, amenity and vitality of some elements
of the CBD· 77 and
'
(e) the integrated relationship between land use and development, and the
transport infrastructure network. 78
[58]

The Explanation to Issue 1.4 outlines that:

Efficient and effective infrastructure is crucial for our economic progress in social
and visible wellbeing.
73

74

75
76
77

78

As FN 35 above, at [28].
Issue 1.4 a).
Issue 1.4 c).
Issue 1.4 ca)
Issue 1.4 f).
Issue 1.4 g)

However, land use change can adversely affect this, for
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example ribbon development along arterial roads can result in the slowing of
traffic and may consequentially affect the efficiency of transport along these
routes ....
Hamilton Central Business District's continued viability, vibrancy and accessibility
is significant to the entire region. The previous planning framework has enabled
an unplanned dispersal of retail and office development which has contributed to
the under-performance of some elements of the Central Business District with
consequential effects on its function, amenity and vitality.

[59]

The relevant objective addressing this issue is:

Objective 3.12 Built environment
9

Development of the built environmene (including transport and other infrastructure) and
associated land use occurs in an integrated, sustainable and planned manner which
enables positive environmental, social, cultural and economic outcomes, including by:

c)

integrating

land use and infrastructure planning,

including by ensuring that

development of the built environment does not compromise the safe, efficient and
effective operation of infrastructure corridors;

e)

recognising and protecting the value and long-term benefits of regionally significant

infrastructure

g)

80

;

minimising land use conflicts, including minimising potential for reverse
sensitivity;

j)

promoting a viable and vibrant central business district in Hamilton city, with a
supporting network of sub-regional and town centres; and

k)

providing for a range of commercial development to support the social and
economic wellbeing of the region.

79

80

The RPS balds terms that are defined in its glossary.
The RPS defines "regionally significant infrastructure" to include "significant transport
corridors as defined in Map 6.1 and 6.1 A".
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[60]

Policy 6.16 of the RPS deals with commercial development in the future proof

area. "Commercial development" is defined in the glossary to the RPS as:
The range of commercial activities including office, retail and commercial service
provision.

' [61]

Particularly relevant to this appeal are the following parts of Policy 6.16:
Policy 6.16 - Commercial development in the Future Proof Area
Management of the built environment in the Future Proof area shall provide for
varying levels of commercial development to meet the wider community social
and economic needs, primarily through the encouragement and consolidation of
such activities in existing commercial centres, and predominantly in those centres
identified in Table 6-4 (Section 60). Commercial development is to be managed
to ...
b) support and sustain existing physical resources, and ensure the continuing
ability to make efficient use of, and undertake long-term planning and
management for the transport network. and other public and private
infrastructure resources including community facilities; ...
f)

maintain Industrial Zoned land for industrial activities unless it is ancillary to
those industrial activities, while also recognising that specific types of
commercial development may be appropriately located in industrially zoned
land; and

g)

ensure new commercial centres are only developed where they are
consistent with a) to f) of this policy. New centres will avoid adverse effects,
both individually and cumulatively, on:
(i)

the distribution, function and infrastructure associated with those
centres identified in Table 6-1 (Section 6D);

(ii)

people and communities who rely on those centres identified in Table
6-4 (Section 6D) for their social and economic wellbeing, and require
ease of access to such centres by a variety of transport modes;

(iii)

the efficiency, safety and function of the transportation network; and

(iv)

the extent and character of industrial land and associated physical
resources, including through the avoidance of reverse sensitivity
effects.
(underline added for emphasis)
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[62]

Table 6-4 sets out a hierarchy of major commercial centres which identifies the

CBD as the primary centre in the region for commercial, civic and social activity and the
Te Rapa North Commercial Centre (The Base shopping centre) as the primary subregional centre and Chartwell as a secondary sub-regional centre. Table 6-2 sets out
the number of hectares allocated for industrial land allocation within the future-proof
area and the timing or staging of its release. Industrial development is to be primarily
located in the strategic industrial nodes (Policy 6.14 c)) outlined in Table 6-2.

The

overlay area is not one of these.
[63]

The implementation methods in respect of Policy 6.16 include a requirement

that any new commercial development is managed in accordance with Policy 6.16
through the Council's district plan. 81

The proposed plan

[64]

Mr O'Dwyer, the Council's city planning manager, gave evidence about the role

and influence of the strategy in the plan review and also addressed how the proposed
plan gives effect to the RPS provisions, which he described as being "directive about
the preservation of the industrial land resource in Hamilton".

He described the

introduction of the centres hierarchy within the proposed plan as also giving effect to
the relevant provisions of the RPS. 82 Mr Manning did not fully address the ways in
which the Trust's most recent proposal gives effect to the RPS.
[65]

The proposed plan involves a substantial shift in the policy approach to retail

and commercial provision from the operative plan, reflecting concerns about the
outcomes of the approach in the operative plan which enabled dispersed, ad hoc office
and retail development across the city, including within the Industrial Zone and outside
the CBD. This, coupled with the strategy's proposed land use pattern embedded in the
RPS (which was developed at around the same time as the proposed plan), and the
specific policies about industrial and commercial development, have influenced the
strategic direction of the proposed plan.
[66]

81
82

83

Mr O'Dwyer gave evidence of the policy shift and the reasons for it: 83

Policy 6.16.1.
As FN 10 above, at [26], [27].
As FN 10 above, at [22]- [28]. In this quote the PDP refers to the proposed plan and the
ODP refers to the operative plan.
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In contrast to the PDP, the ODP provided for a much wider set of land uses in the
.Industrial Zone which enabled general office and retailing activities.

This has

contributed to the distribution of these activities away from the established and
planned for commercial and business centres in Hamilton over a 10 to 15 year
period, while simultaneously diluting the industrial land resource and making it
harder to effectively plan and manage integrated infrastructure development.
Against that background, the most significant elements in the PDP that are
relevant to this appeal relate to introduction of a centres hierarchy to proactively
manage the location and distribution of office and retail development across the
city, and the preservation of industrial land for industrial purposes. . ..
The decisions version of the PDP includes objectives, policies and land uses in
the Industrial Zone to ensure that Industrial land is primarily preserved for
industrial land uses.
The strategic direction of maintaining industrial land for industrial purposes also
gives effect to the relevant provisions in the Waikato Regional Policy Statement
(WRPS) that are directive about the preservation of the industrial land resource in
Hamilton.
The introduction of a centres hierarchy within the PDP is directly linked to the
policy position to preserve industrial land and also gives effect to the relevant
provisions of the WRPS which is now operative.

[67]

The proposed plan gives effect to the RPS through the objectives, policies and

methods in chapter 2 Strategic Framework, chapter 6 Business Zones, chapter 7
Central City Zone and chapter 9 Industrial Zone and through the city-wide
transportation provisions.
[68]

Chapter 1 of the proposed plan is entitled Plan Overview.

At 1.1.3 Plan

Structure, the following is outlined:
b) Strategic Chapter
This outlines the strategic objectives and policies for the future direction of the
City.

It is intended that the Objectives and Policies of this chapter provide a

hierarchy of district-wide strategic considerations that sit over the Objectives and
Policies of specific zones, sites and features.

(emphasis added)
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[69]

Chapter 2 Strategic Framework of the proposed plan is clear, unambiguous and

self-explanatory. We set out the relevant parts of it as follows:
2.1 Purpose
a) The principal purpose of this chapter is to provide clear and strong links
between the District Plan and the City's Strategies, which are listed in Chapter 1:
Plan Overview, Section 1.1.2.2 - Integration of the Plan with Other Plans and
Documents.

To this end, this chapter sets out the strategic objectives and

policies for Hamilton City. Other chapters contain objectives, policies and rules
that implement and support this strategic policy framework.
b) One of the key approaches to achieving a compact city and sustainable
management of physical resources is to recognise the existing and distinctive
business centres that will make up a business hierarchy. The overall aim is to
maintain the primacy of the Central City as a viable and vibrant metropolitan
centre.
Objective 2.2.4
Establish and maintain a hierarchy of viable and vibrant business centres that
provide a focus for retail, commercial and entertainment activities and serve the
social, cultural, environmental and economic needs of the community
Policy 2.2.4
2.2.4a) Business activity and development shall locate in the most appropriate
centre for its role, according to the following hierarchy:
i.

The Central City is the primary business centre, serving the City and
wider region, and is the preferred location for significant office,
commercial, retail, entertainment and civic activities.

ii.

Chartwell and Te-Rapa North complement the Central City, to serve large
parts of the City and adjoining districts, and contain primarily retailing,
entertainment and services.

iii.

Suburban centres, to provide convenience goods, community services,
facilities and employment to service immediate suburban catchments. 84

iv.

Ruakura Retail Centre, to serve the Ruakura Structure Plan area and
adjacent catchment.

84

The suburban centres are noted on Figure 2.1a "Hamilton's Plan at a Glance", p 2-2.
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v.

Neighbourhood centres, to contain retailing and service activities to serve
immediate residential catchments.

2.2Ab) The distribution, type, scale and intensify of activities outside the Central
City does not undermine the viability, vitality and vibrancy of the Central City, its
amenity values, or role in meeting the needs of the region

Policy 2.2.5

2.2.5c) Industrial Zoned land shall be safeguarded for industrial purposes.

[70]

The strategic framework then drives the other provisions of the proposed plan

as referred to above, relevantly here chapter 9 Industrial Zone. Any discretionary or
non-complying activity has to consider the strategic framework objectives and policies,
which is a strong signal of their importance. 85
The relevance of the unimplemented supermarket consent

[71]

As outlined above, the Trust's intention is to establish a small-scale

convenience shopping and service centre to serve the western suburbs and passing
traffic, with a supermarket as the "anchor'' activity.
[72]

Resource consent to allow a sur?ermarket development on the site was granted

on 12 February 2013 by the Council. Although Mr Swears (the transport expert for the
Agency) did not support the application, the Agency gave affected party approval to the
application. 86 If not implemented, that consent lapses within 6 years, which now leaves
a life of 2.5 years. 87
[73]

The supermarket consent has not been implemented. Mr King explained that

he intends to implement the consent, which will either take the form of a small
supermarket (such as a Four Square or Fresh Choice) or an ethnic supermarket. 88 We
were told during the course of the hearing that the approved supermarket is 3,600m 2
and covers 75% or 80% of the overlay area. Any change to the size of the supermarket
may involve an application to vary the conditions of the existing consent or a new
65

66
67
66

As in the proposed plan and stated directly under the heading of chapter 2.2 Objectives and
Policies: Strategic Framework.
The Agency's opening at [5.1], [5.3].
The appellant's closing, 13 September 2016 at [88], Agreed bundle of documents volume 2,
p 22.
Transcript, p 379.
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consent. We were provided with a copy of the decision on the application to allow the
supermarket development at the site, but not all of the background documents or plans
referred to in the decision.
[74]

There are requirements for a suitably qualified person to prepare for approval by

the Council a Landscape and Planting Plan before the consent is implemented
(conditions 20-22).

That plan is to generally screen and soften the carparking area

fronting Greenwood Street and Killarney Road with a minimum of 2m wide amenity
planting and provide solid or wide screening in a minimum 2m area along the western
Amenity Protection Area boundary abutting the Residential Zone.

One tree is to be

planted for each 15 car parking space.
[75]

Conditions (6, 7 and 8) require a minimum of 180 vehicle parking spaces, with

four accessible needs parks and loading bays.
[76]

There are conditions that relate to access:
(a) left-in, left out, right in access to Greenwood Street, the detailed design of
which is subject to approval by the Agency (conditions 10 and 13);
(b) left-in, left-out access to Killarney Road, the detailed design of which is
subject to approval by the Council (condition 11);
(c) yellow no-stopping lines along the site frontage on the western side of
Greenwood Street (condition 12); and
(d) a heavy/service vehicle exit to the north on Greenwood Street (condition 14)
with a sign advising operators not to use Bandon, Smith, Allen and Primrose
Streets (condition 15).

[77]

Mr Apeldoorn, the traffic expert for the appellant, prepared a Transport

Assessment Report (TAR) which included two plans showing two possible design
layouts which he considered would meet the above conditions. The accesses to the
supermarket have never been submitted to either the Council or the Agency for
approval.
approved.

For this reason, it cannot be assumed that either of the layouts will be
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[78]

The unimplemented supermarket consent has not, in our view, reached the

stage where it could be considered as a permitted baseline, which in any event is not a
relevant consideration when considering a plan change appeal. In terms of this appeal,
however, we do not agree that it should be used as a springboard for further
commercial activity, or that the fact that consent was granted for it under a more
permissive planning regime means it should be given any particular weight when
assessing which proposal is the most appropriate.
The proposed commercial centre

[79]

Apart from the strategic framework referred to above (the purpose set out in

chapter 2.1, Objective 2.2.4 and its related policies), an issue arose about whether or
not the objectives and policies in chapter 6 Business Zones and chapter 9 Industrial
Zone would apply to the proposed overlay.

We heard a considerable amount of

evidence and submission on this topic, and without intending any disrespect to the
parties or counsel we have formed the view that the arguments somewhat miss the
point. This is because what the Trust proposes does not neatly fit within the Business
or Industrial Zones' objectives and policies. The commercial centre is something more
than a neighbourhood centre, and considerably less than a suburban centre. 89
[80]

Mr Manning, the planning witness for the appellant, said he based the proposed

overlay and particularly the rule regime on the suburban centre provisions (with some
exceptions in terms of activity provision) which provided for a supermarket (unlike the
neighbourhood centre provisions which did not). 90
[81]

In terms of the Suburban Centres (Business 5 Zone) Mr O'Dwyer said: 91
The City's residential neighbourhoods are served by numerous existing suburban
centres, being medium sized shopping centres also supporting community
services and facilities. Further, new centres are proposed as part of planned
residential expansion in the Rotokauri, Rototuna, and Peacocke Structure Plan
areas. Some of these centres are zoned at present (such as for Rotokauri) while
others are identified and clearly provided for as part of detailed structure plans.

89

°

9

91

The business centres hierarchy comprises five tiers and is set out in chapter 6 of the
proposed plan at 6.1e) listed above.
Chapter 6 Business Zone Suburban Centres Objective 6.6.2 and its accompanying policy;
Neighbourhood Centres- Objective 6.2.3 and accompanying policies.
Evidence in chief, at 111-114.
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These centres are medium sized centres (ranging in area from 10,000-20,000m2
GFA). The centres are dispersed throughout the residential suburbs, and
generally (although not exclusively) located on higher order transport corridors
(major and minor arterial roads) and accessible to a large vehicle-oriented
travelling public. Supermarkets commonly anchor these centres supported by
limited office, community and other services to a suburban population

[82]

Even if we were to evaluate the proposed overlay against the Suburban Centres

objectives and policies, there is still a need to understand the Business 5 zone in the
round - its purpose, function and nature and the reasons for the rule framework
including its activity mix, and the anticipated outcome. Mr Bartlett QC referred to it not
being a "pick and mix" exercise. 92 There was no principled analysis to explain why Mr
Manning only· selected the items he did, neither was any comparison of the rule
framework with the proposed overlay undertaken. Our analysis of the rule framework is
that a suburban centre is intended to be more than just retail and offices.

[83]

If considered against the Industrial Zone provisions, the overlay would clearly

not be the most appropriate outcome, however the reality is that what is proposed does
not properly fit with the Business Zone objectives and policies and particularly those
that relate to suburban centres. We cannot see how it would therefore, be relevant to
evaluate the overlay against these provisions. It is therefore not surprising and indeed
we would have thought crucial to the Trust's case for there to be a new objective and
policies justifying the inclusion of the overlay within the Industrial Zone.

A critical

question is, however, how the new objective and policies fit within the strategic
framework of the proposed plan.

We return to this question after considering the

commercial and particularly retail and transportation effects that could arise if the
overlay is included in the proposed plan.

Commercial and particularlv retail considerations

[84]

Mr Robert Speer and Mr Fraser Colegrave for the appellant and Mr Tim Heath,

Mr Mark Tansley and Mr Phil Osborne for the Council as retail and economic experts,
and Mr Manning, Mr Speer and Mr O'Dwyer as planning experts, gave evidence about
potential commercial and retail implications.

92

Transcript, p 150 (8 September 2016).
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[85]

We have felt it necessary to record our concern about the retail and economic

evidence provided to us. There was little attempt to present the evidence in a way that
facilitated evaluation on an "apples with apples" basis, for example by defining a
"catchment" and "core catchment" and their physical location.

A much sharper

identification of the issues and evidence addressing these would have shortened
proceedings and been of greater assistance.

This lack of focus resulted in

considerable time spent in cross-examination on matters that, in the final analysis, we
have concluded are not material to our decision, with the result that we do not intend to
traverse them in detail.
[86]

A large part of the case for the appellant was that the overlay proposal would

meet a potential and unfulfilled demand for retail in the western part of the city and that
there was insufficient supply of suitably zoned and available land to meet that demand.
That would mean the proposal would not conflict with the objective and policies for
suburban centres.
[87]

While the appellant's witnesses considered the proposed new commercial

centre within the overlay to be a suburban centre and their evidence was based on this,
as outlined above, we have concluded that it is not.

However, we accept that the

potential effect of the proposed new commercial centre on suburban centres in the
western suburbs is a relevant consideration. It may be that the new commercial centre
within the overlay would have potential effects on neighbourhood centres in the western
suburbs, but we had no argument or evidence on this point. There was no suggestion
that it would undermine the primacy, function, vitality, amenity or viability of the CBD, an
important plank in both the RPS and proposed plan policy framework.
[88]

Another key issue was the effect on Frankton, the suburban centre in relatively

close proximity to the proposed overlay area. The appellant's case was that a new
commercial centre within the proposed overlay would not reduce the current trading
patterns at Frankton or inhibit the consolidation, or growth of it as a suburban centre. A
further key issue was whether there is a shortage of zoned land for retail in the western
suburbs.
[89]

We understand the evidence to be that the provision of 1,000m2 GFA of offices

is unlikely to have any significant adverse effect on centres in the business hierarchy,
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given that there is approaching 1,000m 2 GFA of office available on the site currently. 93
We set this issue aside as it is not determinative.

What are the likely implications for Frankton?

[90]

As signalled above, Frankton is zoned as a suburban centre. Mr Heath gave

evidence that, from the whole of the western catchment, the Frankton suburban centre
derives 13% of its retail trade and attracts 1% of the retail spend from that catchment. 94
It has been dominated by Forlongs department store with its household goods and
homeware for many years and most recently at the replacement outlets selling similar
products but established under a different business model. It has no supermarket.
[91]

The appellant's witnesses gave evidence that the provision of supply to meet

the convenience shopping demand from the western suburbs is not one of Frankton's
actual roles. Its retail function is to meet the demand from the surrounding workforce
and a broader city-wide demand for destination shopping for household goods and
homeware, formerly at the Forlongs department store. Mr Speer also considered there
are a number of constraints against Frankton as a convenience shopping destination
for western suburbs residents, particularly poor accessibility and more easily accessible
locations by vehicles to other parts of the city.
[92]

The Council's witnesses urged us to look beyond today's snapshot of Frankton

and to the future when considering the potential for adverse retail effects on it.
Mr Heath and Mr Tansley gave evidence that the Frankton Suburban Centre is an
underperforming centre with sufficient capacity to meet any unmet retail demand. Both
considered that the failure of Frankton to attract custom from the western suburbs is the
product of its current physical state and the specialisation in its retail offering of
household goods and homeware. Both had a concern that introducing another "centre"
could have an adverse impact on Frankton's ability to perform to the level envisaged for
an existing suburban centre.

We took from their evidence that Frankton is an

appropriate location to promote supply to meet the demand from the western suburbs;
there are opportunities for revival and the need to give it a chance.

However, our

assessment of their evidence is that this will be a challenging prospect, particularly
without a supermarket.

93
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Transcript, p 399 (13 June 2016).
Mr Heath, evidence-in-chief, at [77], p 122.
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[93]

The Council considers that Frankton has the potential and opportunity to

regenerate and it has embarked on a planning project to enable it to realize that
potential.

The Council produced a plan entitled "Discover Frankton: The Frankton

Neighbourhood Plan" post-decision making on the proposed plan and we were
provided with a copy of it. We take it as no more than an indication of the Council's
interest in promoting and regenerating Frankton.
[94]

We accept from the evidence that the future area of influence from the overlay

proposal includes Frankton.

We also infer from the evidence that the potential

regeneration of Frankton is likely to take some years and therefore extend beyond the
life of the proposed plan. While it may not be set back by the commercial development
of the overlay area (even under the most severe of the predictions by the retail
witnesses), there is still some uncertainty about that and it raises the question of the
need to take that risk.

Is there a shortage of zoned land in the western suburbs?

[95]

Mr Heath relied on the existence of the wider western Hamilton catchment's

established network of centres designed to accommodate the area's future
convenience retail and commercial services requirements as providing an adequate
supply. Mr Colegrave was critical of this, pointing out the Marketview data presented
QY Mr Heath showed that western suburbs retailers currently capture only 22% of total
retail spend. 95 Mr Speer's evidence also made much of the under-supply of retail in the
western suburbs. Messrs Speer and Colegrove both referred to market research based
on vehicle customer surveys at Dinsdale and Newton centres showing a strong fall off
in customer support at the railway lines. 96
[96]

None of the witnesses for the appellant made any evidential link to an alleged

shortfall of retail supply in the western suburbs with a lack of zoned capacity. No land
use study has been undertaken to show that there is insufficient zoned opportunity.
Mr Colegrave conceded that his analysis could not be relied upon to conclude that
there is a shortage of available zoned land for retailing in the western area 97 and

95
96
97

Mr Colegrave, rebuttal evidence at [78].
Economic- Expert Witness Conferencing Statement, dated 25 February 2016, p 2.
Transcript p 473, lines 6-8.
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confirmed that he had no information to suggest a present shortfall of zoned
opportunity. 98
[97]

When questioned about his conclusion that there is a lack of available capacity

within the suburban centres in the vicinity of the overlay area, Mr Speer acknowledged
that he had no objective information or data to support this proposition, other than
having walked around and looked at what may happen and what may be available. 99
Furthermore, he had not taken any advice from existing operators within these centres
about what they consider to be their long-term options in terms of peripheral
acquisitions, building and reconfigurations. 100
[98]

During the hearing the Council drew our attention to the "Suburban Centres

Review August 2011", an assessment of the suburban centres and evaluation of the
current employment composition, the current and future retail floor space provisions
and land requirements of each centre. The Suburban Centres Review estimates the
level of provision required or that can be sustained by each localised catchment by
2041, factoring in both the retail and commercial sectors and their estimated growth in
demand. The "at grade" suburban centre land area forecasts (said to be more likely
than two-storey development for the centres in the western suburbs) involve a forecast
land area increase for Dinsdale from 2.4ha 101 to 4.6ha, Nawton 1.2ha to 2ha and
Frankton 1.5ha to 3ha. 102
[99]

In closing, Mr Lang submitted that the Suburban Centres Review does not

address the question of supply to meet the additional demand, only the predicted future
demand. He highlighted Mr Speer's evidence where he said that he had recommended
to the Council (in a report prepared for the Council in 2009) that further work needed to
be done in relation to suburban commercial locations to address future demand. He
submitted that although the review considered likely future demand, it was not specific
about how that would be met through expanding existing commercial zones, new
commercial zones or other methods. However, we had no evidence about this.
[1 00]

Mr Speer's evidence was that the new commercial centre proposed for the

overlay area made sense because it filled what he considered to be a "gap" in the
98
99

100
101
102

Transcript p 481, lines 19-23.
Transcript, p 435, lines 1-8.
Transcript, p 435, lines 9-12.
Given the 2011 current retail and commercial estimates, it seems unlikely that the
2
Countdown expansion in Dinsdale of 900m has been factored in.
Suburban Centres Review, August 2011. Table 8 at [19].
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centres hierarchy and complemented and helped the hierarchy to be implemented in a
full way. 103 There was, however, a lack of thorough analysis by Mr Speer and other
witnesses as to the basis for this proposition and no/little systematic identification and
review of other potential locations for such a new centre with an analysis of their
respective costs and benefits.
[1 01]

Even if there proved to be a shortage of zoned retail capacity (and we did not

have evidence to make a finding to that effect), the appellant did not adequately
consider the options for meeting that demand. The appellant relied on the existence of
the supermarket consent (a matter we have already discussed) and the immediate
availability of the Trust's land in one ownership to provide the basis for justifying this
location for a new commercial centre.
[1 02]

In our view land could be acquired or otherwise arranged to accommodate such

a purpose elsewhere to meet any need.
[1 03]

We conclude that we should not lightly set aside the new approach to the

allocation of business/commercial centres and industrial land in the proposed district
plan, as this approach has been the subject of considerable focus through Future Proof,
the RPS and now the proposed plan. This process has sought to address the issues
facing Hamilton about the unplanned dispersal of retail and office development and has
developed strategy and policy to deal with them.
Traffic and transportation

General background

[1 04]

The key traffic and transportation issues to be considered are the effects on the

road hierarchy, the need to integrate land use and infrastructure planning, including by
ensuring that development of the built environment does not compromise the safe,
efficient and effective operation of infrastructure corridors, and consistency with the
relevant objectives and policies.
[1 05]

Evidence was provided by the following transport experts: Mr Mark Apeldoorn

for the appellant, Mr Alistair Black for the respondent and Mr Robert Swears for the

103

Transcript p 424, lines 23-30.
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Agency. Mr Andrew McKillop from the Agency and Mr Dylan Gardiner (a planner) also
gave evidence for the Agency.

[1 06]

The Agency has the sole power to control and manage all state highways for all

purposes. This includes the Greenwood Street section of SH1. In addition, the Agency
funds 51% of the cost of maintenance and operations, renewals and capital works
associated with the Council's local road network. Mr McKillop advised that the Agency
has: 104
... a significant interest in seeing that land use planning for the City is integrated
with the transport network" and "an interest in present and future land use
decision-making to ensure that the public receive value for money transport
outcomes from our investment.

[1 07]

The Council is responsible for the local road network, which includes Killarney

Road and a number of other local roads in

[108]

th~

vicinity of the site.

As we have noted, the site is located on the corner of SH1 at Greenwood Street

and Killarney Road. The average current traffic volume on Greenwood Street south of
Killarney Road is approximately 25,000 vehicles per day (vpd) and this is projected to
increase to just over 30,000 vpd in round terms by 2041, with the new Southern Links
project (assuming it is built) in place. Average current traffic volume on Killarney Road
on the western side of Greenwood Street is 15,400 vpd and this is projected to increase
to around 18,600 vpd by 2041 with the new Southern Links project in place. 105
[1 09]

Much of the evidence presented to us addressed the effects of traffic on the

road network and was more aligned to evidence that would be presented at a resource
consent appeal hearing than at a plan review appeal hearing.

Overall strategic transport planning framework

[11 0]

It is clear to us from the evidence and from our reviews of the relevant planning

documents that comprehensive transport planning in Hamilton has been undertaken in
a manner very closely linked to land use planning over a number of years, with input
from the Council, the Waikato Regional Council, the Agency and other councils and
104
105

Mr McKillop, evidence-in-chief, paragraphs [4.2] and [4.3].
Transport Assessment Report dated July prepared by Traffic Design Group, Mark Apeldoorn,
evidence-in-chief, Appendix E.
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road controlling authorities in the general locality.

This planning has included a

progression of inter-related and cascading processes starting with the Future Proof
Growth Strategy, the Hamilton Urban Growth Strategy, the Access Hamilton Integrated
Land Transport Strategy, the Waikato Regional Land Transport Strategy, the RPS and
the proposed plan.
[111]

The evidence, 106 particularly that of the Agency, emphasised the importance of

the road hierarchy and the significance of SH1 in that hierarchy.

The Upper North

Island Freight Story: 107
... highlighted the constraint to inter-regional freight traffic caused by delays
along sections of SH1 through Hamilton, including the western corridor [which
includes Greenwood Street], and recognised that the effects of this constraint
are felt at an upper North Island scale.

Mr McKillop stated that SH1 is already under significant pressure which will not be
relieved by the completion of the Waikato Expressway alone. 108
[112]

The Regional Council is responsible for regional transport planning, and the

relevant objectives and policies set out in the RPS place a strong emphasis on the
integration of land use and infrastructure and the road hierarchy's role in achieving that
outcome. 109 For example, Objective 3.12 states:
Development

of

the

built

environment

(including

transport

and

other

infrastructure) and associated land use occurs when an integrated, sustainable
and planned manner which enables positive environmental, social, cultural and
economic outcomes, including by

c)

integrating land use and infrastructure planning, including by ensuring that
development of the built environment does not compromise the safe, efficient
and effective operation of infrastructure corridors;

e)

recognising and protecting the value and long-term benefits of regionally
significant infrastructure.

106
107
106
109

Mr McKillop, evidence-in-chief, at [5.4].
"Upper North Island Freight Story", 2013, Upper North Island Strategic Alliance.
Mr McKillop, evidence-in-chief, at [5.6].
Mr Gardiner, evidence-in-chief, paragraphs [22] and [24].
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[113]

Along with objectives and policies, the RPS also contains implementation

methods directing specific action in district plans. As outlined above, we are required to
give effect to an RPS or have regard to the provisions in a proposed RPS when
considering the options for the zoning of this site.
[114]

We are also required under s 74 (2) (b) (i) of the Act to have regard to any

management plans and strategies prepared under other Acts.

The proposed plan

identified the need to have regard to the following Waikato region strategies and plans
relating to transport:

110

(a) The Regional Land Transport Strategy (RLTS);
(b) The Regional Public Transport Plan;
(c) The Regional Road Safety Strategy; and
(d) The Regional Walking and Cycling Strategy.

[115]

We have considered the relevant provisions of the RL TS, as well as the relevant

provisions of the RPS and the proposed plan, which we analyse in more detail later in
this section, but the remaining documents listed in (b) to (d) above are not material to
our decision.

Evaluation
[116]

We now evaluate the potential traffic and transportation effects arising from both

proposals in light of the strategic transport planning framework we have outlined above.

Existing traffic environment
[117]

The existing traffic environment is described in the Transport Assessment

Report (TAR) dated July 2015, which was prepared by the Traffic Design Group and
included as Appendix E to the evidence-in-chief of Mr Apeldoorn.
[118]

Table 2 of the TAR shows that the existing activities on the site are generating

an estimated 259 to 266 vpd. To provide some context, this represents less than 1% of
the existing daily traffic volumes on Greenwood Street and Killarney Road.

110

Hamilton City Council Proposed District Plan dated 13 November 2012, section 1.1.2.2 f)
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[119]

The road safety history in the locality of the site was considered in the TAR for

the period 2009 to 2013 inclusive. In broad terms, the study area included the
Greenwood Street/Killarney Road intersection and both road frontages of the site
including the intersections of Killarney Road with Higgins Road and Killarney Lane.
[120]

In paragraph 3.1 of the TAR it is noted " ... that the Greenwood Street/Killarney

Road intersection has a typical crash rate of 1.1 injury crashes per annum and is
therefore performing marginally better than typically expected." No other information is
provided in the TAR on the relative safety performance of the road network in the
locality compared to other localities, other than a note stating "Mitigating the risk of
these sorts of crashes has been considered in the access designs that are proposed in
the following section."
Future traffic environment

[121]

The TAR also considered possible future traffic environments, analysing three

possible future scenarios which were described as;
(a)

Scenario 1 -the permitted baseline under industrial zoning in the proposed
plan;

(b)

Scenario 2- the consented baseline with the consented supermarket in
place and the remaining parts of the overall site taking the permitted
baseline; and

(c)

Scenario 3- the proposed Business 5 zone, assumed to have a maximum
of 7,000m 2 GFA. 111

[122]

The transport experts agreed the likely range of trip generation associated with

each scenario at expert conferencing prior to preparation of the TAR, and these were
used as the basis of preparing the TAR.

In response to questions from the Court,

Mr Swears confirmed that the other traffic experts agreed with the basic predictions of
future traffic volumes contained in the TAR. 112

111

112

Traffic Expert Joint Witness Statement dated 23 November 2015, paragraph [16],
included as Appendix H to Mr Apeldoorn's evidence-in-chief.
Transcript, p 336.
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[123]

The projected future traffic growth on Greenwood Street was set out in Table 3

of the TAR.

The traffic flows from Greenwood Street and Killarney Road are

summarised above.

[124]

Extra trips arising from five different development scenarios at the site were set

out in Tables 1 and 2 of Mr Apeldoorn's supplementary evidence dated 15 July 2016.
We have summarised these below by referring to the scenario's listed in paragraph
[122] and two overlay options:
Scenario 1

2,417;

Scenario 2

4,043;

Scenario 3

4, 969;

The proposed overlay

4 004" 113
'
'

Proposed overlay and consented supermarket area only,
plus permitted baseline elsewhere

[125]

5,028. 114

The TAR used Scenario 3 with a GFA of 7,000m 2 as the basis to assess traffic

effects on the road network. The appellant now proposes that the total GFA on the site
with the proposed overlay and remaining areas of the site permitted under the Industrial
Zone rules be capped at 7,000m 2 before non-complying activity status would apply. In
our view, the bases are broadly similar and the TAR traffic generation figures are
indicative of the overlay figures within the current bounds of estimating accuracy.
Accordingly, we consider that the TAR provides an appropriate basis for us to assess
the overlay proposal.

Traffic effects considered in our evaluation of the proposed overlay in terms of the
relevant objectives and policies

[126]

While we do not give the existing supermarket consent any particular weight

when assessing which plan proposals are the most appropriate, it is useful to consider
associated traffic volumes given the proposed overlay provides for a supermarket up to
a cap of 3,600m 2 GFA to be assessed as a restricted discretionary activity.
113
114

Provides for overlay but does not include traffic from remaining areas of the site permitted
under the Industrial rules.
Provides an assessment of the maximum number of vehicles that could be generated with
the overlay and from remaining areas of the site permitted under the Industrial rules.
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We record the following findings in the TAR and related evidence that we

[127]

consider to be particularly relevant to our assessment under this topic:
(a)

The full overlay development of the proposed site is projected to increase
existing traffic volumes by more than the normal average level of variation
(set at 4% in terms of existing traffic volumes) between Kahikatea Drive and
Massey Street on Greenmount Street and between near Campbell Street
115
and Lake Rotoroa on Killarney Road;

(b)

The potential for reductions in access crossings from seven to three on
Greenwood Street and from two to one on Killarney Road are agreed as
positive by all traffic experts if the traffic volumes are the same;

(c)

Traffic growth without either the consented supermarket or the overlay, will
result in levels of service at the Greenwood Street/ Massey Road
Intersection in 2041 being typically F (lowest level of service) in the evening
peak.116

(d)

Addition of either the consented supermarket or the overlay will increase
evening peak delays and 951h percentile queue lengths by 25% (circa 20
seconds and 80 metres respectively) for the southern leg in 2015. 117 By
2041 the total evening peak delays on the same leg will increase by 48 to
63 seconds (to almost four minutes) and by 93 to 117 metres (to almost 800
metres) for the consented supermarket and overlay respectively. 118

(e)

We also took into account paragraph 41 of the joint witness statement by
the experts dated 23 November 2015, in which they agreed that " ... where a
transport network (or portions of a transport network) is operating at a poor
level of service, a small increase in traffic volumes can create very
significant adverse effects." This was confirmed by Mr Apeldoorn in
response to our questions, when he stated that " ... when the system, for
example the intersection gets close to its operating capacity then very small
increments and additional traffic do very quickly ramp up the level of the
delay."

115
116
117
118

TAR
TAR
TAR
TAR

paragraph 7.1 and Figures 7, 10 and 12.
Table 13.
Table 15.
Table 17.
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[128]

There was no evidence to enable us to compare road safety with the reduced

number of access crossings and the increased traffic numbers from either the
consented supermarket or the proposed overlay. While Mr Apeldoorn considered that
design options exist to address safety concerns, Mr Black and Mr Swears identified a
number of safety issues that concerned them. We did not get the impression that they
considered these concerns to be insurmountable but, in the absence of a firm proposal
put to them, they did not feel able to form a view on safety issues.
[129]

We infer from Mr Apeldoorn's evidence that a range of options exist to address

safety concerns in the vicinity of the Greenwood Street/ Killarney Road intersection and
also to ensure levels of service can be maintained or improved at that intersection.
However, that is only one of a number of issues we must consider, for example the
effects on evening peaks at the Greenwood Street/ Massey Road Intersection.
[130]

The appellant advanced the proposition that if a proposal is put forward when

the first application restricted discretionary activity consent is made and it fails to
address traffic/transportation issues to the satisfaction of the Council (and the Agency
in relation to SH1), then appropriate modifications to the proposal could be required or
the consent declined by the Council, however there is no certainty that this would be
the case. We do not consider that we could or should rely on this submission as
providing a solution to the potential problem, particularly in view of the matters we refer
to in paragraph [157].
Significance of Greenwood Street and Killarney Road in terms of the road hierarchy

[131]

Considerable emphasis was placed on the implications of the various options on

the Greenwood Street section of the network (in particular) and also on Killarney Road.
[132]

There were references in the evidence to the various descriptions of where

Greenwood Street fits within the road hierarchy. It was described as being part of SH1,
a major arterial transport corridor; a national road corridor, a significant transport
corridor, regionally significant infrastructure and a regionally significant corridor.
[133]

Killarney Road was described variously in different planning documents as a

minor arterial transport corridor, an arterial road corridor, a significant transport corridor
and regionally significant infrastructure.
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[134]

It is evident to us from the various descriptions and definitions set out in the

different planning documents that both Greenwood Street and Killarney Road have
considerable importance in the road hierarchy, particularly Greenwood Street with its
function as a state highway that extends both within and beyond Hamilton. It is also
evident to us from the various planning documents that there is a requirement to
manage land use to take into account the road hierarchy.

[135]

While we have reviewed carefully all of the definitions for the different road

categories referred to above as well as the evidence of different witnesses, we consider
the following matters relating to Greenwood Street to be particularly relevant to our
decision:
(a)

The traffic experts agreed that the principal function of Greenwood Street: 119
... is the movement of significant levels of goods and people between parts of
the City and beyond.

. ... Property access is either non-existent or heavily

controlled.

(b)

Mr McKillop stated that SH1, of which Greenwood Street forms part, is a
transport corridor of national and regional strategic importance.

(c)

120

National road ... corridors are those roads ... that make a significant
contribution to the social and economic wellbeing of New Zealand by
connecting major population centres, major ports or international airports. 121

(d)

Desired RLTS investment outcomes for Greenwood Street for years 1 to 10
and 11 to 30 of the strategy are, respectively:
(i)

Access, travel time reliability, safety and maintenance to improve safety
and support economic growth.

and
(ii) Access, travel time reliability, safety and maintenance. 122

119

120
121
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Traffic Joint Witness Statement dated 23 November 2015, at [9].
Mr McKillop, evidence-in-chief, at [4.5].
One Network Road Classification system developed by Local Government New Zealand and
the Agency defines Greenwood Street as a National Road Corridor.
Waikato RLTP, Function and desired investment outcome for Auckland and inter-regional
corridors, referenced in EIC of Mark Apeldoorn, paragraph 35
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(e)

Greenwood Street is the sole arterial route carrying traffic through this
section of the city and there are no alternatives on the planning horizon. 123

(f)

No physical intervention measures are proposed in Greenwood Street or
Killarney Road within the 30 year planning period of the Waikato Regional
Land Transport Plan 2015 to 2045. 124

(g)

Mr Swears considered that SH1 in the vicinity of the site is the most
vulnerable of any portion of the state highway through Hamilton. 125

[136]

We accept, therefore, that the section of Greenwood Street/SH1 past the Trust's

site is a road of both national and regional significance that sits near or at the top of the
reading hierarchy. The RPS and proposed plan contain objectives and policies (and in
the case of the RPS implementation methods) that require us to recognise this.

Constraints on access to SH1

[137]

While the majority of SH1 through Hamilton is a Limited Access Road (LAR),

the joint witness statement by the traffic experts confirms there is no LAR control on
Greenwood Street. 126

Similarly, there is no LAR on Killarney Road.

Therefore, a

permitted activity on any of the existing sites within the Trust site can access
Greenwood Street under the proposed plan provisions without the need for a resource
consent if the land use and traffic generation is within/below the trigger thresholds
specified in Rule 25. 14.4. 3. 127
[138]

Mr Swears placed considerable emphasis in his various briefs of evidence on

avoiding or minimising access to SH1 from the site. For example, in paragraph 6.34 of
his evidence-in-chief, he stated:
Although existing properties with direct access to SH1 are entitled to their
accesses, I consider it preferable for accesses along the SH1 frontage of the King
Appeal site to be minimised and, if possible, eliminated altogether; regardless of
the zoning (or Overlay as appropriate) for the Site.

123
124
125
126
127

Mr Gardiner, evidence-in-chief, at 56 (a).
Mr Apeldoorn, evidence-in-chief, at 33.
Transport, p 26, (last part of hearing).
At 11.
Mr Apeldoorn, evidence-in-chief, at [26].
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[139]

Mr Apeldoorn noted that the desired investment outcomes for the Western

Corridor (Greenwood Street) in the WRLT are "access, travel time reliability, safety and
maintenance to improve safety and support economic growth." He considered it
significant that access features as an outcome for Greenwood Street, but no other such
nationally significant corridor.

[140]

128

As a result of historical factors, it would seem that Greenwood Street's ability to

function as a nationally significant corridor is partly compromised by the inability to fully
control access points to and from it. This is not something that can be remedied by us,
but it is a relevant factor that we consider should be taken into account when assessing
the two options before us. We consider a cautious approach is required given the
importance of Greenwood Street (SH1) in the reading hierarchy.

[141]

In closing submissions, counsel for the appellant proposed a new rule 9.5.12 b)

to address the number of access crossings onto Greenwood Street. The rule proposes
that such accesses would be limited to three (from the current seven) once the level of
development reached 3,500m 2 GFA. Whilst we acknowledge that this accords with the
traffic experts' opinions that the site should be developed comprehensively so that the
number of vehicle crossings on each road frontage is minimised, 129 some important
questions remain unanswered particularly with regard to traffic safety and what
happens until the 3,500m 2 GFA threshold has been reached.

Requirement to undertake an Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) at the time of
assessment of a proposed plan review

[142]

Ms Dickey and Mr Bartlett QC submitted that Implementation Method 6.3.8 in

the RPS required the Trust to prepare an Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) to
support of the proposed overlay, and that the TAR was no substitute for it. An
"integrated transport assessment" is defined in the glossary to the RPS as "a
comprehensive review of all the potential transport impacts of a development proposal".
[143]

As outlined earlier in our decision, Policy 6.3 of the RPS relates to co-ordinating

growth and infrastructure. Section 6.3.8 of the RPS is an Implementation Method, not a
policy, and states:

126
129

Mr Apeldoorn, evidence-in-chief, at [35].
Traffic Joint Witness Statement dated 23 November 2015, at [30].
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Territorial authorities should ensure an Integrated Transport Assessment 130 is
prepared to support a structure plan, plan change or resource consent application
where the development may result in additional major trip-generating activities.

(underline emphasis added)
[144]

It is clear that some of the implementation methods attached to Policy 6.3 are

mandatory (evidenced by the use of the word shall); for example Implementation
Method 6.3.1 which we have outlined in paragraph [113] above. However, some of the
other implementation methods outlined in relation to Policy 6.3 and some district plan
transportation provisions are not mandatory, as evidenced by the use of the word
"should' and not "shalf'.

[145]

Despite the above, Policy 25.14.2.1f of the proposed plan requires an ITA to be

undertaken "for new subdivision, use or development of a nature, scale or location that
has the potential to generate significant adverse transportation effects".
[146]

It is unclear to us if the intent of Implementation Method 6.3.8 is that an ITA

should be undertaken at the time of a plan change, or as an alternative could be

undertaken at the time of a resource consent application. Either way, we are satisfied
that it was not necessary for the appellant to prepare an ITA in this instance otherwise
taken to its logical conclusion, this would mean that an ITA would have had to be
prepared for every site or area to support the zoning attached to it in the proposed plan
if major trip-generating activities would be the result. There was no evidence to suggest
that this was required of either the Council or any other appellant in a similar situation to
the Trust.
[ 147]

We are satisfied that the TAR provides sufficient information for us to gain an

appropriate understanding of the traffic implications arising from the overlay proposal.
Accordingly, we do not see the absence of an ITA at this time as fatal to the Trust's
case.
Extent to which the proposed overlay could affect ability to meet relevant transport
objectives and policies

The Regional Land Transport Strategy
[148]

We have reviewed the RL TS, but consider that most of the objectives and

policies in it are not sufficiently specific to assist us. Objectives and policies, which are
consistent with and inform our reading of the documents that follow, are:
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Policy P8 - Develop, maintain and protect key strategic corridors as defined in
section 4 of the plan in a manner consistent with their functions and desired
investment outcomes outlined in this section.
Policy P40 - Protect and promote SH1/29 as the preferred strategic road freight
corridor for investment between Auckland, Waikato and the Bay of Plenty regions.

The RPS and proposed plan
[149]

There are a number of common themes throughout the RPS and proposed plan

that are relevant to transport and traffic issues. These can be summarised in broad
terms as: 130
(a)

The need to integrate land use and transport planning;

(b)

The management of effects on the function of transport infrastructure
and the transport hierarchy;

(c)

The importance of the safe, efficient and effective operation of
infrastructure corridors and regionally significant infrastructure.

[150]

The new objective, policy and rules included in the overlay would increase traffic

volumes on nationally or regionally transport corridors, which in our view would result in
less appropriate outcomes in terms of the overall transportation framework than those
that would occur under the proposed plan.
[151]

We consider the proposed overlay could have some benefits in terms of Policy

2.2.1 b I of the proposed plan which relates to development being designed and located
to minimise energy use and carbon dioxide production by minimising the need for
private motor vehicle use (reflecting such matters expressed in the RPS). In an overall
context, we consider these benefits' would be small and not material to our decision.

130

In particular see Waikato RPS Objective 3.12 c and e and Policies 6.1 band d and 6.6 a and
Implementation Method 6.6.1 a- c; District Plan Objectives 2.1.12, 2.2.2, 2.2.13, 18.2.1, and
25.1.2.1 relating to development suitability and Policies 2.2.1 bi, 2.2.13a, 2.2.13c, 18.2.1 a,
and 25.1.2.2aiii relating to development suitability. In the Transport Chapter 25: City-wide
Transportation Objective 25.14.2.1 and Policies 25.14.2.1 e, Policy 25.14.2.1f relating to
Integrated Transport Assessments, and the transportation Appendix (15) such as under the
heading function in section 15.5 and the plan showing the sensitive transportation network in
15.9.
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[152]

The principal issue of concern from a transport and traffic perspective is the

inability of the overlay to pass the "avoid" threshold in Policy 6.16 of the RPS which
states:
New centres will avoid adverse effects, both cumulatively and individually, on

iii) the efficiency, safety and function of the transportatior:~ network."
(emphasis added)

And Implementation Method 6.16.1 entitled "District plan provisions" requires that:
Hamilton City Council, Waipa District Council and Waikato District Council district
plans shall manage new commercial development in accordance with Policy
6.16."
(underline emphasis added)

[153]

The overlay clearly provides for new commercial development by proposing a

new commercial centre, but its provisions do not avoid adverse effects on the
efficiency, safety and function of the transportation network. This is because:
(a) the proposed overlay would adversely affect the efficiency of operation of the
Greenwood Street/Massey Road Intersection and possibly other intersections
to lesser extents;
(b) any additional local traffic generated from the overlay area would not avoid
adverse effects on the principal function of Greenwood Street which the
traffic experts agree "... is the movement of significant levels of goods and
people between parts of the City and beyond. Similarly, any additional local

traffic generated from the overlay area does not avoid adverse effects on the
function of Killarney Road; and,
(c) effects on safety of the transportation network, while potentially minor, are
unlikely to meet the "avoid" test with increased traffic numbers over a number
of intersections.
[154]

Regardless of the uncertainty relating to safety, there is a real risk that the

provisions contained in the overlay would result in development outcomes that are
unlikely, in our view, to meet the "avoid" test contained in Policy 6.16 of the RPS. That
is an additional reason for concern when ·contemplating a proposal for a new
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commercial centre that does not neatly fit within the commercial centres hierarchy
established under the proposed plan.

Overlay policy and rule framework

[155]

We now consider the overlay policy and rule framework and its implications,

including its workability.
[156]

Aside from the additional activities that are restricted discretionary activities

(RD), the only difference from the Industrial Zone is that all new buildings and activities,

or changes to the existing ones, require RD consent at minimum (which means that
there are no permitted/controlled activities). That RD consent is in addition to any RD
consent that may be required under the Industrial Zone framework or under the Citywide provisions of the proposed plan.
[157]

Any RD consenting process would need to consider the objective and policies

for the overlay area. It is likely to take the caps provided for supermarket, retail and
office activity as indicating that these activities are suitable, given that the overlay
applies to a confined area and considering the objective and policies (particularly Policy
9.2.9d referring to the caps). It is unclear as to what the basis for declining consent
would be, even for transportation effects.
[158]

We accept the Council's submission that the only way to provide certainty that

an integrated approach to the development of the site occurs, is to apply for resource
consent for the whole area once. That is not required by the rules contained within the
proposed overlay. There is nothing to prevent the appellant applying successively for
resource consent for different proposals at different stages on the site.

If the

supermarket is developed, however, and it comprises 3,600m 2 GFA, it would occupy
approx 75% - 80% of the overlay area. Even a smaller supermarket than this would
mean the possibilities for integration may be limited.
[159]

We conclude that the title amalgamation threshold requirement or condition, as

presented in the closing stages of the hearing, is uncertain. The Agency questioned
whether it was intended to be in perpetuity or until the land is fully developed and also
asked what the subdivision rules require. Would the decision-maker be in a position to
decline or grant consent to subdivision and for what reasons? We did not have any
evidence on these points.
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[160]

We now consider the additional discretion/assessment criteria offered by the

appellant as part of the overlay. We accept the Council's arguments that there are no
material benefits gained by the additional discretion/assessment criteria offered.
(a) In the current Industrial Zone the Council can already exercise discretion over
transportation matters in terms of trip generating thresholds and RD status
that would trigger an ITA and require consideration against the same
transport discretion/assessment criterion G. While we accept that there
would be benefits in confining the number of vehicle crossings in a new
threshold requirement or condition, we also accept the Council's point that it
is unlikely that there would be the worst case scenario portrayed by the
appellant would arise, because the conditions attached to the consented
supermarket require the number of vehicle crossings to be reduced in any
event.
(b) The Industrial Zone has design and layout as a controlled activity for new
buildings, alterations and additions, light industrial, service industrial and
ancillary residential unit as controlled activities. Policy 9.2.3 provides the
policy basis and Rule 9.6 constrains the matters of control -assessment
criterion B. Mr O'Dwyer gave evidence that there was a deliberate choice by
the Council to accept a lower threshold of amenity in the Industrial Zone. 131

For these reasons we agree that the additional RD discretion/assessment matters
proposed are not necessary.

[161]

For these reasons, too, we do not find the overlay proposal the most appropriate

approach.

Does the proposed overlay give effect to the RPS?

[162]

A lot was made of this during the hearing and we have already covered some of

the arguments in preceding paragraphs. Mr Lang submitted that we must consider the
RPS is a high level document that does not assist in addressing the matters we must
consider.

We agree with this submission up to a point, particularly given that the

centres hierarchy policy (Policy 6.16) is largely directed at protecting the CBD and sub-

131

Transcript, p 299, lines 1-3.
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regional centres as we have identified. However, there is more to the policy in the RPS
than that.
[163]

We accept that Policy 6.16 does not confine new centres to existing commercial

centres or greenfield centres, however there is some support for protecting existing
centres in Policy 6.16b). As well, Policy 6.16f) provides that commercial development
is to be managed to maintain industrially zoned land for industrial activities unless it is
ancillary, whilst also recognising that specific types of commercial development may be
appropriately located in industrially zoned land, even though it does not specify what
these types of commercial development might be. The most telling provision is Policy
6.16g), which anticipates the prospect of new commercial centres if certain things can
be met, but it does not specify where these new commercial centres are to be located.
The problem with the appellant's proposed overlay is that it will not "avoid" adverse
effects on "the efficiency, safety and function of the transportation network".
[164]

When it comes to the question of whether the appellant's proposed overlay

gives effect to Policy 6.16 for the future proof area, we simply conclude that it does not.
We do not accept there is any certainty in Mr Lang's propositions that the proposed
overlay would involve minor or transitory effects on the efficiency, safety and function of
the transportation network, or be an enhancement. 132 Neither do we consider that the
district plan provisions are sufficient and should be relied on to allow this fundamental
matter to be dealt with at a later stage.
[165]

As to other provisions of the RPS, our attention was drawn to:
Policy 6.1 Planned and co-ordinated subdivision, use and development

Subdivision, use and development of the built environment, including transport,
occurs in a planned and co-ordinated manner which:
a)

has regard to the principles in section 6A;

b)

recognises and addresses potential cumulative effects of subdivision,
use and development;

132

Mr Lang drew on Environmental Defence Society Inc v The New Zealand King Salmon Co
Ltd NZSC38 [17 April2014] at [145] in his closing: "It is improbable that it would be
necessary to prohibit an activity that has a minor or transitory adverse effect in order to
preserve the natural character of the coastal environment, even where that natural character
is outstanding. Moreover, some uses or developments may enhance the natural character of
an area."
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c)

is based on sufficient information to allow assessment of the potential
long-term effects of subdivision, use and development; and

d)

[166]

has regard to the existing built environment.

Implementation methods (6.1.1) include local authorities having regard to the

principles in section 6A when preparing, reviewing or changing district plans and
development planning mechanisms such as structure plans, town plans and growth
strategies. We considered the "General Development Principles" set out in section 6A,
particularly with reference to transport, but nothing hinges on this policy.

[167]

Overall, for the reasons we have expressed, we cannot be satisfied that the

proposed overlay gives effect to the RPS.

Even if the version of the RPS we were

required to consider was the proposed RPS and we had to have regard to it, we could
not be satisfied that the overlay provisions, particularly as they relate to transportation
effects, would be preferable to those which appear in the Industrial Zone.

Is the proposed overlay the most appropriate approach?

[168]

We also conclude that the proposed overlay does not achieve the strategic

objectives and policies in the proposed plan. In summary our reasons are:
•

It does not achieve Objective 2.2.5 and the associated policies and in
particular does not safeguard Industrial Zoned land for industrial purposes
and may result in other similar approaches elsewhere in the city;

•

It cuts across Objective 2.2.4 and supporting Policy 2.2.4 and the hierarchy of
business centres, and has the potential to encourage other such
development to adopt similar approaches elsewhere in the city;

•

It does not adequately integrate land use and development with the provision
of infrastructure under Objective 2.2.12 and has the potential to allow
development that compromises the safe, efficient and effective operation and
use of existing and planned infrastructure under Policy 2.2.13a, and results in
incompatible adjacent land uses under Policy 2.2.13d.

[169]

We have also found there are deficiencies in the objective, policies and rules

associated with the proposed overlay, including the integrated development proposition.
Those would also militate against the proposed overlay achieving efficient use and
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development of natural and physical resources, especially land, buildings and
infrastructure under Objective 2.2.12 and Policy 2.2.12d on development enabling and
encouraging the efficient use of resources.
[170]

The Council submitted that the new policy direction contained in the proposed

plan should be given a chance on its "first road test".

In opening Mr Bartlett QC

submitted: 133
To summarise, each zone in the PDP has a purpose and a function which is
designed to mutually support other centres and implement the centres hierarchy.
In turn, the hierarchy seeks to ensure an integrated approach to giving effect to
the WRPS and achieving the purpose of the RMA. Undermining the hierarchy at
this point in the PDP's development and implementation will not only fail the test
in section 32, it will conflict with the function of the Council with respect to its
responsibility under section 31 of the RMA.

[171]

We take the Council's point. We are mindful that the planning framework of the

proposed plan review has been designed to ensure that the poor outcomes resulting
from the operative plan, particularly the effects arising from ad hoc commercial
development, are not repeated.
[172]

As we have said, the overlay does not provide for a suburban centre or

neighbourhood centre but creates a new kind of commercial centre.

The overlay

proposal is not similar in nature to those contained in the Industrial Zone- either the Te
Rapa Corridor or the Greenwood Street Corridor which in our view are confined to
limited commercial activities largely reflecting the existing commercial activities
established within these corridors for some time.

While the proposed relief of the

2,000m 2 GFA retail might be characterised as a "drop in the bucket", the potential
cumulative effects of the proposal and new type of centre proposed in light of the
proposed plan policy present in our view a significant risk to the new centres hierarchy
policy approach.
[173]

We do not agree with Mr Lang that the history of and (presumably exceptional)

reasons for applying the mixed use overlay to the site would be clear. We agree with
the Council that there is potential for the proposed overlay to encourage other nonstandard approaches to development in the Industrial Zone (and perhaps even a
business centre-based approach to something between a suburban and neighbourhood
133

Council opening, at [35].
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centre). The undesirability of that outcome is also based on our consideration of the
deficiencies of the proposed mixed use overlay proposition advanced by the appellant.

Outcome

[174]

For the reasons expressed above, we have decided that the appellant's

proposal for the site, a spot-zoned commercial centre within the Industrial Zone, is not
the most appropriate planning method to achieve the objectives of the proposed plan.
In particular, the overlay and what is proposed within it do not meet the strategic
objectives of the proposed plan. The new objective and policies were introduced late in
the piece to fill the gap created by the rule framework provided by the appellant as part
of its initial overlay proposal. Whilst we determined that the new objective and policies
were within scope of the appeal, they do little to address the wider strategic framework
of the plan which we have addressed in this decision in considerable detail.

This

strategic framework has not been something that has been simply developed by the
Council in a vacuum. The genesis for the approach was developed some years ago
with input from other significant regional players, who it would seem for a variety of very
good reasons recognised the need to collaborate to try and address concerns about the
lack of integrated land use and infrastructure planning, ad hoc commercial and
industrial development, and the difficulties that are caused as a result.

This

collaborative approach was led politically, but also included the Regional Council, the
Agency and tangata whenua. The strategic approach was publicly consulted upon and
was implemented through the RPS. The RPS was also a publicly consulted document.
[175]

The reason we have felt the need to mention this is because the strategic

direction implemented through the district plan (as directed by the RPS) has been one
which has been developed over a lengthy period of time with considerable involvement
from others.
[176]

We mention the above because the Trust's proposal cannot, in our view, simply

be seen as a site-specific proposal, even at a proposed plan review stage. It must be
seen within the wider context.
[177]

We have decided that the fact of the supermarket consent should not be given

any particular weight when considering the most appropriate planning response for this
site, and we acknowledge that there is already existing office activity on the site and
that the retail component within the scheme of things is not significant. We have found
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that the other overlay provisions that have been applied to sites within the Industrial
Zone (the Greenwood corridor, Te Rapa corridor and Porters Mixed Use Overlay) are
all distinguishable and more limited than that which is proposed for this site.
[178]

We have also found that, whilst there might be a shortfall of commercial supply

in the western suburbs, there is no evidence to support the proposition that there is
insufficient zoned land available to meet this need. Furthermore, the strategic policy
direction signals any unmet need occurring around existing centres, and we are not
satisfied on the evidence before us that this would not be a possibility.
[179]

There is also the question of whether this site would be the best option for a

new commercial centre. The fact that the site fronts onto SH1 is problematic for the
Trust given Policy 6.16 g) of the RPS.

Whilst the evidence establishes that a

supermarket is likely to be the largest generator of traffic, and despite the fact that there
is likely to be some solution to matters of access and design to mitigate adverse traffic
effects, this begs the question about whether or not, at this stage, it is appropriate that a
new commercial centre that does not neatly fit within the commercial centres hierarchy
established under the proposed plan, should be included in the proposed plan. The
evidence provided to us was not compelling enough for this to be, in our view, an
appropriate outcome.
[180]

When considering the law that applies for plan review, we therefore find that the

Council-proposed zoning and provisions for the site are the most appropriate way to
achieve the objectives of the proposed plan. We are not persuaded that the proposed
overlay provisions would be effective or, indeed, efficient. Whilst we can see that there
would be benefits to the Trust, and perhaps to local residents, we do not agree that
these overall benefits outweigh the strategic objectives of the proposed plan. We do
not consider there will be any costs or risks associated with not accepting the overlay
that would outweigh the above benefits either.
[181]

In conclusion we record that we have had regard to the Council's decision under

s 290A of the RMA. That regard has been fleeting given that the proposal before us
has significantly changed since the hearing held in respect of the proposed plan.
[182]

The appeal is dismissed and the Council's decision in relation to the land now

subject to this appeal is confirmed.
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[183]

We do not encourage any application for costs.

If costs are sought, any

application is to be filed within 10 working days of the date of this decision, with any
reply to be filed 10 working days thereafter.

For the court:
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Introduction

[1]

Chatham Islands Seafoods Limited (CISL) owns a 27l6-hectare farm

property extending from Baring Head to Palliser Bay on the southern coast of the
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[2]

In or about July 2002, CISL excavated an area on the farm of about 3000

square metres in area to a depth of about 0.7 metres. After this was discovered by
Wellington Regional Council officials, and following correspondence, on 16
December 2002 a Council enforcement officer issued an abatement notice to CISL
on the ground that CISL was diverting water with adverse effect on the environment
contrary to section 14(l)(a) of the Act. By the notice CISL was required to reinstate
the excavation, returning the area to its original levels, and fenced until the soil has
stabilised and plants re-established.

[3J

CISL appealed to this Court against the notice, seeking that it be cancelled,

on the ground that its actions were not in breach of section 14(1)(a) of the Resource
Management Act 1991 by diverting water in a manner which is, or is likely to, have
an adverse effect on the environment.
[4]

The main Issue on the appeal was whether the excavation amounted to

diversion of water in contravention of section 14 of the Resource Management Act
1991. If it did, further significant issues were whether the diversion caused by the
excavation had an adverse effect on the environment, whether the diversion was for
reasonable needs of CISL's animals for drinking water, and whether it was within
existing-use rights for management of the station.
[5]

We start by quoting relevant provisions of the Resource Management Act

and of the Wellington Regional Freshwater Plan approved under that Act. Then we
consider whether the excavation diverted water. If it did, we have then to consider
whether it should be excused as necessary for animals' drinking water, or as not
having an adverse effect on the environment, or as within existing-use rights, If it is
not excused on any of those grounds, we have then to consider whether the
requirements of the notice are necessary to remedy or mitigate the environmental
effects, and whether or not they should be confirmed having regard to the lapse of
time or change of circnmstances.

The relevant legislation
"':"~~i:J:"';J:~""'::"'"

Section 322 of the Resource Management Act empowers enforcement
:~'1i("''\fJfficers to issue abatement notices. We quote material provisions of that section-
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322.
Scope of abatement notice-- (1) An abatement notice may be
served on any person by an enforcement ottlcer-
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(a)
Requiring that person to cease ... anything done or to be done by or
on behalf of that person that, in the opinIon of the enforcement officer,(i) Contravenes or is likely to contravene this Act ...;
(H) ...
(b)
ReqUiring that person to do something that, in the opinion of the
enforcement officer, is necessary to ensure compliance by or on behalf of
that person with this Act, ... and also necessary to avoid, remedy, or
mitigate any actual or likely adverse effect on the environment(i)
Caused by or on behalf of the person; or
(H)
Relating to any land of which the person is the owner or occupier:

(3)
An abatement notice may be made subject to such conditions as
the enforcement officer serving it thinks fit.
(4)
An abatement notice shall not be served unless the enforcement
officer has reasonable grounds for believing that any of the circumstances in
subsection (1) or subsection (2) exist.

[7]

Section 325 provides for appeals against abatement notices, and we quote tbe

material provisions"325.
Appeals- (1) Any person on whom an abatement notice is served
may appeal to the Environment Court in accordance with SUbsection (2)
against the whole or any part of the notice.
(5) The Environment Court shall not confirm an abatement notice against
which an appeal has been made where the person against whom the
abatemenl notice was served was acting in accordance with(a)
A rule in a plan; or
(b)
... ; or
A resource consent(c)
if the adverse effects in respect of which the notice was served were
expressly recognised by the person who approved the plan, or notified the
proposed plan, or granted the resource consent, at the time of approval,
notification, or granting unless, having regard to the time which has elapsed
and any change in circumstances since the approval of the plan, the
notification of the proposed plan, or the granting of the consent, the
Environment Court considers that it is appropriate to do so.

[8]

Control over the diversion of water is provided by section 14 oftbe Resource

Management Act, of which we quote relevant provisions14.

Restrictions relating to water- (1) No person may take, use, dam,

or divert any(a)
Water (other than open coastal water)... unless the taking, use, damming, or diversion is allowed by subsection (3).
(2)
(3)
A person is not prohibited by subsection (1) from taking, using,
damming, or diverting any water ... if-

/~;'~s;:;:'L()f'>"

t
i"

j""".Y,""

l Subsection (5) was repealed, and new subss (5) and (6) were inserted, by s 840ftbeResoUfce
Management Amendment Act 2003. However this appeal having been lodged before tbe
'\conunencement of that section, by s 112(2) of that Act tbe appeal has to be completed as if that Act
,..
had not been enacted. So we quote the version of s 325 that applied when the appeal was lodged on
;."~\
~i;P December 2002.
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(a)
The taking, use, damming, or diversion is expressly allowed by a
rule in a regional plan... or a resource consent; or
(b)
In the case of fresh water, the water, is required to be taken or used
for(I)
...; or
(iI)
The reasonable needs of an individual's animals for drinking water,and the taking or use does not, or is not likely to, have an adverse effect on
the environment. "

[9J
Rule 16 of the Wellington Regional Freshwater Plan 2 regulates diversiou of
fresh water in the Wellington Region, which includes the subject land. We quote
material parts of the rule-Rule 16 Taking, use, damming, or diversion of water .
The taking, use, damming or diversion 01 any fresh water :
• that is not specifically provided for in any other rules in this Plan; and
• which cannot meet the requirements of those rules; and

•
which is not a non-complying activity in RUles 17, 18 or 19
is a discretionary activity.
•

[10]

There was no dispute that diversion of fresh water is not provided for under

any other rule in the plan, nor that the appellant does not hold a resource consent for
the excavation or alleged diversion the subject of these proceedings.

Did the appellant divert water?

[IIJ The Regional Council contended that the excavation caused diversion of
water to occur, but CISL disputed that. We take three steps in deciding whether or
not CISL's action in excavating the ground caused a diversion of water. We start by
reviewing the evidence about what occurred, then we consider what is meant by the
word 'divert' in section 14, so we can then make a finding whether or not CISL's
excavation diverted water.

The evidence on what happened

/,,~,~
/\(..

f

:1

/

". '. ..

"

I

[12J Mr B J Croucher was the Regional Council enforcement officer who had
issued the abatement notice. He gave evidence that following a complaint, he had
visited Orongorongo Station on 19 July 2002 (in company with a Hutt City Council
official, Mr J O'Malley), and had viewed the excavation in the wetland and
photographed it. He reported that a large shallow excavation (about 3000 square
\ . metres in area) had been made in the northern end of the wetland, and a charmel

\'
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~\ The plan became operative On 17 December
-::;:: ~
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1999.
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created intercepting groundwater and directing it to the open expanse of water in the
excavation.
[13]

Mr Croucher had returned to the property on 27 August 2002 with another

Regional Council official, Ms M R Dixon, and Mr O'Malley. The witness stated
that, following correspondence with cISL, he believed that the excavation
contravened the Act and that enforcement action was necessary.
[14]

Mr Croucher reported that on a further visit on 9 January 2003 (after the

abatement notice had been given) a small area at the northern end of the excavation
had been backfilled, and the rest of the excavation contained no water, except for a
few pools.
[15]

Mr Croucher was asked in cross-examination how he couldsay the water had

been diverted. He replied that the water had been diverted vertically, that it was
running down the face of excavation into the excavation, but originally it would have
flowed across the surface and along whichever path it chose to take. Counsel then
put to the witness that inevitably the water ended up at the same point, and Mr
Croucher replied that he could not comment on where the water would flow.
[16]

Counsel asked the witness if the horizontal displacement could only have

been the width of the ditch, and Mr Croucher replied "No, the water could have
continued beyond the ditch to the top of the beach." In reply to later questions, the
witness explained that the water would move across the track to the top where it was
limited by the beach wall, where the beach actually rose, preventing water flowing
over the edge. He agreed that if a stream had always flowed into the watering area,
there would have been no diversion.
[17]

Ms Dixon gave evidence ofher observations on the visit on 27 August 2002.

She stated that there had been recent earthworks in the wetland, and that material had
been excavated to a depth of about 0.7 metres to construct a channel and a pond in
the wetland. She estimated that about 3,000 square metres had been disturbed. The
witness qualified her estimate of the depth, stating that she had walked around it and
,_:"'':''''.~'
1

",

through it, and had covered the whole area, and that was the average depth of the
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[18]

Mr K H Clarke, a director ofOrongorongo Station, gave evidence that he had

instructed one of his staff to clear vegetation, and that the creation of the cleared area
did not trap any water, the water itself was trapped by a raised coastal beach platform
through which water drains. He stated that the deepest removal of mud would have
only been to the depth of 500 millimetres, basically the bucket depth on the digger
that was working on the area.
[19]

Mr Clarke was asked to describe the state of the pond before the excavation

had taken place. He answered Very much as it was now, except for the little bit of excavation we've done
and what you noted was that where we picked the area to excavate, when
you walk through that area, Melanie [Ms Dixon] is quite correct, the depth in
some of those places that she walked were much the same before. we
started excavating. There was already wau,ifhere fihd the problem was
that it was still very swampy through what had silted and washed down, so
you had a situation where there had rushes through the whole area except
for that central area where the rocks are, ami that area there was sort of a
type of grassy, swampy type material and, but was basically about between 6 inches and 2 feet of water in that area, and there was a track
alongside which we always drove down and that's how we found the area
and worked through it, and along this track there was always a flow of water
running along there and that was right on the edge of the swamp.

[20]

In cross-examination, Mr Clarke also stated that in the past there had been no

flow of water in the whole area, the water had only flowed out in the last 6 to 8
months, and flows underground into the swamp. He was asked whether removal of
vegetation and soil from the middle of the wetland had been so the water would
collect in a formed pond.

The witness replied "Yes, to have a more accessible

amount of water available." Later he said that the water was collecting in there well.
[21]

Mr R D Sutherland, a farm and land management consultant, gave evidence

that the excavation is a shallow excavation to create an open water pond from
surface water, and that it lies in a central depression, a modified wetland, which
collects water. He gave the opinion that this was not a diversion of water in that
water from gully systems can be .seen to go underground, and the wetland is the area
where fine sediments have accumulated, so that part of the wetland is served by
water at depth, and the level is held pretty constant because of the bonding nature of

'. '---07:1:\'1«, sediments.

,
!J

The witness did not consider that horizontal displacement is
_····~{g~~cant as a diversion, saying\.
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Water flows into the system, f believe, from small springs emanating at the
contact between the gravels and the fine sediments and flows across the
top of that towards the raised beach platforms ...

[22]

In cross-examination, Mr Sutherland agreed that water would flow into the

excavated area. He did not accept that it would not have done previously, explaining
that the water reaches a level controlled by the uplift of the beach, whether there is
an excavation there or not, and falls if there is a lack of rainfall and lack of water
coming through the surrounding catchment to feed the site. He agreed that if one
area is excavated by half a metre to 0.7 of a metre, and the adjoining area is not
excavated, some of the water will flow into the excavated area. He also agreed that
water in the channel to the excavation would have flowed towards the pond.
[23]

We make these findings from that evidence.

[24]

In about July 2002 CISL had some wetland cleared of vegetation and

excavated. The area excavated was about 3000 square metres, and it was excavated
to a depth that varied from about 0.5 to 0.7 metres. A channel was also excavated
leading to the main excavation. By 9 January 2003, a small area at the northern end
of the excavation was backfilled.
[25]

The channel and excavation had the effect that groundwater was intercepted

and collected in the excavation.

The level of water in the excavation would be

controlled by the amount that could seep through the beach wall. Even so, water
collected in the excavation that would not have been there if the excavation had not
been made.

What is a diversion of water under section 14?
[26]

The Resource Management Act does not define or describe the meaning to be

given to the word 'divert' in section 14.
[27]

CISL contended that there has to be a physical alteration in the direction of

the flow of water, or in the end-point of the flow.

:1

if

.,.....~_'".~
[28J The former Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967 also controlled diversion
.. / ..,,:~!\L~!3;~'\of water, and did not contain a definition or description of the word 'divert' either.
.
,\he meaning of the word in that context was considered by the Court of Appeal in
,")

~
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Stewart v Kanieri Gold Dredging',

cited by counsel for the Regional Council. In

that case the Court decided that a diversion of water could occur within the bed of a
river by re-channelling water, without altering the course of the river-bed. Justice
McMullin said-4
...it would be an unwarranted writing down of the word 'divert' to read it as
being limited to an aiteration of the river bed rather than the water within it.
In my view the word "divert" where used in s2( 1) of the Water and Soil
Conservation Act 1967 should be given its ordinary meaning of turning
aside, deflecting or changing the direction of.

[29]

We accept that the decision in that case, and the learned Judge's remarks, are

applicable to the meaning of the word 'divert' in section 14 of the Resource
Management Act 1991.

[30] Stewart's case concerned water flowing in a river. But section 14 is not
confined to water flowing in a river. The word 'water' is defined in section 2(1) of
the 1991 Act'Water"(a) Means water in all its physical forms whether flowing or not and
whether over or under the ground:
(b) Includes fresh water, coastal weier and geothermal water:
(c) Does not include water in any form while in any pipe, tank or
cistern.

[31]

Section 14 applies to any water other than open coastal water, so it applies to

water that is not flowing. So we do not accept CISL's submission that for water to
be diverted, there has to be a physical turning aside, deflection or changing direction
in the flow. The water does not need to be flowing at all. If it is not flowing, it can

be diverted by turning it aside, or deflecting it, so that it takes a different position.
That is consistent with the meanings of 'divert' in Black's Law Dictionary' and the
Shorter Oxford Dictionary' cited by counsel for the Regional Council.

Did CISL's actions amount to diverting water?

[32]

Now we have to decide whether CISL's excavation diverted water by turning

it aside so that it took a different position.

~4l(i;:~~;,. : r[b19d82] 3N3ZBLRI' 32390,
/.,.. ~,,~~>'~/"_. __.. . . _-,,' 0?~l;5 A~ri:ged 5th ~~ 1'983 : "Toturn aside, to turn out of the way; to alter thecourse of things."

f. /

Q

~ 1993: "Turn aside from a direction or cours~; cause (esp. traffic) a different route to take a different

:.'S [oute; alter (a course); turn from one destination or object to another."
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[33J

CISL contended that the evidence did not establish that the excavation caused

an alteration in the end-point, but accelerated what was already there, a porous
structure allowing ingress from all around.
[34J

The Regional Council contended that although groundwater may have

previously been present, the excavation and channel intercepted groundwater in the
wetland and drained it to the now open excavated expanse of water, to which the
water was displaced. The water was turned aside, deflected or altered from the path
it would have taken, or from the parts of the wetland where, without CISL's
excavation, it would have gathered.
[35J

We find that with the excavation of the channel and the pond, the water

followed a path that was different from that preceding the excavation. The channel
and excavation had the effect ilial groundwater was intercepted and collected in the
excavation that would not have done if the work had not been done. The result is
that water was turned aside and displaced to take a different position than it would if
the excavation and channel had not been made, even though it ultimately passes
through the beach wall.
[36J

We hold that this was a diversion of water to which section 14 applies.

Was the diversion allowed by a regional rule or resource consent?

[37J

The diversion of water would not contravene the Act if it

IS

expressly

allowed by a rule in a regional plan, or a resource consent.
[38J

The Regional Council contended that by Rule 16 of the Regional Freshwater

Plan the diversion would be a discretionary activity and would require resource
consent. Resource consent had not been granted for it.
[39J

CISL did not dispute that, nor did it assert that it held a resource consent for

the diversion.
[40J

We hold that the diversion does not qualify for exemption from the

.<"'~~~-_"<
application of section
.::1 ~q (11:. ;~""
~t< ;<'''' ~)
..':('>\,\ by a resource consent.

14 by being expressly allowed by a rule in the regional plan or
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Was the diversion allowed for animals' drinking water?
[41J

Although the diversion is not allowed by a regional rule or a resource

consent, by section 14(3) it may not be prohibited if the water is required for
animals' drinking water and if it does not, or is not likely to, have an adverse effect
on the environment. We consider separately whether those conditions apply.
[42J

CISL contended that the excavation was so that the water could be used by its

cattle, and that there was no evidence that the use of it for cattle was unreasonable.
[43]

The Regional Council contended that the exception for animals' drinking

water only applies where water is taken or used, and does not apply where water is

diverted. The Council also contended that CISL had not made out on the evidence
tliattlie Wafer is required for the reasonable needs of its animals for drinking water,
and that the Court is entitled to consider other sources of drinking-water for the
animals in deciding whether the water diverted to the pond is required for that
purpose.
[44]

So we have to decide whether the exception in section 14(3) applies where

water is diverted. That involves interpretation of the subsection. Depending on the
outcome, we may then have to decide whether, on the evidence, the diversion is
required for the reasonable needs of CISL's animals for drinking water.

Interpretation of's [4(3)
[45]

The Regional Council submitted that the provisions of section 14(3) have

differing applications. Its counsel argued that paragraph (a) applies to excuse taking,
use, damming or diversion of water that is permitted by a plan rule or by resource
consent; paragraph (d) applies to taking, use or diversion of coastal water; and
paragraph (b) only applies to the taking or use of water, and does not extend to the
diversion of water.
[46]

Counsel for CISL submitted that it is not constrained by the words "taken or

used" in section 14(3)(b)(ii) from the benefit of the exemption where water is
""'''''N~

,I.

::>,

diverted for animals' drinking water.

-r" ,.

',",,"
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Counsel contended that those words are

.

',\xplanatory, and the effect of paragraph (b) is as a qualifier.
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[47]

The use of the word 'diversion' in the exordium of subsection (3) and in

paragraphs (a) and (d), and the omission of it from paragraphs (b), (c) and (e) of that
subsection, is to be taken as deliberate,

Plainly Parliament did not intend the

exceptions in the latter paragraphs to apply to diversions,
[48]

So we accept the Regional Council's submission that the exception to the

prohibition on taking and using water where it is required for the reasonable needs of
an individual's animals for drinking water only applies to taking and using water. It
does not apply to diverting water. If a person wishes to divert water for animals'
drinking water, a resource consent is required,
[49]

We do not accept CISL's argument to the contrary, and hold that the

exception in section 14(3)(b) is not available in the case of diversion,

Was the diversion required for animals' drinking water?

[50]

Even if section 14(3)(b) did apply to diversion of water, the evidence does

not satisfy us that the diversion of water was required for the reasonable needs of
CISL's animals for drinking water.
[51]

It was the Regional Council's case that the area has been fanned

continuously since the mid 1800s without such despoliation of the wetland being
necessary, There had been no previous excavation and diversion, It also argued that
water in nearby streams could be taken (within specified limits) for animals drinking
under Rule 7 of the Plan, and if that was done, the wetland could have been left
intact.
[52]

Further, the Regional Council contended that the wetland dries up in the

summer, and that for the diversion to be reasonably necessary, it would have to be
effective for providing animals' drinking water.
[53]

Mr Clarke gave evidence that the area in which the watering hole is situated

has been fenced, and the intention had been to use cattle to consolidate development
and utilise re-growth that had taken place, He stated that cattle have high demands
for water, and on fencing the area it had become obvious that if access to permanent
/~iM"or'>, streams was not available then provision should be made to utilise an area that he
\\,desCribed as the traditional watering hole, The witness explained that the stock had

/>:
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,;' '~~feveloped a track down to that area, and in the past had had to forage amongst the
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vegetation to obtain water. Mr Clarke said that he was aware that previous users of
the land had been aware that surface water that runs down and out of the swamp
immediately behind had traditionally pooled there, and the stock had traditionally
used the area.
[54]

The witness also stated that the cattle might otherwise have prospected for

water in swamp areas within a Department of Conservation reserve (which he
considered would have been undesirable), and clearing what he described as the
natural water point to enable the surface water that naturally sat there to be clearly
accessible to cattle did not more than recognise the situation that had pertained for
many years, and the reality of the topography.
[55]

Mr Clarke agreed that there was other water available in the paddock,

referring to a stream hear Bamey's Hut, so that side of the development block has.
constant water available. He stated that on the other side there has never been water
flowing, except in winter, so if the paddock is subdivided as intended, the side where
he had put the pond would not have water. The witness was asked whether stock
there would have access to water on a shingle fan, and he replied that he would lose
the animalsin the native timber there.
[56]

In cross-examination, Mr Clarke agreed that it would be possible to have

water from the stream near Bamey's Whare piped to a trough in the eastem block, as
long as the stream remains above ground. He stated that there would be considerable
cost, and he was concerned that the stream may dry up, because of the geological
strata of the land. A diviner had found water at a depth of about 30 metres.
[57]

Mr Sutherland gave evidence that stock water has traditionally been, and is

currently, available depending on rainfall, from streams emanating from the hill
country, and from small seeps or large swamps in the coastal zone. This witness
stated that the area the subject of the abatement notice has been a traditional stock
watering site with open water and wetland vegetation, and has been subject to
grazing since settlement of the property.

,,/"-'''''''''''c.;.:'''>.,

[58] In cross-examination, Mr Sutherland reported that Barney's Stream had not
''''.' ""1?een flowing when he had visited in March 2003, and the wetland had been dry then
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so water would not have been available then from either source.
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[59]

We accept that CISL's animals have reasonable needs for drinking water.

But we are not satisfied that meeting those needs required the diversion of water
createdby excavation of the wetland.
[60]

The water needs of the animals could be met by piping water from Barney's

Stream to troughs in the block that contains the wetland. There would be' cost
involved, and there would be a risk of drying out of the stream. Thepond excavated
in the wetland is subject to seasonal drying too. But the availability of the alternative
shows that diversion of water in the wetland is not required to meet the reasonable
drinking-water needs of the animals.
[61]

Those needs could also be met by managing access by the animals to the

stream on the shingle fan at the eastern edge of the block, so that they do not stray
into what Mr Clarkedescribed as 'native timber'. No doubt some cost would be
involved in fencing to achieve that, but there is no evidence to show that this cost
would be inordinate.
[62] So even if section l4(3)(b) applies to diversion of water (and we have held
that it does not), the diversion created by CISL excavating the wetland would not
qualify as an exception to the prohibition, because it is not required for the
reasonableneeds of its animals for drinking water.

Did the diversion have an adverse effect on the environment?

[63]

Further, even if section l4(3)(b) did apply to diversion of water, and even if

the diversion in this case was required for the reasonable drinking-water needs of
CISL's animals, the exception created by that paragraph would only apply if the
diversion does not, or is not likely to, have an adverse effect on the environment. In
considering that question, we note that the abatement notice relates to the diversion
as such, not to the excavation. So we do not consider adverse effects of the
excavation itself, only adverse effects ofthe diversion of water created by it.
[64] The parties were at issue on this question too. The Regional Council
maintained that the diversion has an adverse environmental effect, and CISL denied
that it does.
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[65]

The Regional Council's case was that the area of the excavation in the

wetland was about 3000 square metres, about one-sixth of the total area of the
wetland; and the scale of the diversion created by it has created dry areas in the
wetland which smother native plants and allow weeds to grow.
[66]

Ms Dixon described the wetland as significant because of its relatively large

size, its coastal location and its intactness. She added that there is a lack of weed
species present, a lack of damage from stock grazing, and an intact buffer of coastal
vegetation around its edges. Although not particularly diverse, she considered it
representative of a once-common swamp type.
[67]

Ms Dixon gave evidence that the deposition of soil and plants in and around

the wetland is causitigdying Of parts Of the wetland and burial of native wetland
plants, and made the wetland more vulnerable to weeds invasion. She identified two
species as recognised weeds in wetlands.
[68]

In cross-examination, Ms Dixon agreed that this wetland is not one of those

specifically identified in the regional freshwater plan. She stated that the weeds
probably already exist more particularly in the margins of the wetland than within
the raupo, and that the excavation had created the opportunity for them to move into
the site. The witness also explained that the weeds are of particular concern to
wetlands, rather than to other ecosystems, and they would not be an issue for the
balance of the land.
[69]

In his evidence Mr Clarke gave the VIew that there were no adverse

environmental concerns in respect of what had been undertaken by the station,
adding that the alternative would have been to have allowed the cattle to prospect
over the swamp areas, creating vast areas of churned up swamp. He also referred to
having fenced off substantial areas of erodible land, and enabling public access to
various parts ofthe station.
[70]

In cross-examination Mr Clarke agreed that the disturbance gave the

opportunity for weed invasion, but considered it trivial in terms ofthe overall size of
the proj ect and what he had been trying to achieve.
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[71]

Mr Sutherland gave evidence that there are mmor adverse effects,

insignificant in terms of the total area of the swamp, and in averting the need for
animals to forage further for water, environmentally beneficial to the remainder of
the wetland.

He considered that the main environmental effects are those on

vegetation which, at times of heavy precipitation, would be subject to inundation
during flood events.
[72]

Mr Sutherland gave the opinion that the sort of weeds that are low-growing

tend to colonise that sort of area and that it is not really a big problem.

He

considered the biggest problem for the wetland as a whole is the effect of gorse
getting into the area. The witness was asked in cross-examination whether the
wetland had been generally weed-free, but he did not know.
[73]

We accept Ms Dixon's assessment that the wetland

IS

significant as

representative of a once-common swamp type. We find that the alteration of the
distribution of water caused by the diversion has removed about 3000 square metres
from the wetland, and has provided an opportunity for species that are regarded as
weeds in a wetland to colonise the wetland.

These would adversely affect the

wetland, and in the long term could deprive it of its ecological significance.
[74]

We accept that if large numbers of cattle were allowed into the wetland, that

could result in substantial churning up of the ground and adverse effects on the
environment. However we also accept the Regional Council's contentions that those
potential environmental effects, and CISL's fencing off of erodible land and
allowing public access to parts of the station, are not relevant to the question whether
the diversion has, or is likely to have, an adverse effect on the environment.
[75]

We understand how Ms Dixon, a wetland ecologist, places more weight on

the significance of the adverse effects on the wetland of potential for weed invasion
than do Mr Clarke as a practical farmer from Chatham Islands, and Mr Sutherland, a
land and forest management adviser. In our judgement the adverse effects of the
diversion are not insignificant, but nor do we rate them as being of major
importance.
[76]

Even if section l4(3)(b) did apply to diversion of water, and even if the
in this case was required for the reasonable drinking-water needs of CISL's

,/,<:;':::::i;::C;li~";;):~iv.i~rsion

animals, we find that the exception created by that paragraph would not apply
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because the diversion has, and is likely to have, an adverse effect on the environment
(although not a major one).

Existing use rights
[77]

Although counsel for CISL made no submissions on the point, the evidence

ofMr Clarke and Mr Sutherland contained assertions to the effect that the area of the
excavation has been a watering pond for livestock for the last 130 years, and the
excavation to clear it is an existing use. The Regional Council denied that the area
had been so used, and contended that in any event the diversion is not authorised by
the Resource Management Act as an existing use.

[78]

The claims by the witnesses about the watering hole having been traditional,

and used for a lengthy period, are not supported by evidence ofprobative value. The
evidence of Ms Dixon of a well-developed soil profile, and of native wetland plant
species growing in the area, is not consistent with prolonged use by cattle for
drinking. We do not accept the claim on the evidence.
[79]

Even if the evidence had established that the excavated part of the wetland

had been used for many years as a stock watering hole, we are not aware of any
provision of the Act by which it would be exempt from the prohibition in section
14(1). In the absence of submissions by CISL's counsel, the provisions that we have
considered are sections 386,10, lOA, 20 and20A.
[80]

By the Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967, any diversion of natural water

during the three years prior to 9 September 1966 would have needed notice under
section 21(2) of that Act, and would have become a deemed resource consent (water
permit) under section 386 of the Resource Management Act 1991. There is no
evidence that any such notice was given in respect of the diversion in question.
[81]

In addition, any such water permit would by section 386(3) have finally

expired on 1 October 2001. A fresh resource consent would then have been needed.
There is no evidence that an application has been made for such consent, let alone
that it has been granted.
[82]

So we find that even if it had been commenced prior to 9 September 1966,

diversion in question is not authorised as an existing use under section 386.
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[83]

Section 10 provides that land may be used in a manner that contravenes a rule

in a district plan if it is an existing use as defined in that section. By subsection
10(6), 'use ofland' in section 10 has the same meaning as in section 9(4) (a) to (e)
(except (da)).
[84]

Diversion of water is not a use ofland within that definition, and the effect of

section 10 is to protect existing uses that contravene a district plan. It does not have
the effect of protecting diversion of water that contravenes the prohibition in section
14(1). So we find that even if the diversion had been carried on prior to the
commencement of the Resource Management Act, the diversion does not qualify for
protection as an existing use under section 10.
[85]

Section lOA specifies circumstances in which continuation of the use of the

surface of water inIakes and rivers lawfully established before a district plan rule
was notified. That does not apply because the diversion is not a use of the surface of
water, and because section lOA does not protect diversion of water that contravenes
section 14(1).

[86]

Section 20 has been the subject of successive amendments.

The version

applicable for the present purpose is that in force when the abatement notice was
given and when the appeal was lodged. That version was inserted by section 16(2)
of the Resource Management Amendment Act 1993, and amended by section section
8(1) of the Resource Management Act 1997. It was repealed by section 8 of the
Resource Management Act 2003, but by section 112 of that Act this appeal has to be
decided as if it remained in force.
[87]

Relevantly, section 20(1) provides that a lawfully established activity

restricted by section 14(2) that contravenes a rule in a proposed regional plan may
continue until the plan becomes operative in certain circumstances. Section 14(2)
restricts activities in respect of open coastal water. The water diverted in the wetland
in question is not open coastal water. The regional freshwater plan became operative
on 17 December 1999. So even if the diversion had been lawfully established and
the other conditions in section 20(1) were complied with, the section does not apply
to it.
r""'":::~·"~;"·''''
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provides that the activity may be continued on certain conditions, if the person
carrying on the activity has applied for a resource consent within six months of the
rule becoming operative and the application has not been decided.
[89]

CISL's diversion required a resource consent as a result of section 14 of the

Resource Management Act, not as a result of a regional rule becoming operative. In
any event, there is no evidence that CISL has applied for a resource consent for the
diversion, either within the period specified or after it elapsed. Nor does the
diversion comply with the conditions of having been lawfully established, or that it
formerly could have been carried out without a resource consent. So we find that the
diversion is not protected as an existing use under section 20(2) either.
[90] Section 20A was enacted by section 5 of the Resource Management
(Aquaculture Moratorium) Act 2002, and was repealed, and a new section
substituted, by section 8 of the Resource Management Amendment Act 2003.
Because the abatement notice and appeal were given and lodged prior to the
commencement of the 2003 Amendment Act, by section 112 of that Act we refer to
the previous version. Unlike the section 20A substituted by the 2003 Amendment
Act, that version relates to aquaculture activities, and has no application to existing
uses in diversion of water. CISL cannot avoid the prohibition in section 14(1) by
invoking section 20A.
[91]

In summary, we hold that CISL is not entitled to divert water in the wetland

in question as an existing use under any provision of which we are aware.

Were the Council requirements necessary?

[92]

The outcome of our consideration of the appeal against the abatement notice

is that CISL has diverted water in contravention of section 14(1) of the Act, and the
diversion is not justified by any of the exceptions relied on by it.
[93]

The Court has to make a judgement whether to confirm the notice or amend

or cancel it. In making that judgement we consider whether the requirements of the
notice are necessary to remedy or mitigate the adverse environmental effects of the
unauthorised diversion.
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[94J

By the abatement notice, CISL was required to reinstate the excavation,

returning the area to its original levels, and fence the wetland area until the soil has
stabilised and plants re-established. It was also required to monitor the wetland
quarterly for two years to ensure against weeds. CISL resisted being required to do
those things.
[95J

It was the Regional Council's case that the damaged wetland is able to be

restored by the works required, and they are appropriate to repair the damage, and
should be confirmed.

In particular if the excavation is not reinstated, the

unauthorised diversion of water would continue.
[96J

Ms Dixon gave evidence that the damage to the wetland is not irreversible,

and she recoiiimeiided that the material that had beenremoved should be placed back
in the excavated hole to create a gradual slope in place of the sharp excavated edge.
The witness stated that fencing would be required until the wetland plants had reestablished themselves. Mr Croucher considered that the full swamp should be
fenced with a 5-metre buffer of dry land.
[97J

Mr Clarke stated that this would be costly, but admitted that CISL intended

to fence a large area in subdividing the block. He conceded that from a conservation
viewpoint, fencing would only be beneficial if they fenced the whole reserve. Mr
Sutherland gave evidence that fencing would create greater pressure on the wetland,
if only the excavated area was fenced. If the whole area is to be fenced, a substantial
fence would be required. In cross-examination, Mr Sutherland stated that if cattle
had access to the wetland to drink, they would be likely to graze first on new
vegetation in the wetland, making it difficult for the wetland plants to be restored.
[98J

The adverse environmental effects of the unauthorised diversion are the

reduction of the area of wetland and the opportunity for species that are regarded as
weeds in a wetland to infest the wetland. This would adversely affect the wetland,
and in the long term could deprive it of its ecological significance.
[99J

Although these may not be regarded as major environmental damage, those

effects will continue unless the unauthorised diversion is terminated. That can only

. E4e achieved by reinstating the material that was excavated from the wetland, to
/,:~~ .._()fe~cit to the original levels, Even then, the opportunity for weed species to infest
fA' "'~,,",/ "':',,. the"'distkbed area would persist unless native wetland species have an opportunity to
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recolonise the backfilled area. That could not occur if cattle have access to the area,
so the adverse environmental effect can only be remedied, or at least mitigated, if the
backfilled area is fenced at least until the soil has stabilised and wetland plants reestablished. Monitoring the wetland quarterly for two years, to ensure that weeds do
not become established, is also part of the process of restoration of the enviromnent
from the adverse effects of the unauthorised diversion.
[100] We accept that the cost of complying with the abatement notice appears to
CISL disproportionate to the adverse enviromnental effects. However the extent of
the work involved in restoring the wetland from the effects of the diversion results
directly from the nature and extent of the diversion that it chose to carry out in
contravention of the law. No less expensive way of restoring it was suggested.
CISL carmot expect that, having carried out an unauthorised diversion with adverse
environmental effects, the' diversion would be allowed to continue because of the
cost of remedying or mitigating the effects.
[101] In conclusion it is our judgement that the requirements of the notice are
necessary to remedy or mitigate the adverse environmental effects of the
unauthorised diversion.

Is it appropriate to confirm the abatement notice?
[102] By section 325(5) the Court is not to confirm an abatement notice in certain
circumstances unless having regard to the time which has elapsed, and any change in
circumstances since the approval of the plan, the Court considers it is appropriate to
do so. Strictly, that subsection does not apply to this case, because it only applies
where the person to whom the abatement notice is given was acting in accordance
with a rule in a plan, a rule in a proposed plan to which section 19 applies, or a
resource consent. In diverting the water in the wetland in question, CISL was not
acting in accordance with any ofthose authorities.
[103] Even so, we consider whether the lapse of time or a change in circumstances
should influence our discretionary judgement on the appeal.

Lapse oftime

-: c,' p.J OF ~\"'\,
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We have considered whether the lapse of time since the regional freshwater

:"plan Was approved in December 1999 should influence the decision of the appeal.
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However the diversion is a contravention of section 14(1), rather than a
contravention of the plan. So we consider that the lapse of time has no bearing on
whether the abatement notice should be confirmed.

Change of circumstances
[105] We have also considered whether there has been any change in circumstances
since the regional plan was approved that might make confirmation of the abatement
notice inappropriate. None was relied on by CISL, and we are not aware of any.

Determination

[106] On the findings we have made and for the reasons we have given, the Court
disallows the appeal and confirms the abatement notice.
[107] The question of the Regional Council's costs is reserved. Both parties are
represented by experienced counsel, who should be able to assist the parties to reach
agreement on the question of costs. However if agreement cannot be reached,
written submissions may be made.
[108] In concluding, we refer to Mr Clarke's opinion that the Regional Council or
its officials were being vindictive against him in these proceedings.
consideration of this case we have found no evidence to support that.
DATED at AUCKLAND on

1.3

February 2004.

For the Court:

D F G Sheppard - ' - ' Environment Judge
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In careful

BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENT COURT

Decision No. [2014] NZEnvC

2bO

IN THE MATTER

of an appeal under Section 120 of the
Resource Management Act 1991 (the
Act)

BETWEEN

MANO' WARSTATIONLTD
(ENV-2009-AKL-000176)
AUCKLAND COUNCIL (formerly
AUCKLAND CITY COUNCIL)
(ENV-2009-AK.L-000 187)
Appellants

AND

AUCKLAND COUNCIL (formerly
AUCKLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL)
Respondent

Decision:

Issued on the papers

Comi:

Principal Environment Judge LJ Newhook
Environment Commissioner R M Dunlop
Environment Commissioner K Prime

Counsel:

MJE Williams for Man O'War Station Limited
J A Burns for Auckland Council

FINAL DECISION OF THE ENVIRONMENT COURT GRANTING
CONSENT SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS

A.
The resource consent it granted, subject to the conditions attached to
this decision and marked "A", together with the plans attached as B, C, Dl, D2,
and E.
The appeal is otherwise dismissed.

2

C.
Any application for costs is to be filed with the Court within 20 working
days of the date of this decision. Any response is to be filed within 15 working
days following that and any fmal reply filed within 10 working days thereafter.

REASONS FOR DECISION

Introduction

[1] On 30 September 2013 this Court issued an "Interim Decision of Environment
Court Indicating Consent to Construction of a Small Dwelling after Reference Back
from the High Court Concerning a Larger Proposal". 1 This decision was issued after
a long and complex history which included an original decision2 , High Court appeae,
an interlocutory decision regarding the extent of matters remitted to this Court and the
effect of the substantial changes to the proposal sought since that decision was
issued,4 and then the rehearing itself, which produced the interim decision. In that
decision this Court described the task before it as: 5
... an exercise of reconsidering the two matters referred back to us by the
High Court, and weighing them with the few remaining relevant factors from
the first hearing. Notably, the proposal has been altered very significantly
(substantially reduced in terms of its effects on the environment and the way
in which it must be assessed having regard to relevant statutory
instruments) ...

[2] In considering the revised proposal in light of the High Court decision and the

changes made to it since the original decision was made, we determined the
following:6
"[The] proposal wou ld meet the purpose of the Act when the following
relatively minor matters are tidied up to the satisfaction of the Court:

1

Man 0 War Station & Auckland Council (formerly Auckland City Council) v Auckland Council
(formerly Auckland Regional Council) [2013] NZEnvC 233.
2
Man 0 'War Station Limited v Auckland Regional Council & Anor, [2010] NZEnvC248 .
3
Man 0 'War Station Limited v Auckland Regional Council, HC AK CIV -2010-404-005288 (11 May
\!.......... .
2011) Venning J.
. (\\'\ }_,?}!4!7), • 4 Man 0 'War Station Limited & Anor v Aucklalld Council, [2012] NZEnvC 084.
~ L~·.y;;;c~-~~\~Man 0 War Station & ~uckland Co~ncil (formerly Auckland City Council) v Auckland Council
i!.: I ~:~:~;0.~~~·>'- \'~;lformerly Auckla~d Regwnal Council), ~bove n 1, at [53].
.
_
_
Ku_
Q;;,;c{-0~~';);,_~ ) ~Man 0 War StatiOn & ~uckland C~uncil (formerly Auckland City Council) v Auckland Council
~~
:,<JCA.::)::~'{:i "'f):;;1formerly Auckland Regwnal Counctl), above n 1, at [61]
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a.

Attachment 1: Appendix 2 requires amendment to include the
outdoor utility storage area described . .. . Further, we consider that it
would be desirable for there to be a condition that recreational
equipment, domestic appurtenances, and possibly some types of
vehicles when not in active use, be stored in the area to avoid or mitigate
adverse cumulative visual effects.

b.

" ... Attachment 5: Condition (1 ), the Application Materials/Plans second
bullet, cites a landscape and visual assessment prepared by Ms Gilbert
.. . more particularly, Appendix 1 "Landscaping Plan" and Appendix 2
"Restoration , Implementation, Maintenance and Management Plan". The
landscape and visual assessment is Attachment 1: Appendix 4, but does
not appear to contain an Appendix 1 (and there is no reference to one in
the Contents list) . Appendix 2 at pl04 and following does not appear to
contain plans illustrating the extent of re-vegetation planting described in
Section 2. These should be supplied and found acceptable by us, and
referred to in conditions.

c.

"Attachment 5: Condition (1) - Application Materials/Plans 11 h bullet,
cites the Westergaard Gill revised plans at Attachment: Appendix 2. The
condition appears to omit elevation drawing A-CD-12 8/8/12 in Appendix
2 from the 11 1h bullet and to omit the listed bridge section drawing from
Appendix 2.

d.

"Appendix 5: Condition (1)- Application Materials/Plans 1ih bullet, cites
a GWE drawing dated 24.10.12 which postdates the GWE Wastewater
Assessment in Attachment 1: Appendix 8. The latter has a drawing
GWE-01 dated 3/9/12 at p270 that shows a proposed primary disposal
area. Is the reference to Condition 1 accurate? Might the 1ih bullet be
better juxtaposed with the seventh bullet on the same subject?

e.

"Attachment 5: Condition (19)(ii) - Desirably there should be quantified
metrics for the transparency and reflectivity of the glass. The metrics
referred to are "visible light transmission" and "visible light reflection"
respectively. Low transmission and reflectivity ratings should be aimed
for.

f.

"Mr Clough, at para 31 of his evidence-in-chief commented on proposed
consent conditions about protection of an area of intact midden, to be
secured by temporary fencing for the whole of the beachfront area
shown in his Attachment 1: Figure 3 at p439. We do not consider that
any of the archaeology conditions 9, 10, and 16-18, have this effect
unless achieved indirectly through the Archaeological Investigation and
Monitoring Plan (February 2013) and related NZHPT Authority required
by Condition 9 (and now obtained). Clarification if needed. Proposed
Condition 10 appears to require protection of a markedly smaller area
during construction (refer Attachment 1: Appendix 6: Figure 8, which is a
photograph with extent of site not delineated - p 166).

1

4

g.

"NZCPS Policy 11(a)(i) might be potentially relevant to the possible
presence of dotterels. A condition would appear desirable, rather than
the simple Advice Note 7, noting that Cond ition 3 appears to apply on ly
to the pre-development phase. Signs to alert visitors to the bach as they
arrive at the beach, and members of the public landing on shore from
boats, would appear to be desirable."

[3] The parties then consulted and made changes to the conditions to address the
Court' s concerns. These changes were presented to the Court, along with a joint
memorandum in support, on 10 October 2013. From the wording at paragraph 26 of
that joint memorandum it was unclear as to whether or not these were intended to be
absolute, but a subsequent memorandum dated 27 March 2014 confirmed that the
draft conditions submitted last October represented the parties' fmal positions. A
"clean" version of the conditions submitted by the parties last October is attached
hereto and marked as Annexure A.
[4] Meanwhile, between November 2013 and April 2014, the Supreme Court
undertook the hearing of an important appeal from a decision of the High Court in the
notable "King Salmon" litigation originally heard by a Board of Inquiry. Of
relevance in the present case, the Supreme Court decision7 considered whether the
long-standing "overall broad judgment" approach8 was to prevail, or whether certain
provisions of the 201 0 NZ Coastal Policy Statement evidenced the presence of
environmental bottom lines, and whether said provisions were considered to provide a
veto. Of interest, our Interim Decision after Reference Back was discussed by the
Supreme Court, along with numbers of other decisions of the Environment Court and
higher Courts.
[5] While the Supreme Court discussed various passages of our Interim Decision in a
manner from which it is possible to infer approval, there were no express findings one
way or the other. We regret the time that it has taken to produce this decision, but we
wished to deliberate carefully about two features of the present situation in particular,
first as to whether the findings of the Supreme Court relating to the approach to be
taken by decision-makers to proposed changes to Policy Statements and Plans, apply
as well to resource consent activity under s104 RMA; secondly some phrases in
landscape evidence on the reference back, noted with approval by us in our Interim
Decision, needed to be re-considered in light of the Supreme Court decision.

5

[6] In light of the Supreme Court decision, a question that we had required the parties
to address prior to issuing our Interim Decision, would appear to remain pertinent.
That is:
Whether as a matter of law, the NZCPS can take a ha rder line than the Act?
Put another way, shou ld the seemingly strong words in Policy 15(a) be
qualified by way of an interpretive approach that reflects s6(b) RMA.
[7] We had concluded that the provisions of the NZCPS could be interpreted as taking
a more stringent approach. In the context of a Plan Change, we infer approval for our
approach in the Supreme Court's decision, with elements of Policies 13 and 15 being
held to amount to something in the nature of a "bottom line." We note that in our
Interim Decision we did, however, qualify our conclusion with a proviso "as long as

it is ultimately to achieve the purpose of the Act and is consistent with ss56-58A. It
would appear, 9 with some exceptions, the Supreme Court essentially found that the
NZCPS is to be considered necessarily as being in accordance with Part 2.
[8] Another aspect of our Interim Decision to be considered by the Supreme Court
was our finding that no one provision of the NZCPS can be read as imposing a "veto."
The Supreme Court appeared to accept our finding that there are tensions within
Policies of the NZCPS in the sense of them pulling in different directions, but appears
to have read down the extent of conflict, at least in the circumstances of the decision
10
before it. In particular, it said:
But we consider that this is likely to occur infrequently, given the way that the
various policies are expressed and the conclusions that can be drawn from
those differences and word ing. It may be that an apparent conflict between
particular policies will dissolve if close attention is paid to the way in which the
policies are expressed .
And further: 11
Only if the conflict remains after a nalysis has been undertaken is there any
justification for reaching a determ ination which has one policy prevailing over
another. The area of conflict should be kept as narrow as possible. The
necessary analysis should be undertaken on the basis of the NZCPS, a lbeit
informed by s5. As we have said, s5 should not be treated as the primary
operative decision-making provision.
And again:

.. .
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From paragraphs [85] and [88] of the Supreme Court decision
At paragraph [129]
At paragraph [1 30]
2
At paragraph [13 1]

10
I

6

A danger of the "overall judgment" approach is that decision makers may
conclude too readily that there is a conflict between particular policies and
prefer one over another, rather than making a thoroughgoing attempt to find a
way to reconcile them ...

[9]
We turn now to consider the meaning of the word "avoid". Once again, we
note that the Supreme Court specifically referred to our finding in the Interim
Decision that the word "avoid" does not mean to "prohibit", possibly by inference,
with approval. It discussed as well findings of another division of the Environment
Court in Wairoa River Canal Partnership v Auckland Regional CouncilP The
Supreme Court said: 14
Our concern is with the interpretation of "avoid" as it is used in s5(2)(c) and in
relevant provisions of the NZCPS. In that context, we consider that "avoid"
has its ordinary mean ing of "not allow" or "prevent the occurrence of'. In the
sequence "avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities
on the environment" in s5(2)(c) for example, it is difficu lt to see that "avoid"
could sensibly bear any other meaning. Similarly, in relation to Policies
13(1)(a) and (b) and 15(a) and (b), which also juxtapose the words "avoid,"
"remedy," and "m itigate." This interpretation is consistent with Objective 2 of
the NZCPS which is, in part, "to preserve the natural character of the coastal
environment and protect natural features and landscape values through ...
identifying those areas where various forms of subdivision, use, and
development would be inappropriate and protecting them from such
activities."

[IO]
The Supreme Court then compared and contrasted the consequences of two
alternative approaches to ensuring "prevent[ion of] occurrence" depending on whether
an overall judgement approach is taken, or one involving environmental bottom lines.
15

[II]
After extensive discussion it held that while a policy in the NZCPS cannot
be a "rule" as defined in the RMA, it might nevertheless have the effect of such in
ordinary speech. The discussion proceeded with a heavy emphasis on provisions of
the RMA about plan making, particularly s58. At the conclusion of its detailed
discussion, the Supreme Court found comprehensively against the " overall
judgement" approach.

[I2]
The Supreme Court then noted that in the NZ Rail case previously cited, the
High Court had expressed the view that Part 2 of the RMA should not be subjected to

"strict rules and principles of statutory interpretation which aim to extract a precise
and unique meaning from the words useif', stressing instead a "deliberate openness
about the language, its meanings and its connotations which... is intended to allow

7

the application of policy in a broad and general way". The Supreme Court held in
contrast that the 201 0 NZCPS had undergone a thoroughgoing process of
development and that its language did not have the same openness as the language of
16
Part 2.

[13]
It was apparently argued by counsel there in support of the "overall broad
judgment approach," that to deny such would be to make the reach of Policies
13(1)(a) and 15(a) "over-broad." The argument was that, because the wide definition
of "effect" in s3 RMA would carry over to the NZCPS, any activity with an adverse
effect, no matter how minor or transitory, would have to be subject to complete
avoidance. Taking account of the precise wording of Policies 13(1)(a) and (15)(a),
the Supreme Court nevertheless held: 17
It is improbable that it would be necessary to prohibit any activity that has a
minor or transitory adverse effect in order to preserve the natural character of
the coastal environment, even where that natural character is outstanding.
Moreover, some uses or development may enhance the natural character of
an area.

[14]
We consider that the passage just quoted is of importance. It has caused us
to reconsider certain findings in our Interim Decision, and the evidence on which they
were based, to ascertain whether we should resile from the findings.
[15]
Having conducted that exercise, we have decided that we need not embark
on a careful inquiry as to whether the decision of the Supreme Court applies in
consideration of applications under s104, first because an answer in the present case is
presented in another way, and secondly because it does not seem appropriate to
attempt to answer such legal question where argument has been brief at best, and the
decision is being made "on the papers."
[16]

The following are our reasons.

[17]
The re-examination of findings in our Interim Decision has been to see
whether they might fit within the evidently narrow compass of "minor or transitory
adverse effects."

16

It is not apparent to us whether it was argued before the Supreme Court that the NZCPS should be
considered as having been promulgated in light of the long-standing "overall broad judgement"
approach originally ordained in NZ Rail, but it is not necessary for us to consider the point further as
we are bound by the findings of the Supreme Court.
17
At paragraph [145].

8

[18]
We were concerned about our findings that the revised proposal had
"largely avoided'' adverse effects, 18 or "essentially avoided'' them. 19
[19]
A fairly significant cause of delay in issuing this Final Decision has been
that in revisiting those findings, we needed to trawl through the evidence of the
appellant's planning witness Ms BM Gilbert and its planning witness
Ms WS Baverstock, to see whether our findings could meet the test. This is because
"largely avoided," or "essentially avoided," could on the one hand connote a
collection of effects none of which are more than minor in any respect, or on the other
a collection of adverse effects, some of which are minor but some of which might
individually rarJk as something greater.
[20]
The phraseology in question had been taken from various paragraphs in the
evidence of Ms Gilbert concerning the new reduced proposal. In addition, she drew
our attention to a summary in an earlier report in which she opined that:
On balance, the proposal will preserve the existing natural character values
of Owhiti Bay and not generate adverse effects with respect to natural
character. (emphasis supplied by us]

Once again we were concerned to know whether there were any individual elements
that could be described as significant, amongst a collection of elements generally no
more than minor.
[21]
The answer to these questions was ultimately found by a careful re-reading
of Ms Gilbert's report referred to, exhibited as an attachment to Ms Baverstock's
evidence. This was an extraordinarily long and complex document. Having noted Ms
Gilbert's methodology, in particular her rankings for visual effects and landscape
values, we have re-read and analysed her assessment of each of these. By doing this
we have ultimately been able to satisfy ourselves that there are no "outliers" amongst
the collection of potentially adverse effects which are all assessed variously to either
be low or negligible, where "low" is recorded as being where a proposed development
is unlikely to comprise an adverse effect, and "negligible" is a situation where the
proposed development is barely discernible and will not comprise an adverse effect.
[22]
We have therefore ultimately been able to satisfy ourselves that the phrases
"on balance," "largely avoided," and "essentially avoided," have been employed by
Ms Gilbert out of a conservative approach to her analysis. We have therefore been
able to satisfy ourselves that any adverse effects, whether individually or collectively,
~~~;~·7 ··~
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See paragraph [55] of the Interim Decision.
See paragraphs [57] and [58] of the Interim Decision.
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will satisfy the wording cited from paragraph [145] of the Supreme Court decision. It
therefore becomes unnecessary for us to rule whether the key findings in the Supreme
Court decision are as applicable to the RMA consenting regime as they are to plan
making. If they are so applicable, they are met.
[23]
We can proceed in this decision to confirm the granting of consent on
conditions, and will turn now to discuss the detail of that.
Amendments to Plans & Conditions

[24]
We now consider each of the matters raised in paragraph [61] of the Interim
Decision and the changes made to the conditions in tum.
Outdoor Utility Storage Area

[25]
The Court required that a plan showing the Outdoor Utility Storage Area be
included in the conditions, as well as a condition "that recreational equipment,
domestic appurtenances, and possibly some types of vehicles when not in active use,
be stored in the area to avoid or mitigate adverse cumulative visual effects."20
[26]
An additional plan has been drafted (A-CD-06, dated 7114/2013) which
shows the Outdoor Utility Storage Area and retaining wall at the rear of the bach.
This is now referred to in the list of plans at Condition 1. A copy of that plan is
attached hereto and marked as Annexure B.
[27]
A further condition 34 has been also been added which specifies the use of
this area:
34. The consent holder shall ensure that recreational equipment, domestic
appurtenances (such as portable outdoor furniture) and any vehicles (for
example quad bikes) used to access the dwelling, shall be stored in the
'outdoor utility storage area', as shown on plan A-CD-06 - Site Layout
(dated 7-14-2013) when not in active use.

10

Landscaping Plan & Restoration, Implementation, Maintenance and Management
Plan

[28]
In reference to the Landscaping Plan, the Interim Decision stated that "[t]he
landscape and visual assessment ... does not appear to contain an Appendix 1 (and
there is no reference to one in the contents list)."2 1 Regarding the Restoration,
Maintenance and Management Plan, the Interim Decision states that it "does not
appear to contain plans illustrating the extent of re-vegetation planting described in
Section 2.'m
[29]
Although it was not referred to separately on the contents list, the Landscape
Plan was included in the Expert Witness Evidence bundle at page 103. For clarity is it
attached hereto as Annexure C. That plan shows the extent of the re-vegetation area
described in the Landscape and Visual Effects Assessment as "active re-vegetation of
the steep eroding escarpment enclosing the bay to the south ... "23 The Plan and
Assessment are both referred to in the 2nd bullet point of condition 1.
Omission of elevation drawing A-CD-12 and the listed bridge section drawing

[30]
While these two plans were attached to the submissions of counsel for Man
O'War Station Ltd at the rehearing, an earlier version was included in the bundle of
evidence, but not included in the the list of plans at the 12th bullet point of condition 1
of the draft Resource Consent conditions presented at the hearing.
[3 1]
The parties have agreed to amend the list at the 1ih bullet point to include
the following:
(a)

A-CD-12A - Elevations (7-14-2013i4

(b)

A-CD-13 - (24-10-12i 5

[32]
The drawing A-CD-12 referred to in the Expert Evidence Witness bundle
and the Interim Decision has been superseded by A-CD-12A now referred to in the
conditions and attached hereto as Annexure Dl. The only material difference

II

between these two plans is that the latter includes details of specific timber stains.
Plan A-CD-13, the bridge section, is attached hereto as Annexure D2.
Drawing dated 24.10.12 postdates the GWE Wastewater Assessment

[33]
In the interim decision the Court drew the parties' attention to the fact that
the plan referred to in the then lih bullet point of condition 1 post-dated the
Wastewater Assessment. This was thought to be an error. The Court also suggested
that this reference might be better included as part of the then ih (now 8th) bullet
point, which refers to "Onsite Wastewater Disposal Site Evaluation Investigation
Owhiti Bay Batch, Waiheke Island'.
[34]
The parties have explained that the plan post-dates the report because it was
produced following a request by the Council for further information regarding the
revised proposal, so the October date is correct. The parties have agreed to delete the
then 12th bullet and to include reference to the October "Proposed Wastewater
Disposal Area, Treatment Plant Location and Water Supply Details" in what is now
the 8th bullet point.
Quantified metrics for the transparency and reflectivity of the glass

[35]

In the Interim Decision we directed parties to include specific metrics

regarding building material transparency and reflectivity and specified that "[l]ow
transmission and reflectivity ratings should be aimed for." 26
[36]
The parties have pointed out that the intention would be to aim for low
reflectivity and high transmittance as the two metrics are the converse of one another.
The parties have amended condition 19 to include metrics not only for glass as set out
in the Interim Decision, but also to include maximum LRV values for roofing and
joinery materials. As referred to above, plan A-CD-12A includes reference to specific
timber stains and reference to it has also been included in condition 19.

12

Protection ofintact midden by temporary fencing

[37]
In the Interim Decision we did not agree with Mr Clough as to the effect of
the conditions proposed regarding matters of archaeology, and directed the parties to
clarify certain matters. 27
[38]

The Parties have now presented a revised condition 10 which refers to Mr

Clough' s plan. It now expressly requires protection of the full extent of the area
shown in his "Archaeological Monitoring Plan for Planting and Re-vegetation &
Temporary Fencing (Figure] a)". For ease of reference that plan is attached hereto
and marked as E.

The parties have also included reference to Owhiti Bay:

Archaeological Investigation and Monitoring Plan in what is now the 61h bullet point
of Condition 1.
uNzCPS Policy ll(a)(i) might be potentially relevant to the possible presence of
dotterels. A condition would appear desirable, rather than the simple Advice Note 7

[39]
It was suggested in the interim decision that dotterels might be present in the
area, and given the increased traffic through the area because of the bach, signage
alerting users and visitors to the fact should be included in the conditions.
[40]
Amendments have been made to condition 32 regarding signage and a 35th
condition has been included also to address this issue. These amendments address the
recommendations made by Dr Keesing in his evidence.
The amended conditions satisfy all concerns raised in the Interim Decision
[41]
and the Resource Consent is therefore granted in the terms set out in Annexure A, and
by reference to the plans annexed as B, C, D1, D2, and E.
[42]
The parties' memorandum of 10 October does not address the issue of costs,
possibly because it does not arise in the context of the quite convoluted history of the
proceeding and the ultimately negotiated solution. Nevertheless, out of caution, the
Court directs that any application for costs is to be filed with the Court within 20
working days of the date of this decision. Any response is to be filed within 15
working days following that and any final reply filed within 10 working days
thereafter.
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[43]

The appeal is otherwise dismissed.

SIGNED at AUCKLAND this
For the Court:

Principal Judge LJ Newhook
Environment Court Judge

19 sA

day of

J-.e~

2014
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List of Annexures
A.

"Clean" version of the conditions.

B.

Plan A-CD-06 (dated 7114/2013) , showing outdoor utility storage area.

C.

Boffa Miskell Landscaping Plan (dated 10/9/2012) showing Revegetation
Planting.

D 1.

A-CD-12A - Elevations (7/14/20 13)

D2.

A-CD-13- (24/ 10112)

E.

Archaeological Monitoring Plan for Planting and re-vegetation &
Temporary Fencing

A
· CONDITIONS ON RESOURCE CONSENT APPLICATION A 725
MAN O'WAR BAY ROAD, OWHITI BAY, WAIHEKE ISLAND

Pursuant to section 108 of the Resource Management Act 1991, this consent is
subject to the following conditions:
Staging of Conditions
(A)

Stage 1 Conditions: Pre-development - Conditions required to be met prior to
works commencing on site;

(B)

Stage 2 Conditions: Development in progress - Conditions required to be met
throughout the period of works on the site;

(C)

Stage 3 Conditions: Post-development - Conditions required to be met
following site works and including conditions that relate to the implementation
and operation of the activity for which consent has been granted;

(D)

Other- Conditions that relate to the development in its entirety.

Application Material/Plans
(1)
The proposed activity shall be carried out in accordance with the plans and all
information submitted as part of the application, subject to modifications
required by the~ condions set out below, being:
9

•

Assessment of Effects entitled "Revised Application for Land Use
Consent for A Residential Dwelling at Owhiti Bay, Waiheke Island, 725
Man 0 ' War Bay Road" prepared by Isle Land Ltd and dated September
2012;

•

Report entitled "Owhiti Bay Man-0-War Farm, Waiheke Island,
Landscape and Visual Assessment" prepared by Bridget Gilbert and
dated September 2012 and accompanying appendices referenced as- Append ix 1: Landscaping Plan (dated 10 September 2012); and
- Appendix 2: Appendix 2: Restoration, Implementation, Maintenance
and Management Plan.

•

Report entitled "Proposed Owhiti Bay Bach, Waiheke Island - Additional
Geotechnical, Stormwater and Flooding Comments" prepared by URS
Limited dated 7 September 2012 1;

•

Report entitled "Owhiti West Stormwater & Flooding Assessment"
prepared by URS Limited dated 7 September 2012;

•

Report entitled "Owhiti Bay Revised Residential Development- Spencer
Property: Archaeological Assessment", prepared by Clough & Associates
Limited and dated September 2012;

•

Report entitled "Owhiti Bay: Archaeological Investigation and Monitoring
Plan", prepared by Clough & Associates Limited and dated February
2013;

•

Ecological Report entitled "Proposed New Dwelling/Holiday Bach at
Owhiti Bay" prepared by Boffa Miskell dated 7 September 2012;
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•

Report entitled "On Site Wastewater Disposal Site Evaluation
Investigation Owhiti Bay Bach, Waiheke Island" prepared by GWE
Consulting Ltd dated September 2012 and plan referenced as "Proposed
Wastewater Disposal Area, Treatment Plant Location and Water Supply
Details" referenced as GWE-0 1 dated 24-1 0-2012;

•

Report entitled "Coastal Hazard Review Proposed Development, Owhiti
Bay" prepared by Riley Consultants Ltd dated 7 September 2012

•

Report entitled "An Arboricultural Implication Report on the Proposed
Construction of a Beach House at Man 0' War Farm, Owhiti Bay,
Waiheke Island" prepared by The Specimen Tree Company Ltd dated
September 2012;
Sediment Control Plan prepared by Isle Land Ltd referenced as
"Sediment Control Plan, 725 Man 0' War Bay Road, Owhiti Bay, Waiheke
Island" dated September 2012;

•

•

Plans prepared by plans prepared by Westergaard Gill Architecture Ltd
referenced as "001 Owhiti beach house" sheet refere nces as follows:
- A-CD-01 Location Plan (dated 24-8-2012)
- A-CD-02- Site and Roof Plan (dated 8-8-2012)
- A-CD-03- Earthworks Plan (dated 15-8-2012)
- A-CD-05 - Level 0 Plan (dated 8-8-2012)
- A-CD-06- Site Layout (dated 7-14-2013)
- A-CD-10 - Cross Sections (dated 8-8-2012)
-A-CD -11- Long Section (dated 8-8-2012)
- A-CD-1 2A- Elevations (dated 7-14-2013)
- A-CD- 13 - Bridge Section (dated 24-1 0-12)

STAGE 1 CONDITIONS: PRE-DEVELOPMENT

Construction Management
(2)
Prior to the commencement of any works on site (apart from the construction
and completion of the stock proof fence required by condition 7), the consent
holder shall submit a Construction Management Plan (CMP) which shall be to
the satisfaction and approval of the Council's Compliance Monitoring Officer.
The Construction Management Plan shall include specific details relating to
avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects on the environment of the
management of earthworks, vegetation protection and management,
construction and management of all works associated with this development as
follows including, but not limited to:
i.
ii.

iii.

The site address to which the consent relates.
Details of the site manager, including their contact details (phone, email
address, postal address); A cellphone number for after hours
emergencies shall also be supplied.
Any means, such as a restriction on the size and method of construction
vehicles and machinery accessing the site, required to ensure that no
damage occurs to adjoining dune systems and adjacent vegetation
throughout the construction period
Identification of archaeologica l sites, including the methodology for the
protection and the discovery of any site/features during construction ,

which shall be in accordance with the New Zealand Historic Places
Trust's consent to modify the site under the New Zealand Historic Places
act 1993.
v.
Locati.on and methods of vehicle and construction machinery access
throughout the complete construction period, including all site works.
vi.
Location of vehicle parking for site workers and sub-contractors to be
provided on site.
vii.
Location of workers' conveniences (e.g. portaloos).
Proposed hours of work on the site (NB hours shall correspond with any
vii i.
other condition in this consent relating to working hours);
ix.
Measures to be adopted to maintain the site in a tidy condition in terms of
disposal/storage of rubbish , storage and unloading of building materials
and similar construction activities
x.
Procedures for controlling sediment runoff, dust and the removal of soil,
debris and construction materials.
xi.
Construction management techniques in accordance with the
recommendations contained in the ecological report referenced in
condition 1.
The above details shall be shown on a site plan and supporting documentation
as appropriate. The approved Construction Management Plan shall be
implemented and maintained throughout the entire construction period to the
satisfaction of the Counci l's Compliance Monitoring Officer.

,

Pre-Work Dotterel Survey
(3) The consent holder shall undertake a pre-work survey of all the Owhiti Bay
dune system, and surrounding areas to determ ine the presence of any
breeding Dotterel!i. If any nesting areas are found during this survey, the
appropriate protection measures are to be implemented under the guidance of
the consent holder's ecologist to the satisfaction and approval of Counci l's
Compliance Monitoring Officer before any construction work can be
undertaken. The results of the survey shall be made available to the Council.
Tree Protection
(4)
A suitably experienced, Council-approved arborist ('nominated arborist') shall
be employed, at the consent holder's expense, to monitor, supervise and direct
all works within the drip line or in the vicinity of protected trees, for the duration
of the works related to this consent.

(5)

Protective fencing consisting of•

1.5 metre high steel waratahs;

•

orange mesh; and

•
three strands of tensioned fencing wire
shall be erected outside and around the dripline of the protected Pohutukawa
trees situated in proximity to the proposed dwelling in accordance with the
recommendations of the appointed arborist as outlined in the report referenced
in condition 1. The consent holder is responsible for maintaining the condition
··~ of the temporary protective fencing and the condition, repair and location of the
~1t..f'.4.2 tl{.·J3~ emporary protective fencing should be regularly inspected as part of the
~$ tine tree-monitoring programme.
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(6)

The area within the protective fencing and dripline of all protected trees shall
be considered total exclusion zones as follows:
(a)

No storage of diesel, cement, building materials, site huts, spoil etc
within the delineated area.

(b)

No washing of eq uipm ent or machinery shall occur. Special attention
shall be paid to concrete and petrol/diesel operated machinery to avoid
contaminating the soil within the dripline of any protected tree.

(c)

No spillages of substances likely to be injurious to tree health within
seepage distance of the delineated area. ·

(d)

No access into or works within the delineated area without the prior
approval of the appointed arborist.

(e)

No alteration to the dimensions of the delineated area without prior
consultation and agreement from the appointed arborist.

(f)

No machinery or vehicles (unlfiii thfiy can be kept within the beunds of
an existing sealed impermeable il.lliace i.e. carriageway , footpath).

Stock Proof Fence
(7) The consent holder shall complete, to the satisfaction and approval of the
Council's Compliance Monitoring Officer, all of the stock proof fence enclosing
Owhiti Bay as shown on the Owhiti Bay Landscape and Visual Assessment
Appendix 1 Landscape Plan by Boffa Miskell (dated 10 September 2012,
Revision 0) before any works can be undertaken related to this consent. The
fence shall be maintained as a stock proof fence at all times2 .
Pre-Construction Meeting
(8) A minimum of 7 days prior to the commencement of any works on site including
earthworks and/or construction works (apart from the requirements set out in
this cond ition), the consent holder or its agent responsible for the development
shall arrange an on-site meeting with the Council's Compli ance Monitoring
Officer with all the contractors responsible for undertaking works to ensure that
all parties involved are aware of what is required of them during the
construction process. The following requirements will need to be checked and
signed off by the Compliance Officer prior to the commencement of
construction and/or site works are undertaken:
•

Tree and archaeological protective fencing has been erected in the
correct position (refer to conditions 4, 5 and 6;

•

The completion of the stock proof fence (refer to condition 7)

•

Sediment control measures are in place (refer to condition 2);

•

Pre-construction requirements identified in the approved CMP required by
Cond ition 2 are implemented;

•

Resu lts of the pre-work dotterel survey is documented along with any
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protection measures put in place as required by Condition 3; and
•

Conditions 9 and 10 have been met.

•
Archaeological
(9) The consent holder shall have the appropriate approvals from the New Zealand
Historic Places Trust required under the Historic Places Act 1993 for the
modifications of archaeological sites before any works related to this consent,
apart from requirements set out in conditions 4, 5, 6 and 7 can be undertaken.
A copy of this approval shall be provided to the Council 's Compliance
Monitoring Officer prior or at the pre-construction meeting.
(1 0) The consent holder shall install temporary protective fencing as shown on the
plan referenced as "Archaeological Monitoring Plan for Planting and ReVegetation & Temporary Fencing (Figure 1a)" sourced from the Owhiti Bay:
Archaeological Investigation and Monitoring Plan, prepared by Clough &
Associates Limited and dated February 2013 referred to in condition 1. The
area shown shall be marked off during construction and in no way disturbed by
machinery or any construction activity throughout the whole construction
period.

Monitoring and access
(11) The consent holder shall pay the Council a consent compliance monitoring
charge, plus any further monitoring charge or charges to recover the actual and
reasonable costs that have been incurred to ensure compliance with the
conditions attached to this consent (This charge is to cover the cost of
inspecting the site, carrying out tests, reviewing conditions, updating files, etc,
all being work to ensure compliance with the resource consent).
The compliance monitoring charge shall be paid as part of the resource
consent fee and the consent holder will be advised of the further monitoring
charge or charges as they fall due. Such further charges are to be paid within
one month of the date of invoice.
(12)

The servants or agents of the Auckland Council shall be permitted to have
access to the relevant parts of the property at all reasonable times for the
purpose of carrying out inspections, surveys, investigations, tests,
measurements and/or take samples and view the records of any
measurements that the consent holder is obliged to record under this consent.

STAGE 2 CONDITIONS: DEVELOPMENT IN PROGRESS

Geotechnicai!Stormwater
(13) The development shall be undertaken in accordance with the
recommendations of the geotechnical/stormwater and flood reports prepared
by URS New Zealand Limited dated September 2012, noted in Condition 13 . A
qualified registered engineer shall be engaged to monitor the construction
works and at the conclusion of the works, a completion report shall be
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submitted by this engineer for the satisfaction and approval of the Council's
Compliance Monitoring Officer.
Earthworks
(14) The consent holder shall implement suitable sediment control measures during
all earthworks to ensure that all stormwater runoff from the site .is managed and
controlled to ensure that no silt, sediment or water containing silt or sediment is
discharged to Owhiti Bay or watercourses and in accordance with standards
and controls described in Auckland Regional Council's Technical Publication 90
(TP90) and the plan prepared by Isle Land Ltd dated September 2012 and
referenced as "Sediment Control Plan- 725 Man 0 ' War Bay Road, Owhiti
Bay, Waiheke Island".
The sediment control measures shall be to the
satisfaction and approval of the Council's Compliance Monitoring Officer
To prevent contamination of natural watercourses or Owhiti Bay with water
containi ng soil sediment, there shall be no stock piling of excavated material on
the site. Any surplus excavated material (except where this is to be reused on
the site) shall be removed from the site and placed in a legally permitted
disposal site. Any excavated material to be held temporarily on site is to be
contained within a bunded area or enclosed by an approved sediment contro l
fence until utilised on site. Any exposed areas are to be protected from
surface water erosion by either top soiling or grass seeding or covered by
erosion control cloth material as described in Auckland Regional Council
Technical Publication 90 (TP90).

(15)

(16) All earthworks undertaken on site shall be supervised by an archaeologist
appointed by the consent holder. The archaeologist shall provide to the
Council's Compliance Monitoring Officer a report at the completion of
earthworks which outlines any findings during the earthworks.
(17)

If any archaeological or cultural heritage sites, including artefacts or human
remains , are exposed during site works the following procedures shall apply:
a.
Immediately that it becomes apparent that an archaeological or traditional
site has been exposed, all site works shall cease;
b.
The site supervisor shall immediately secure the area in a way that
ensures that any artefacts or remains are untouched ;
c.
The project archaeologist shall notify tangata whenua , the New Zealand
Historic Places Trust, the Heritage Team of the Auckland City Counci l,
and in the case of human remains the Police, that an archaeological or
traditional site has been exposed so soon as possible so that appropriate
action can be taken . This includes such persons being given reasonable
time as determined by the Council to record and recover archaeological
features discovered before work may recommence on the site.

(18)

In addition to condition 17 the conse nt holder must ensure any works are
monitored by a su itably qualified archaeologist and should any archaeological
evidence be uncovered all works shall cease and the archaeo logy be recorded
in accordance with standard archaeological best practice.

.<fii.i_,·f.!.;Bt~~he consent holder shall also invite a representative of Ngati Paoa to attend

~~ r:~:--:;:-....~~~\;Jch works for monitoring and supervision purposes. The archaeologist shall
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submitted to the Council's Compliance Monitoring Officer - Hauraki Gulf
Islands within one (1) month of the completion of earthworks
Colours and Materials
(19) The development shall be finished in the colours and materials as described on
the plans prepared by Westergaard Gill Architecture Ltd and specifically sheet
A-CD-1 ~as follows:

i.
ii.

Roofing:
Glass:

iii.
iv.

Joinery:
Cladding:

v.

Bridge:

Dark grey/black membrane roofing , maximum LRV 20%
Clear and non reflective.
Double Glazing: Reflectance 16% Transmittance 73% OR
Single Glazing: Reflectance 11% Transmittance 82%
Gun metal grey, maximum LRV 40%
Dark finished timber -refer Westergaard Gill Architecture
Ltd A-CD-12A- Elevations (dated 7-14-2013)
Natural timber

Any change to the colours outlined above shall be complementary to the
natural surrounding environment. Such change shall be to the satisfaction and
approval of the Team Leader, Planning - Hauraki Gulf Islands.
Tree Protection
(20) The consent holder shall ensure that all contractors, sub-contractors and work
site supervisory staff who are carrying out any works within the root zones of
any protected trees(s)/vegetation covered by this consent are advised of the
conditions of consent and act in accordance with the conditions.
(21)

A copy of the Conditions of Consent shall be available at all tim es on the work
site.

(22)

The nominated arborist shall document the inspections during construction, to
monitor compliance with the conditions of the consent and to evaluate general
tree health. A copy of the monitoring report following each visit shall be
retained on site by the Project Manager, while a further copy is to be retained
by the nominated arborist.

(23) A ll excavations associated with the developm ent and access way, that are
within the root zones of any retained protected tree(s)s or vegetation shall,
where within the root zones of retained protected trees(s)/vegetation , be dug
by hand , using hand tools only (i.e. hand held spade) to a minimum depth of
500mm below ground level.
All excavation works within the root zones of protected vegetation shall be
undertaken under the supervision and direction of the Appointed Arborist.
24) No washing of equipment, vehicles, con crete trucks, tools or materials shall
·~.&>""'.-11\-31.....
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(25)

No vehicles, machinery, equipment or materials shall be operated,
manoeuvred, temporarily parked or stored within the dripline of any protected
trees or on the dune system.

Landscaping and Weed Control
(26) Landscaping on site shall be undertaken on the site in accordance with the
landscape plan prepared by Bridget Gilbert Landscape Architect referenced as
"Appendix 1 Landscape Plan" dated 10 September 2012. The landscaping
shall be implemented in accordance with the recommendations contained in
"Appendix 2: Restoration, Implementation, Maintenance and Management
Plan" dated September 2012.

The planting shall be und~a~en ~ithin the planting season (autumn - spring)
immediately following the ~~ti on of the dwelling.
The landscaping shall be maintained by the consent holder for a minimum
period of five (5) years to the satisfaction of the Council's Compliance Officer.
After five (5) years a suitably qualified arborist shall confirm to the Council in
writing the plantings have been established in a manner that at least 80% can
be expected to survive on the basis of a 10 year average annual weather cycle.
Should dieback have occurred, replacement planting is to be undertaken in
accordance with the landscaping plan to the satisfaction of the Planning Team
Leader- Hauraki Gulf Island.
(27)

In order to allow the successful establishment of the planting on site along with
the maintenance of the adjoining dune system, the consent holder shall
undertake a thorough weed eradication programme to remove all noxious pest
plants listed in the 'ARC National Surveillance Plant Pest' contained within the
"Regional Pest Strategy Management Strategy 2007-2012" from the site, a
compliance report prepared by the Appointed Arborist shall be supplied to the
Council within 10 working days following the removal of the identified weed
species.
Weed management options are referenced in "Appendix 2:
Restoration, Implementation, Maintenance and Management Plan" dated
September 2012. This report shall also detail the scope of the ongoing weed
eradication programme that is to be undertaken by the consent holder.

(28) Pursuant to section 108(1 )(b) and 108A of the Resource Management Act
1991, compliance with Condition (26) (landscaping) shall be secured by way of
a bond to the value of $50,000. The bond shall be prepared at the consent
holder's expense and to the satisfaction of the Council's solicitor and shall
include the following terms (without limiting any other terms which may be
included):

1. Performance of the bond shall be guaranteed by a guarantor acceptable to
the Council. A recognised bank trading in New Zealand shall be deemed
as an acceptable guarantor. A guarantor of a bond may be substituted with
a cash bond.
2. The bond shall be released when the vegetation plan (required by condition
26) has been implemented in full and has been established in a manner
that at least 80% of the plantings can be expected, in the opinion of a
suitably qualified independent specialist appointed by agreement between
the parties at the cost of the consent holder, to survive on the basis of a 10
year average annual weather cycle.

Footbridge
(29) The proposed bridge shall be constructed of natural timber. The structure shall
be no greater than 2.2 metres wide and have a maximum height of 999mm
above the low water level of the stream over which it passes (or as otherwise
required to avoid the need for any balustrade under the Building Act 2004).

Registered Surveyors Certificate

(30) A Licensed Cadastral Surveyor shall certify to Council in writing prior to work
progressing beyond the foundation stage and roof framing stage that the
dwelling is set out as specified on the approval plans.
In add ition, a Licensed Cadastral Surveyor shall certify to Council in writing
prior to work progressing beyond the foundation stage and roof framing stage
that the dwelling is set out as specificed on the approved plans.
No work shall proceed beyond this stage until receipt of such certification, to
the satisfaction of Council 's Compliance Officer.

OTHER:
Grazing

(31)

No grazing of land shall occur within the area seaward of the stock proof
fenceline referred to in Cond itions 7 and 26. The fence shall be maintained as
a stock proof fence at all times.

Sign age
(32) The consent holder shall install discreet signage advising the public of the
sensitive dune environment particularly with regard to archaeological features
situated within the dune systems of Owhiti Bay and the likely presence of
dotterels. The final wording detail, size and position of signs, and number of
signs shall be determined in consultation with the Council 's Compliance
Monitoring Officer.
Review Condition

(33)

Pursuant to Section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991, the Counci l
may serve notice on the consent holder of its intention to review conditions 7
and 26 of this consent at bi-annual intervals for 5 years following the
commencement of this consent.
The purpose of the review is to deal with any adverse effects on the
surrounding area which may become apparent to the Council resulting from the
protective measures taken in respect of the landscape and ecological features
of the site. The review will encompass conditions relating to these matters and
other appropriate conditions in order to avoid, remedy or mitigate any
significant adverse effects, and may include the provision by the consent
holder of an updated Implementation, Maintenance and Management Plan to
the Planning Team Leader- Hauraki Gulf Islands.
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Outdoor Utility Storage
(34) The consent holder shall ensure that recreational equipment, domestic
appurtenances ( such as portable outdoor furniture) and any vehicles (for
example quad bikes) used to access the dwelling, shall be stored in the
'outdoor utility storage area', as shown on on plan A-CD-06 - Site Layout
(dated 7-14-2013) when not in active use.
Ecological Protection
(35) The consent holder shall ensure that the recommendations contained in the
Ecological assessment prepared by Boffa Miskell Ltd, dated 7 September 2012
are adhered to. Specifically including:
- The need to protect the dotterel breeding grounds from dogs; and

- Planting in and around the dwelling being restricted to that which is
recommended in the landscape plan referenced in condition 1. This is to
reduce the potential threat of weed infestations from 'garden weeds'.
. ADVICE NOTES
The consent holder needs to obtain all other necessary consents and permits,
including those under the Building Act 2004, and comply with all relevant
Council Bylaws. If a building permit application is already lodged with the
Council or a building permit has already been obtained you are advised that
unless otherwise stated, the use to which the permit relates shall not
commence until conditions of this resource consent have been met. If this
consent and its conditions alter or affect a previously approved building permit
for the same project you are advised that a new building permit may need to be
applied for
Pursuant to Section 125 ofthe Resource Management Act 1991, this resource
consent will expire 5 years after the date of commencement of this consent
unless, before the consent lapses;

1.

2.

a.

the consent is given effect to; or

b.

an application is made to the consent authority to extend the period of the
consent, and the consent authority decides to grant an extension after
taking into account the statutory considerations, set out in section
125(1)(b) of the Resource Management Act 1991.

The consent holder is requested to notify the Council, in writing, of its intention
to begin works, a minimum of seven days prior to commencement. Such
notification should be sent to the Compliance Monitoring Officer and include
the following details:
name and telephone number of the project manager and site owner
site address to which the consent relates
activity to which the consent relates
expected duration of works.

3.

4.

If you disagree with any of the above conditions or with any additional charges
relating to the processing of the application, you have a right of objection
pursuant to Section 357 of the Resource Management Act 1991, which shall
be made in writing to the Council within 15 working days of notification of the
"...;::"::;~ . decision. As soon as practicable the Council will consider the objection at a
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5.

If this consent and its conditions alter or affect a previously approved building
consent for the same project you are advised that a new building consent may
need to be applied for.

6.

Appropriate building consent approval shall be obtained for all the drainage
works required for the wastewater treatment and disposal system, including
treatment plant facilities and for the stormwater drain facilities, prior to work
commencing on site.
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BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENT COURT

Decision No. [2016] NZEnvC
IN THE MATTER

of the Canterbury Earthquake (Historic
Places Act) Order 2011 and of an appeal
pursuant to cl 15 of the Order

BETWEEN

TAGGART EARTHMOVING LIMITED
(ENV-2015-CHC-94)
Appellant

AND

HERITAGE NEW ZEALAND POUHERE
TAONGA
Respondent

Hearing:

at Christchurch on 18 and 19 May 2016

Comi:

Environment Judge J E Borthwick
Environment Commissioner D J Bunting
Environment Commissioner K A Edmonds

Appearances:

L J Semple and H G Marks for appellant
N Mcindoe and F R Wedde for respondent

Date ofDecision:

5 July 2016

Date oflssue:

5 July 2016

DECISION OF THE ENVIRONMENT COURT

A:

The appeal is declined and the decision of Heritage NZ is confirmed.

B:

Costs are reserved.
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REASONS

Introduction
[1]

McLean's

Mansion

was

extensively

damaged

during

the

Canterbury

eatihquakes.

[2]

The building is listed on the New Zealand Heritage List/Rarangi Korero as a

Category 1 Historic Place. As it is also an archaeological site, no person may destroy,
damage or modify the building without the prior authority of Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga (Heritage New Zealand).

[3]

In July 2013 the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority determined the

building was dangerous and gave notice to the owners that the building needed to be
demolished. It is common ground that demolition cannot occur without the requisite
authorisation from Heritage New Zealand.

[4]

In September 2015 Taggart Eatihmoving Limited, acting as agent for the

building owners, applied to Heritage New Zealand for an emergency authority to
demolish the building. The application was declined.

[5]

This decision determines Taggati's subsequent appeal against the decision of

Heritage New Zealand.

Description of McLean's Mansion
[6]

Originally known as Holly Lea, McLean's Mansion is located at 387 Manchester

Street, Christchurch and was built for Allan McLean. Born in Scotland, Mr McLean
immigrated to New Zealand and made his wealth as a Canterbury run holder. He retired
to Christchurch following the forced sale ofhis large estate at Waikakahi, near Waimate,
under the Lands for Settlement Act 1894.

[7]

In 1899 Mr McLean commissioned an architectural firm, England Brothers, to

design a house for him. Construction began in April 1899 and was completed in 1900.

3

residence in New Zealand; the building compnses 53 separate rooms, including 19
bedrooms. Built of rimu, this timber framed house features distinctive iron crested lead
covered ogee topped twin towers. 1 Its Jacobean interior was unusual for Christchurch as
at that time most large timber houses were designed in a more informal style.

[8]

The building's cultural heritage values are summarised in a heritage assessment

undetiaken by the City Council in 2014 and referred to by the heritage expetis in
evidence.

This document succinctly describes the main features of the building as

follows:

The Jacobean style, adapted by England to timber construction, was eclectic in its sources as can
be seen in the variety of motifs found at McLean's Mansion. The interior of the building was
richly decorated with many of the original features remaining in situ. The entrance hall has a
double return staircase with an arcaded classical gallery at frrst floor level. The hall is lit from
above by a massive glass skylight. Each of the principal rooms is entered through a doorway
featuring a carved wood tympanum. The late 20th centmy adaptive reuse of the building brought
about some limited alterations with the main interior spaces remaining intact. The upper parts of
the chimneys were removed during the first half of the 20th century. 2

[9]

Mr McLean never manied and lived in the building until his death in 1907? The

building was then occupied by Mrs Emily Philips, his long-serving housekeeper, who
lived there until 1913. After she left, in accordance with the provisions of his Will, the
building was used as a "home for women of refinement and education in reduced or
straitened circumstances". It remained in that use until 1955 when it was sold to the
Health Depmiment for use as a nurses' hostel. 4
[1 OJ

In 1987 the property was purchased by Alpine View Corporation. At the time of

purchase the owners gave an undertaking that they would enter into a heritage covenant
with the Historic Places Trust (now Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga). The terms

3. McLean's Mansion"

4

of the covenant were not agreed, and the Historic Places Trust subsequently registered a
caveat against the property's title. 5

[11]

The registered proprietors of the building have changed since the property was

first purchased in 1987. While this was not adequately explained in evidence it appears
since the Canterbury eatihquakes two limited liability companies (Alpine View
Corporation Ltd and Munay Educational Management Limited) 6 have owned the
property on behalf of a family Trust, of which Andrew James Munay is a trustee and is
authorised to give evidence in suppmi of the appeal.

Generically we refer to the

registered proprietors as "the owners".

[12]

After its purchase by Alpine View Corporation in 1987 the building was used as

the head office of Academy New Zealand Limited and as an educational facility. Mr
Munay is a former director of this company.

Academy New Zealand is a NZQA

registered private tertiary educator specialising in working with unemployed adults
wanting to re-enter the workforce and young people wanting to achieve qualifications
they have not been able to achieve in the traditional secondary school system. 7

[13]

Prior to the earthquakes the building underwent regular repair and maintenance.

The owners restored significant atiworks and antique furniture that were part of the
McLean estate. They sponsored the writing and publication of a book about Mr McLean
and the building. Artists were commissioned to paint the building and a photographic
record of the building was also undertaken. In addition the building played host to
regular public events and tours. 8

Events following the Canterbury Earthquakes

[14]

The September 2010 earthquake caused mmor to moderate damage to the

building and students and staff were relocated to another site. 9 The February 2011
earthquake caused extensive damage to the building and the Canterbury Earthquake
5

Bain EiC, Appendix PJB20 contains a search copy of the relevant computer freehold register under Land
Transfer Act 1952 CB30F/259 with the caveat by New Zealand Historic Places Trust dated 23.9.91.
6
Transcript at 44-45.
7
Murray EiC at [13].
8
Murray EiC at [7]-[15].
9
Murray EiC at [21]-[24] the earthworks caused non-structural damage to the lath and plaster work and
other decorative features.

5

Recovery Authority (CERA) subsequently issued a notice initially prohibiting, and then
restricting, access. While temporary stabilisation was added to the building in August
2011 to prevent its collapse, the building remains unsafe for occupation as it less than
33% of the New Building Standard (NBS). 10

[15]

The building was insured for $5.675 million (M). The owners have received an

insurance payout, which they have reinvested. 11

[16]

In March 2012 the owners obtained a report from quantity surveyors, Davis

Langdon, estimating the cost of repairs at $12.3M. Ifthe insurance payout was applied
to the cost of repairs this would have left a shortfall of $6.6M to restore the building.
Upon receiving the Davis Langdon report the owners decided against undetiaking
restoration of the building, and instead put the propetiy on the market and made its first
application for an emergency authority to demolish the building. 12 This application was
not progressed, and is not the subject matter of this appeal.

[17]

In the same year the property was put up for sale at its land value (some $2.8M

to $3M), 13 and it remains on the market. As the owners do not propose to pass the
insurance payout on to the future purchaser, any purchaser would need to fund the costs
of restoration. 14

Upon request a copy of the 2012 Davis Langdon estimation of

restoration costs has been provided to persons expressing an interest in the property.
More recently, the owners have provided copies of the updated cost estimates dated
February 2016 included in the joint witness statement of the quantity surveyors. These
estimates of costs are significantly less than those contained in the 2012 estimate.

[18]

Before reaching the decision to demolish the building, the owners had

considered the option of recouping their investment through restoring the building and
renting it. In his evidence Mr Munay estimated the percentage rental return on a repair
cost of $15M to be 2%, a return against which he said the owners' bankers would not

10

Wilkinson EiC, Appendix B. Ruamoko Solutions Repmis Bl dated June 2013.
Transcript (Murray) at 47 and 49.
12
Transcript (Murray) at 49, 51-52.
13
Transcript (Munay) at 47.
14
Transcript (Murray) at 48.
11
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lend money. 15 The $15M allows for an inflation adjustment ofthe 2012 Davis Langdon
estimate of$12.3M. 16 In addition, ifthe value ofthe underlying land was included, Mr
Munay said that the economic return would be less (1.8%).

[19]

Mr Murray agreed that the 2016 quantity surveying cost estimates were in the

"mid 10 million mark" which he said were about 15% less than the 2012 estimate on
which he had based his economic analysis. 17

[20]

18

In an eff01i to close the gap between the insurance payout and the estimated

costs of repairs the owners investigated seeking funding assistance from various
grants. 19 Again, based on the 2012 Davis Langdon rep01i, the owners considered grant
funds would be insufficient to bridge the shortfal1. 20

While the Christchurch City

Council's Landmark Heritage Fund has total grant funds available of up to $1.9M for
the financial year ending 30 June 2016, Mr Munay's understanding was that the City
Council would not consider an application for a grant pending a determination of this
appeal and secondly, the City Council would not grant funds unless the applicant intends
to restore the building. 21

[21]

To conclude, the owners do not have any future plans for the prope1iy. 22 Further,

the property has not been identified for any of the recovery projects under the Land Use
Recovery Plan or Central City Recovery Plan.

Section 38 Notice

[22]

We digress briefly to record that on 8 July 2013 CERA wrote to Alpine View

giving notice under s 38(4) of the CER Act that the building needed to be demolished.
In its view the building is dangerous in terms of the CER Act and is subject to s 40(1) of
that Act. Alpine View had ten calendar days from the date of receipt to advise CERA
15

Murray EiC at [112].
Murray EiC at [108]-[112].
17
Transcript (Munay) at 52.
18
In fact a "mid ten million" mark (say $10.5M) would be about 30% less than the $15M cost on which
Mr Murray estimated his rental return.
19
Murray EiC at [97] referred to: the National Heritage Preservation Incentive Fund, CCC Heritage
Incentive Grants Fund, Canterbury Emthquakes Heritage Buildings Fund Trust, CCC Central City
Landmark Heritage Grant and the Prime Ministers Fund.
20
Murray EiC at [94]-[99], and Transcript at 52.
21
Transcript (Murray) at 60.
22
Transcript (Murray) at 46 and 53.
16
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whether, and if so when, it would unde1iake the work. Alternatively, Alpine View could
elect that CERA undertake the work on its behalf.

Regardless of who undertakes the

work, the notice states an archaeological approval is required if the building pre-dates
1900?3

[23]

The owners did not sign the s 38 notice within ten calendar days. Instead, with

CERA being kept informed, they investigated the options outlined above for the
restoration of the building. 24

[24]

The s 38 notice was eventually signed on 4 September 2015, after the owners

reached a decision that they were unable to bridge the insurance gap and escalating
repair costs. 25 Mr Murray advised that this decision was one which, as prudent trustees,
they felt they must adopt. 26

[25]

The owners advised CERA they would manage the demolition works.

The

owners have lodged demolition methodology and health and safety plans with CERA.
However, CERA will not consider this documentation without the prior grant of an
emergency authority.

On 14 September 2015 Taggart Earthmoving Ltd, acting as the

owners' agents, applied to Heritage New Zealand for an emergency authority to
demolish the building.

Decision of Heritage New Zealand
[26]

On 29 September 2015 Ms P J Bain, who was appointed under the Canterbury

Emihquake (Historic Places Act) Order 2011 to carry out the functions of a Canterbury
Archaeological Officer pursuant to cl 6 of the Order, 27 declined the application finding
that "despite the damage caused by the Canterbury emihquake and it's aftershocks it [i.e.
the building] has retained its outstanding historical heritage values"? 8

Grounds of appeal
[27]
23

Taggart has appealed to this court on the grounds that the decision:

Murray EiC Appendix F, letter dated 8 July 2013 from CERA to Alpine View Corporation Ltd.
Transcript (Munay) at 55, and EiC at [54].
25
Joint memorandum and statement of facts and issues, 15 February 2016 at [3.12].
26
Murray EiC at [113]-[114].
27
Bain EiC, Appendix PJBl.
28
Bain EiC, Appendix PJB17.
24

8

(a)

does not adequately consider the purposes of the CER Act;

(b)

took into account information that was incorrect and unreliable;

(c)

does not consider serious safety concerns arising from the building's
condition; and

(d)

the costs to make the building safe were not given appropriate weight.

Statutory planning instruments

[28]

McLean's Mansion is listed as a Heritage Building in both the operative District

Plan and proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan.

[29]

The propetiy is zoned Cultural 3 in the operative Christchurch District Plan. It is

zoned Central City School and Central City Residential under the proposed Replacement
Christchurch District Plan. 29

[30]

Rules in both the operative and proposed District Plans provide that demolition

works that are canied out by or on behalf of the chief executive of the Canterbury
Eatihquake Recovery Authority pursuant to s 38 of the CER Act or s 77 of the Greater
Christchurch Regeneration Act 2016 are a permitted activity. 30 It is common ground
that while resource consent is not required to demolish the building, an archaeological
authority or emergency authority is required.

The Law

[31]

In Canterbury, archaeological sites cannot be modified or destroyed unless an

archaeological authority has been granted under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere
Taonga Act 2014 (Heritage NZ Act) or an emergency authority or general authority has
been granted under the Canterbury Eatihquake (Historic Places Act) Order 2011 (2011
Order). 31

[32]

This case is concerned with an appeal against a decision declining an application

for an emergency authority made pursuant to cl 8 of the 2011 Order. Clause 8 provides
an application for an emergency authority may be made to an archaeological officer to

9

(relevantly) destroy an archaeological site. The application must be determined by an
archaeological officer who may grant or decline the application, in whole or in part (cl
10(2) ofthe 2011 Order).

[33]

When determining the application the archaeological officer:

32

must take into account the provisions of the Act, 33 to the extent that they are not

(a)

inconsistent with any of the purposes of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011;
and
(b)

[34]

is not required to consult (though may do so) with any person in relation to an application.

The archaeological officer must make his or her decision no later than three

working days after receiving the application (cl 11). 34

For an applicant whose

application is declined, in whole or in part, there is a right of appeal to the Environment
Comi (cl15).

[35]

We record the Canterbury Eatihquake Recovery Act 2011 was repealed on 19

April 2016 by the Greater Christchurch Regeneration Act 2016? 5 Section 147 and
schedule 7 of the Greater Christchurch Regeneration Act provide, subject to amendment,
the 2011 Order continues.

[36]

Clause 15(4) ofthe 2011 Order states:
Any appeal under subclause (3):
(a)

must be determined having regard to all of the purposes of the Canterbury Earthquake
Recovery Act 2011; and

(b)
32

is subject to the provisions of sections 20(4) to (6A) of the Act. 36

Clause I 0(3) of the 2011 Order.
Historic Places Act.
34
Where the application relates to a site of Maori interest the decision must be made not later than five
working days.
35
By s 146(1) ofthe Greater Christchurch Regeneration Act 2016 (2016 No 14).
36
The reference to the "Act" in cis 10(3)(b) and 15(4) above means Historic Places Act 1993 (see cl 5
Interpretation). While the Historic Places Act was repealed by the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
Act 2014, s 103(3) of the 2014 Act states that the 2011 Order continues to apply as if the Historic Places
Act had not been repealed. See also cl 7A of the 2011 Order which provides that the Historic Places Act
1993 applies to archaeological sites within greater Christchurch only to the extent necessary for the
purposes of(a) emergency authorities and general emergency authorities granted under the 2011 Order; and
(b) cis 8 to 16 ofthe 2011 Order.
33
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[37]

Pursuant to cl15(4)(a) of the 2011 Order, this appeal is to be determined having

regard to all of the purposes of the CER Act which are set out in s 3 of that Act as
follows:

(a)

to provide appropriate measures to ensure that greater Christchurch and the councils and
their communities respond to, and recover from, the impacts of the Canterbury
earthquakes:

(b)

to enable community participation in the planning of the recovery of affected communities
without impeding a focused, timely, and expedited recovery:

(c)

to provide for the Minister and CERA to ensure that recovery:

(d)

to enable a focused, timely, and expedited recove1y:

(e)

to enable information to be gathered about any land, structure, or infrastructure affected
by the Canterbury earthquakes:

(f)

to facilitate, co-ordinate, and direct the planning, rebuilding, and recovery of affected
communities, including the repair and rebuilding of land, infrastructure, and other
property:

(g)

to restore the social, economic, cultural, and environmental well-being of greater
Christchurch communities:

[38]

(h)

to provide adequate statutory power for the purposes stated in paragraphs (a) to (g):

(i)

to repeal and replace the Canterbury Emihquake Response and Recovery Act 2010.

Pursuant to cl 15(4)(b) of the 2011 Order this decision

IS

subject to the

provisions ofss 20(4) to (6A) ofthe Historic Places Act.

[39]

Section 20 addresses the rights of appeal under the Historic Places Act and

s 20(4) provides:

Without limiting the powers of the comi under the Resource Management Act 1991, but subject
to subsection (6), in considering an appeal under this section the comi may confirm or reverse a
decision appealed against or modifY the decision in such manner as the comi thinks fit.

Appeals are to be determined by the Environment Court in the manner prescribed by the
RMA and its regulations (cl20(5)).

[40]

Section 20(6) of the Historic Places Act provides:

11

In determining an appeal under this section in respect of a decision made under paragraph (a)
or paragraph (b) of section 14(1), the court sha11 have regard to any matter it considers
appropriate, including (but not limited to)(a)

the historical and cultural heritage value of the site and any other factors justifying the
protection of the site:

(b)

the purpose and principles of this Act:

(c)

the extent to which protection of the site prevents or restricts the existing or reasonable
future use of the site for any lawful purpose:

(d)

the interests of any person directly affected by the decision of the Trust:

(e)
37

(f)

[41]

As stated ins 20(6)(b), we are to have regard to the purpose and principles of the

Historic Places Act 1993. Set out in s 4 of that Act, the purpose and principles follow:

(I)

The purpose of this Act is to promote the identification, protection, preservation, and
conservation ofthe historical and cultural heritage of New Zealand.

(2)

In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers under
it shall recognise(a)

the principle that historic places have lasting value in their own right and
provide evidence ofthe origins ofNew Zealand's distinct society; and

(b)

the principle that the identification, protection, preservation, and conservation of
New Zealand's historical and cultural heritage should(i)

take account of all relevant cultural values, knowledge, and disciplines;
and

(ii) take account of material of cultural heritage value and involve the least
possible alteration or loss of it; and
(iii) safeguard the options of present and future generations; and
(iv) be

fully researched,

documented,

and recorded,

where culturally

appropriate; and
(c)

the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral
lands, water, sites, wahi tapu, and other taonga.

[42]

It is common ground that an appeal to the Environment Court is heard de novo,

although pursuant to s 290A of the RMA we are to have regard to the decision of
Heritage NZ declining the application for an emergency authority.
7

Section 20(6)(e) and (f) are not relevant to this case.

12

Legal issues for determination

[43]

Against this context three preliminary legal issues arose for determination:

(a)

whether the construction of "subject to" in cl 15(4)(b) of the Canterbury
Earthquake (Heritage Places Act) Order 2011 means that the provisions of
the CER Act are "subject to" the Historic Places Act 1993;

(b)

whether there is any inconsistency between the purposes (and principles)
of the CER Act38 and Historic Places Act; 39 and

(c)

the relevance of the decision by the Chief Executive of CERA to issue a
s 38 notice to demolish the building.

Issue: Construction of"subject to" inc/ 15(4) of the 2011 Order

[44]

Heritage NZ submits ellS of the 2011 Order establishes a hierarchy between the

CER Act and the Historic Places Act. In the event of conflict the clause renders the
purposes of the CER Act "subject to" the Historic Places Act. There is, however, no
conflict between the purposes of the two Acts as neither requires demolition of the
building. Indeed, both suppmi the building's retention. 40

[45]

Taggati does not suggest a conflict between the provisions of the two Acts.

There is no hierarchy as between them; the court is to have regard to both. 41 Taggati
fmiher submits that pursuant to s 290A of the RMA the comi has the same powers and
duties as the original decision maker, and advocates for greater weight to be given to the
provisions of the CER Act, than the Historic Places Act. 42 In support of this Taggati
observes cll0(3) of the 2011 Order requires the archaeological officer when making his
or her determination to take into account the provisions of the Historic Places Act to the
extent that they are not "inconsistent" with any of the purposes of the CER Act.

38

Section 3.
Section 4.
40
Heritage NZ opening submissions at [3.13]-[3.19].
41
Taggart closing submissions at [16].
42
Taggart opening submissions at [48]-[51].
39
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Discussion

[46]

The meaning of the provision is to be ascetiained from the text and in light of its

purpose. 43

Put another way, cl 15(4) is to be interpreted to advance its own purpose.

The purpose of cl15(4)(b) is to incorporate by reference the powers of the Environment
Comi on appeal, including the procedures of the Resource Management Act, and second
to set out matters which the court is to have regard when determining the appeal.

[47]

Clause 15(b) is prefaced by the words "is subject to the provisions ... ". The

construction of "subject to" has been judicially considered by the Higher Comis. Where
a section of an Act is expressly made "subject to" another provision the comis have
found the qualification to be a standard drafting method used to make it clear that the
other provisions referred to are to prevail in the event of a conflict: Environmental
Defence Society v Mangonui County Council. 44

Likewise in McGuire v Hastings

45

District Council the Privy Council noted that the construction of s 171 of the RMA is

expressly made subject to Part II of the Act (which includes ss 6, 7 and 8) and held that
the directions in the latter sections have to be considered as well as those ins 171 and
indeed override them in the event of conflict.

[48]

However,

the construction of the

prov1s10ns

under consideration

m

Environmental Defence Society v Mangonui County Council and McGuire v Hastings
District Council differ in one key respect when compared to cl 15(4) of the 2011 Order.

In both cases the comis were considering section(s) that were expressly made subject to
another provision in the same Act. 46

[49]

In order for Heritage NZ's construction to be correct cl 15(4) would read, for

instance:

43

Applying s 5, Interpretation Act 1999.
[1989] 3 NZLR 257.
45
[2002] 2 NZLR 577 at [22].
46
For example, in McGuire v Hastings District Councils 171(1) of the RMA states "When considering a
requirement and any submissions received, a territorial authority must, subject to Part 2, consider the
effects on the environment of allowing the requirement, having particular regard to- ... " [emphasis
added].
44
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Subject to the provisions of sections 20(4) to (6A) ofthe [Historic Places] Act, any appeal under
subclause (3) must be determined having regard to all of the purposes of the Canterbury
Earthquake Recovery Act 2011. 47

[50]

However, cl 15(4) does not say this. In cl 15(4) the use of the word "and" is

impmiant as it impmis equal impmiance onto both Acts. In this context we interpret "is
subject to the provisions" of the Historic Places Act to mean that the comi is to have
regard to those provisions.

[51]

Thus pursuant to cl 15 (4) of the 2011 Order the Environment Court is to have

regard to the purposes of both Acts (and in the case of the Historic Places Act, its
purpose and principles) when determining the appeal. The phrase "have regard to" has
been judicially considered and there is a useful discussion of the authorities in the recent
case New Zealand Transport Agency v Architectural Centre Inc. 48 By way of stmiing
point, the High Comi refers to New Zealand Co-operative Dairy Co Ltd v Commerce

Commission where Wylie J said: 49

We do not think there is any magic in the words "have regard to". They mean no more than they
say. The tribunal may not ignore the statement. It must be given genuine attention and thought,
and such weight as the tribunal considers appropriate. But having done that the tribunal is entitled
to conclude it is not of sufficient significance either alone or together with other matters to
outweigh other contrary considerations which it must take into account in accordance with its
statutory function.

[52]

Similar observations are made by the Court of Appeal in New Zealand Fishing

Industry Association Inc v Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries 50 and by the High
Court in Foodsttiffs (South Island) Ltd v Christchurch City Council. 51 Provided that the
court gives genuine attention and thought to the matters in question it is free to allocate
weight as it sees fit but does not necessarily have to accept them.

47

While the Canterbury Eatihquake Recovery Act 2011 has been repealed, cl 5(4) provides "a reference
to the purposes of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 applies, despite the repeal of that Act."
48
[2015] NZHC 1991 at [59].
49
New Zealand Co-operative DailJI Co Ltd v Commerce Commission [1992] 1 NZLR 601 (HC) at 612.
50
[1988] 1 NZLR 544 (CA) at 551.
51
[1999] NZRMA 481 (HC) at 487.
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Issue: Is there any inconsistency between the purposes (and principles) of the CER
Acl2 and Historic Places Acl3
[53]

Sometimes the provisions in two different Acts may appear to be in conflict.

Where that is the case the function of the court is to determine what the provisions
mean. The court has rarely found two pieces of legislation to be inconsistent. Instead,
the court will endeavour to find a construction that reconciles any apparent
inconsistency and allows the different provisions to stand together.

[54]

As noted counsel did not identify any provlSlon within the purpose (or

principles) of the two Acts that are said to be in conflict. Indeed, Heritage NZ said there
was none and we accept this submission. The matter does not end here, as Taggmi
submits the comi is to give greater weight to the purposes of the CER Act.

[55]

The matters to which the m·chaeological officer must have regard to when

determining an application under cl 10 of the 2011 Order are expressed differently to the
those matters which the comi on appeal is to have regard under cl 15(4). In particular,
the archaeological officer is required to take account of the provisions of the Historic
Places Act, to the extent that they m·e not inconsistent with any of the purposes of the
CER Act. Given this, Taggmi opined that the CER Act purposes are to be given greater
weight than those of the Historic Places Act.

[56] While not refened to by counsel, an emergency authority is defined in cl 5 as "an
authority that may be granted under cl 10 to do anything in relation to an archaeological
site that-

(a)

would, but for this order, require an authority under section 42 of the
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014; and

(b)

is, directly or indirectly, necessary or desirable to promote any of the
purposes of the Canterbury Emihquake Recovery Act 2011."
[emphasis added]

2

3

Section 3.
Section 4.
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[57]

We found the relationship between cls 10 and 15 and the definition of

"emergency authority" in the 2011 Order to be poorly drawn. We are not prepared to
give a detailed interpretation of these provisions as they were not fully argued by both
parties in their legislative context. We do find that in order for an emergency authority
to be granted, it must be directly or indirectly necessary or desirable to promote any of
the purposes of the CER Act.

[58]

Rather than there being any conflict in the provisions of the Acts, the issue is

perhaps better expressed as a question of weight, which is a matter for the court,
following genuine attention and thought given to the provisions of each Act.

For the

reasons which we will give, we are satisfied that declining the application will achieve
the purposes of both Acts.

Issue: the relevance of the decision by tlte Chief Executive of CERA to issue a s 38
notice to demolish the building
[59]

CERA wrote to the owners in a letter dated 8 July 2013 advising first, the

building is dangerous in terms of the CER Act, and is subject to the provision of s 40(1)
of the CER Act; and second, giving notice under s 38(4) of the Act that the building
needs to be demolished. 54

[60]

While not referred to in the notice given by CERA, it was common ground that

the building is dangerous because it is earthquake-prone within the meaning of s 122 of
the Building Act. 55

[61]

In a letter dated 9 July 2013 CERA confirmed that the notice issued under s 45 of

the CER Act would remain in place limiting access to the building for emergency
purposes, damage assessment or making safe.

Having reviewed the engineering

evaluation of the building prepared by Mr Wilkinson, CERA concluded McLean's
Mansion was a significantly damaged low strength building.

The notice restricting

access would remain in place until CERA was satisfied its concerns had been addressed

17
and the building strengthened to greater than 33% NBS, or evidence that the building
had been demolished. 56

[62]

While resource consent is not required to authorise demolition, the parties

proceed on the basis that an archaeological authority or emergency authority is required.
The requirement for this approval before demolition works proceed is clearly set out in
CERA's letter dated 8 July 2013.

Counsels' submissions
[63]

The Chief Executive of CERA must ensure that when he exercised his power

under the CER Act that he did so in accordance with the purposes of the Act. 57 Taggart
submits the decision by CERA to give notice to "order the demolition" was an action in
accordance with the purposes of the CER Act. It therefore follows that the demolition
of the building was considered by CERA to be in accordance with the purposes of the
CERAct. 58

[64]

Heritage NZ responds submitting the s 38 notice is not determinative of this

appeal. It is notice only that CERA regarded the building to pose a risk to safety. The
notice does not compel the building owners to take any action, other than to notify
CERA whether they or CERA are to undertake demolition work. The building would
cease to be a dangerous building if the owners strengthened the building to 34% NBS.

59

For Parliament's intention to be construed in the manner suggested by Taggart the 2011
Order would have provided that the emergency authority must be granted, subject to
conditions. Instead the 2011 Order confers a discretion upon Heritage NZ to grant or
decline an application, together with a right of appeal to the Environment Court.

60

Discussion
[65]

The s 3 8 notice states that the building is a dangerous building in terms of the

CER Act and second, gives notice under s 38(4) that it needs to be demolished.

56

Bain EiC, Appendix PJB13.
Section 10(1) CER Act. Section 10(3) provides the powers of the Chief Executive may be delegated to
an employee or person seconded to CERA.
58
Taggart opening submissions at [55].
59
Heritage NZ opening submissions at [8.4]-[8.8].
60
Heritage NZ closing submissions at [10.4].
57
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[66]

Section 38 of the CER Act does not compel the building owner to undetiake

demolition work. Upon receipt of the notice all that the owner is required to do is notify
CERA within the time limit specified whether the owner intends to can-y out the works,
and if so the time within which the work is to be done (s 38(4)(a)). Ifthe owner fails to
do so then CERA may, in its discretion, commission the carrying out of the works (s
38(4)(b)(i)), including obtaining any emergency authority (ifrequired). 61

[67]

The owners did not comply with the requirement to notify CERA within ten days

of their intention whether or not to cal1'y out the works. CERA was notified some two
years after the notice was issued. In the intervening period CERA did not commission
the work.

[68]

We accept, as we must, that the decision by the Chief Executive to give notice

was exercised in accordance with the purposes of the CER Act. A second decision is
apparent on the facts, and that is a decision by the Chief Executive not to exercise the
discretionary power under s 38(4)(b)(i) when the building owners' failed to give notice
within the time specified, and commission the carrying out of the works, including
applying for the emergency authority. This decision being an exercise of discretionary
power, we assume was also exercised in accordance with the purposes of the CER Act.

[69]

The effect of cl 15 of the 2011 Order is to broaden the range of relevant factors

to which regard is to be had for the purposes of the CER Act. Pursuant to s 38 of the
CER Act, the consideration of the Act's purposes was from the standpoint that the
building is a dangerous building. Clause 15 of the 2011 Order requires the comi to
consider the purpose of the CER Act (relevantly) in tetms of the building as a dangerous
building and second as an archaeological site. It is apparent that the decision by the
Chief Executive of CERA to issue a notice to demolish the building under s 38 of the
CER Act and the decision of the archaeological officer declining an emergency
authority under cl 10 of the 2011 Order involve different considerations.

61

Notice 38 lists services CERA will provide should they elect to use their services, including that it will
obtain archaeological approvals.
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[70]

On this appeal the significance to the final outcome of these two attributes of the

building (it is both a dangerous building and an archaeological site) is a matter of
judgment based on the evidence.

[71]

We turn next to the submissions in support of the appeal and the grant of an

emergency authority to demolish the archaeological site.
Taggart's submissions in support of the appeal

[72]

Taggart submits that the court's decision is to be made on the basis that the

retention of the building in its current state is the most appropriate response having
regard to the purpose of the CER Act and the Historic Places Act. There can be no
expectation that the building will alter in any way from its current state. 62

[73]

Further, the court cannot take into account the insurance payout of $5.6M.

While the owners may be compelled to make the building safe, they cannot be
compelled to spend insurance proceeds on restoration and repair. 63 Equally, the owners
cannot be compelled to apply for grants but in any event the City Council or the
administrator of any other fund is not obliged to grant those funds. 64

[74]

The comi cannot reasonably rely on the building being restored at all- to office

standard or to its former glory - and the weight of evidence that this will occur is to the
contrary. 65

[75]

Taggmi submits the estimates of the quantity surveyors may or may not be

accurate. 66 If the building is to be restored Taggart acknowledges that the City Council
has a discretion to authorise non-compliance with the provisions of the building code
pursuant to ss 112 and 115 of the Building Act 2004, potentially reducing this cost. It
submits this court cannot second guess the City Council's decision on a future
application for building consent to alter the building (s 112 Building Act) or its code of
compliance requirements should the use of the building be changed (s 115 of the
Building Act).
62

Taggart closing submissions at [7] and [13].
Taggart closing submissions at [8]-[9].
64
Taggatt closing submissions at [I 0].
65
Taggart closing submissions at [12].
66
Taggart opening submissions at [5].
63
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[76]

Given the above Taggart contends the "risk profile" for the owners is

unacceptable. The owners are not in a position to embark on a restoration of the scale
required with all of its attendant risks. The only practicable option available to them is
to apply for an emergency authority to demolish the building. 67 The owners wish to
move on from the damage wrought on them emotionally and financially by the
earthquakes.

[77]

Finally, Taggmi submits having issued notice under s 38(4) of the CER Act,

CERA regards the demolition of the building to be in accordance with the purpose of
that Act. 68 If the appeal is allowed and authority for demolition is granted, the building
owners will be able to respond to and recover from the impacts of the earthquakes as per
s 3(a) of the CER Act. 69

Heritage New Zealand submissions in opposition
[78] Heritage NZ submits there is no tension between the relevant provisions of the

CER Act and Historic Places Act as both support declining the application for an
emergency authority to destroy the site. 70

[79]

The decision declining the emergency authority is consistent with the purposes

of the CER Act because: 71

•

there is no evidence that demolition of the building is required for
'recovery' (s 3 CER Act). 'Recovery' means "the fact of returning to an
improved economic condition", but includes the concepts of restoration
and enhancement. 72 There is no evidence of the intended future use of the
propetiy or that it is required for any of the recovery projects in
Christchurch;

67

Taggart opening submissions at [7].
Taggart opening submissions at [55].
69
Taggart opening submissions at [57].
70
Heritage NZ closing submissions at [12].
71
Unless otherwise indicated submissions are at [8.2] of the opening submissions by Heritage NZ.
72
Canterblii)J Regional Council v Independent Fisheries Ltd [2012] NZCA 601, [2013] 2 NZLR 57 from
[24].
68
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to the extent economic considerations are relevant, the economic burden of
restoring the building is not nearly as great as originally estimated73 and, if
Heritage NZ's evidence is accepted, more than enough funding may be
available to cover the costs of repairs;
while Taggart urges the court to place weight on providing for the
economic and social wellbeing of the building's owners 74 the focus of the
CER Act is on the recovery of greater Christchurch's communities (not
individuals)

and

restoring

their

social,

economic,

cultural

and

environmental wellbeing (ss 3(a) and (g) of the CER Act). Heritage NZ
submits there is no evidence that the demolition of the building is
necessary for Christchurch's recovery or for the restoration of its
communities.

Therefore the granting of the emergency authority is

inconsistent with the CER Act; 75
'recovery' requires a consideration of the damage done to the building by
the emihquakes and then consideration of what should be done to respond
to that damage. Importantly, 'recovery' includes 'restoration';
careful consideration is to be given to all aspects of the wellbeing of
greater Christchurch communities. Retention of the building will assist
with restoration of the social, cultural and environmental wellbeing of
greater Christchurch communities; and.
while the Minister and CERA have responsibility for ensuring recovery,
the s 3 8 notice is not determinative of the appeal. The notice does not
require the demolition of the building. The notice is evidence only that
CERA consider the building to pose a safety risk. 76

[80]

Heritage NZ further submits the decision declining the application achieves the

purpose of the Historic Places Act.

The heritage expe1is agree that the building's

historical and cultural values are very high.

While declining the authority will not

'protect' the building per se, and the comi cannot direct remedial work to secure the
building's future, even so, the demolition of the building would not be consistent with
the purpose and principles of the Act.
73

Estimated to be $15M when the application was made.
Taggart opening submissions at [58].
75
Heritage NZ closing submissions at [11].
76
Heritage NZ opening submissions at [8.7].
74
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[81]

Addressing s 20(6) of the Historic Places Act and in particular ss 6(c) and (d), 77

Heritage NZ submits even if the building was repaired the owners have no intended
future use for the site (we observe Mr Murray's evidence on future use of a restored
building was a more equivocal, "not cunently, no"). 78 Its cutTent plan is to sell the
property for its land value. 79

[82]

There is no reliable economic evidence that restoring the building to 100% NBS

is not financially viable, but in any event it submits financial viability is not the
detetmining factor when considering an application for emergency authority to destroy
an archaeological site. 80 The owners should not be allowed to demolish the building
simply because they no longer have a use for the building or they wish to maximise the
economic return on the land. Heritage NZ argues that this cannot be for the intention of
ss 20(6)(c) and (d); otherwise archaeological sites would never be protected. 81

[83]

It was the owners, not Heritage NZ, which put into issue the owners' means to

afford the restoration of the building, contending that because it is uneconomic to repair
the owners assented to the notice issued under s 3 8 of the CER Act. 82 The court should
carefully scrutinise Mr Munay's evidence that there is an insurmountable gap between
the insurance payout and estimated repair costs of up to $17.6M. 83 The insurance
payout; the availability of grants to assist with the restoration of the building; the
potential to minimise costs through restoration of the building to an office fit-out
standard and the application of the City Council's discretion to waive the requirements
of ss 112 and 115 of the Building Act84 are relevant to the owners' claim that restoration

77

Section 20(6)(c) "the extent to which protection of the site prevents or restricts the existing or
reasonable future use of the site for any lawful purpose" and s 20(6)(d) "the interests of any person
directly affected by the decision of the Trust".
78
Transcript (MutTay) at 47.
79
Transcript (Murray) at 53.
80
Heritage NZ closing submissions at [9.7]-[9.8].
81
Heritage NZ closing submissions at [9.10]-[9.12].
82
Murray EiC at [88].
83
This is a higher sum than given in the 2012 David Langdon report, and was refened to in MutTay EiC at
[109].
84
We return later to discuss ss 112 and 115 of the Building Act.
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is unaffordable or investment required to restore the building would not be financially
feasible in terms of rental return. 85

[84]

The impacts of each of these on the cost estimates are conveniently captured in a

table provided in the opening submissions from Heritage NZ, a copy of which is
appended to this decision and which we return to when we examine the evidence of the
quantity surveyors.

[85]

Given the above, Heritage NZ says that the appeal should be declined.

Issues for determination
[86]

With these submissions in mind, the issues for determination are summarised

below:

•

do the historical and cultural heritage values of the site, and any other
factors, justify the protection of the site (s 20(6)(a) Historic Places Act);

•

what are the interests of any person directly affected by the decision of
the Heritage NZ (s 20(6)(d) Historic Places Act);

•

what is the extent to which protection of the site prevents or restricts the
existing or reasonable future use of the site for any lawful purpose (s
20(6)(c) Historic Places Act);

•

would destroying an archaeological site achieve the purpose and
principles ofthe Historic Places Act (cl15(4)(a) 2011 Order); and
would destroying an archaeological site achieve the purposes of the CER
Act (cl15(4)(b) 2011 Order); and

•

are there any other relevant matters (s 20(6) Historic Places Act)?

We address each of these in turn.

85

Heritage NZ closing submissions at [9.2(b)]. At [3.8] Heritage New Zealand also submits that if the
owners did intend to change the use of the building, the works required under s 115 would increase the
number of uses the building could be put to as opposed to simply repairing the emihquake damage. They
argue that these s 115 works would be considered betterment and therefore a reasonable cost to the
owners.
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[87]

We record the expert witnesses were largely agreed on all matters of fact and

opinion. Having considered their evidence we accept their evidence on the matters upon
which they were agreed. As for those matters on which the expe1is did not agree, these
are not matters which the comi can resolve (for reasons which we give) but in any are
not determinative of the appeal.

[88]

We turn first to the historical and cultural heritage value of the site and any other

factors justifying the protection of the site, which we are to have regard pursuant to s
20(6)(a) of the Historic Places Act.

Do the historical and cultural heritage values of the site, and any other factors,
justify the protection of the site?
Evidence of the heritage experts

[89]

On the topic of cultural and heritage values, we heard expe1i evidence from

heritage expe1is William Fulton and Jennifer May on behalf of the appellant and
respondent respectively.

[90]

Built between 1899 and 1900 McLean's Mansion is an archaeological site. 86 As

such the building cannot be destroyed without the approval of Heritage New Zealand
under s 42 of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 (HNZ Act) or cl 7 of
the Canterbury Emihquake (Historic Places Act) Order 2011.

[91]

In addition to its listing on the New Zealand Heritage List/Rarangi Korero, the

building is scheduled as a heritage item in the operative Christchurch District Plan and
the proposed Replacement Christchurch District Plan. 87

[92]

It was common ground that the building has very high historical and cultural

heritage values (including archaeological values). Ms May and Mr Fulton agreed that

86

Section 2, Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014. May EiC at [5.4] states: The NZ Heritage
List records that McLean's Mansion was first listed on 7 April 1983. This would have been under the
Historic Places Act 1980. McLean's Mansion remained on the register when the Historic Places Act 1993
replaced the 1980 legislation, and on the List when the 2014legislation replaced the 1993 legislation.
87
Joint memorandum and statement of facts and issues, 15 Februmy 2016 at [3.19].
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while the Canterbury earthquakes have led to the loss of some of the heritage fabric, the
building is capable of being restored so that its heritage values are retained. 88

[93]

Ms May also considered an office standard fit-out as outlined by Mr Clark: 89

... While this would not be the prefened solution fi·om a heritage conservation perspective, I ...
aclmowledge that such a solution could allow for the retention of the building and the bulk of its
materials, including many of the timber features (stairs, architraves, and doors). However, the
loss of the plaster decorative elements and associated form and profiles would represent a degree
of loss of some significant architectural, aesthetic, technological and craftsmanship values of the
building if such an approach were pursued. To mitigate this loss it would be important that the
removal of any heritage fabric is undertaken by professionals experienced in heritage,
appropriately recorded and stored, which would allow for reconstruction and reinstatement at a
later date.

[94]

The experts regard McLean's Mansion, in its own right, as having lasting value

and providing evidence of the origins ofNew Zealand's distinct society. The demolition
of the building would not involve the least possible alteration or loss of cultural heritage
values. Demolition will not safeguard the options of present and future generations. 90
The expetis agreed it is not possible to avoid, minimise or mitigate the adverse effects of
demolition. 91

[95]

The building is listed as a Category 1 Historic Place on the Heritage List. 92 Ms

May, having reviewed the documentary and physical evidence, considered the
building's listing to be appropriate as it meets several ofthe statutory criteria.

[96]

The works proposed by the engineers employed by Taggati and Heritage NZ

both protect the overall heritage values. While there may be some disputed aspects in
the engineers' respective methodologies, the heritage expe1is did not regard this as

88

Heritage JWS at [5.1]; May EiC at [7].
May EiC at [9.12].
90
Heritage JWS at [5.2].
91
Heritage JWS at [6.1].
92
The criteria being the extent to which the place reflects important or representative aspects of New
Zealand history; the association of the place with events, persons, or ideas of importance in New Zealand
history; the potential of the place to provide knowledge of New Zealand history; the community
association with, or public esteem for, the place; and the technical accomplishment, value, or design of the
place.
89
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central to the issue whether or not the building is required to be demolished. Any
disagreement around works required for stabilisation, repairs and seismic upgrade does
not suggest that the building is beyond repair or requires demolition. 93

[97]

Importantly, having assessed the values of the building, both heritage expetis

agree McLean's Mansion has local, regional, national and international significance. 94
The opinions held by both expetis 95 accord with the City Council's heritage assessment
(prepared after the Canterbury earthquakes) and its concluding remarks provide a useful
summary:

McLean's Mansion is of overall high significance to Christchurch, Banks Peninsula and
nationally. It has high historical and social significance as the home of Allan McLean, one of the
wealthiest men in Canterbury in his day. It represents the wealth he accrued through pastoralism
and his commitment to improving the lives of those less fmtunate than himself. The building
also has national historical significance arising out of its association with the New Zealand
School Dental Service. McLean's Mansion has cultural significance as a tangible expression of
early 20th century philanthropy and its association with the McLean Institute, which continues to
enact the terms of Allan McLean's legacy more than 100 years since his death. The building is
of high architectural significance as a Jacobean Revival design by leading Christchurch architect
RW England. The style and scale of the building make it one ofNew Zealand's most notable
turn of the 20th century residential buildings. The lavishness of the interior decorative detailing
gives the building its high craftsmanship significance.

McLean's Mansion has considerable

contextual significance within the streetscape of the nmthern inner-city and as an example of
architect RW England's domestic output.

[98]

We are told no person has challenged the listing of McLean's Mansion as a

historic place of 'high significance' in the Replacement District Plan. 96

Engineers' assessment as to scope of works
[99]

It is convenient to set out next the evidence of the engmeers, to which the

heritage expetis have had regard.

93

Heritage JWS at [7.1].
Transcript at 97 and 154.
95
While Mr Fulton relied on the City Council's heritage assessment, we record Ms May separately
undertook an independent assessment of the building's values and its overall significance.
96
May EiC at [5.9].
94
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[1 00] The engineering expetis, Grant Wilkinson and Andrew Marriott for the appellant
and Winston Clark for the respondent, agreed on the following key facts and
assumptions. 97

The Canterbury Earthquake sequence of 2010-2011 caused severe

damage to the lath and plaster wall and ceiling linings, and to the brick masomy
chimneys and brick masomy wall elements. The eatihquakes resulted in cracking of the
basement walls and differential settlement of the foundations. In addition there was
some vetiical distortion of the ground floor surface and some horizontal distmiion of the
height of the building. Despite limited information and restricted access to the basement
and sub-ground floor areas, there is sufficient information for a 'preliminary' design for
the repair and retrofit. The main structure is timber frame platform construction, using
good quality rimu timber and built to a good quality of workmanship.

The cunent

condition of the timber frame structure is also good.

[101] The expetis agreed on the methodology or standards to be applied, including that
the repair and retrofit of the structure is required to withstand the loading requirements
of the New Zealand Building Code B1 'Structural' for earthquake loading as described
in NZS 1170.5:2004. 98

[102] McLean's Mansion is an earthquake-prone building in its current condition. The
engineers agreed on the works required to lift the s 45 notice under the CER Act, and
agreed on the works required to repair and retrofit the building. 99 To lift the assessed
eatihquake resistant capacity of the structure to greater than 34% NBS so that the
building is no longer earthquake-prone under s 122 Building Act 2004 and to remove
the s 45 notice under the CER Act, the following works are required: 100

•

the removal of the brick masomy of the chimneys and wall elements down
to foundation level;
temporary propping to suppmi the suspended timber frame floors that were
suppmied by brickwork;
the removal of the plaster from the lath and plaster wall and ceiling linings
throughout the building; and

97

Engineering JWS 2.
Engineering JWS 3.
99
Engineering JWS 5.1.
100
Engineering JWS at 4.1 d-e.
98
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the installation of additional light timber bracing fixed to the face of some
selected walls at ground and first floor levels.

[103] While the expetis agreed that the additional bracing would enhance the
earthquake resilience ofthe building to 34% NBS, Mr Clark was not convinced that this
was necessary.

Instead he said that this could be achieved through the inherent

resilience of the timber framed structure on its own. 101 On the other hand, Mr Wilkinson
considered that additional bracing was required to support the two towers and the
western ends ofthe nmih and south wings. 102

[104] Without resolving this difference of opinion one way or the other, these works
when completed would allow the building to be retained until such time as full repair
and upgrading work was undetiaken. 103

[1 05] Mr Clark did point out that if just the minimum works agreed by the engineers
were undertaken to strengthen the building to 34% NBS, there would be inherent fire
safety risks until such time as fire linings had been installed on the walls. Without these
linings the building's use would most likely be restricted to storage as opposed to being
available for more productive uses such as office accommodation. He added that fire
linings when installed would have the dual function of providing fire protection while at
the same time building up the structural strength of the building. 104

[1 06] Although only 34% NBS is required so that the building is no longer earthquakeprone, in the engineers' opinion the works should ideally strengthen the building to
100% NBS for an Impmiance Level 2 building 105 They were agreed on the scope of
works required to achieve this standard 106 and full compliance with the New Zealand
Building Code. 107
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[1 07] There were two areas of disagreement between them. 108 The first concerns the
work required to lift the assessed earthquake resistant capacity to 34% NBS (noted
above). The other concerns whether the City Council would require all of the work to
be done under ss 112 and 115 ofthe Building Act (we come back to this in the evidence
ofthe quantity surveyors).

[1 08] Importantly, they agreed that the building is capable of being repaired and

strengthened to 100% NBS so that it could then be used for most lawful purposes, and
that the works required for strengthening the building to this level are relatively
straightforward. 109

Findings on cultural and heritage values and other factors justifYing protection of the
site
[1 09] Having had the opportunity to view the interior of the building we accept Ms

May's opinion that the building's plasterwork and timberwork is a notable feature
despite the earthquake damage. 110 While the contextual relationship of the building has
been reduced (a grand house built to face Manchester Street), it remains a landmark
building. 111

We find that the building is a significant tangible example of a particular

period of social history and life in Christchurch, and that it continues to make a
significant and impmiant contribution to the community's sense of place and identity
within the city. 112

[110] There has been some loss of heritage fabric as a consequence ofthe earthquakes,
however both heritage expe1is agree that with best conservation practice following
ICOMOS 113 principles, lost fabric can be replaced, removed items reinstated and
damaged fabric repaired and the building restored to a state that retains its heritage
value, even if done progressively. 114 We accept this evidence.
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Engineering JWS at 5.1.
Engineering JWS at 4.1.f.
110
May EiC at [7.12].
111
May EiC at [7.15].
112
May EiC at [7.16].
113
ICOMOS NZ Charter 2010.
114
Fulton EiC at [26], May EiC at [1 0.2].
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[111] Pursuant to s 20(6)(a) of the Historic Places Act we find that in its present
condition the building has very high historical and cultural heritage values (including
archaeological values) that justify its protection, the question that remains is what form
of protection can be legally accommodated in the particular
case.

115

circumstances of the

We come back to this later in the decision.

What are the interests of any person directly affected by the decision of Heritage
NZ?
[112] Pursuant to s 20(6)(d) of the Historic Places Act we have had regard to the
interests of any person directly affected by the decision to decline the application for an
emergency authority. The parties agree that the owners are the only persons directly
affected (although we do note that a small area of the adjacent school propetiy is fenced
off to provide protection from the risk of debris dislodging and falling off the building).

[113] Taggart acknowledges the building has very high historical and heritage values,
even in its current state. However, it is the cunent condition of the building which is the
basis on which the court is to make its decision, and it submits the court should not
assume the building will be restored. 116

[114] We accept that the court's decision cannot assure the protection of the buildingall the comi can do is confirm, modify or reverse the decision of Heritage NZ (s 20(4)).
Further to this, we accept that the court cannot direct the owners to use the insurance
payout of $5,675M to restore the building and can make no finding on costs based on an
assumption that the owners will apply for and receive grants to restore the building 117or
that the owners will (successfully) apply for building consent to authorise the work or
that the City Council will exercise its discretion to waive building code requirements
under ss 112 and 115 ofthe Building Act.

[ 115] Against these unknowns, the court is asked to assess the interests of the owners,
in the circumstances that they face. In particular:
115

Te Aro Heritage Trust & Anor v New Zealand Historic Places Trust (Pouhere Taonga) & Anor
Environment Court, Decision No. W52/2003 at [322].
116
Taggart closing submissions at [7] and [13].
117
The evidence was that the building could meet the criteria for funding under the City Council
Landmark Heritage Fund which had funds of up to $1. 9M. Other potential sources of funds are recorded
in footnote 21.
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(a)

cost of building restoration;

(b)

accuracy of the costs estimates;

(c)

whether there is an insurmountable gap between the estimated costs and
insurance; and

(d)

their perceived lack of alternatives other than to demolish the building.

[116] We commence with the evidence of the quantity surveyors as to the estimated
costs of restoring the building.

Quantity surveyors estimated costs for costs of restoring the building

[117] The quantity surveyors Lawrence Saegers for Taggart and Geoffrey Hayr for
Heritage NZ each provided updated detailed cost estimates including a breakdown by
component for achieving 100% NBS. Their estimates are based on the scope of works
agreed by the two engineers. In common with agreements between other experts, there
was large agreement between Messrs Saegers and Hayr on the costing of the scope of
the restoration works identified by the engineers.

[118] The costs of full repair and restoration are estimated to be within the range of
$9,278,000 (Heritage NZ) and $10,380,000 (Taggart), with the difference between the
two estimates primarily relating to different provisions allowed for in the estimates for
preliminary and general items, contingency amounts and contractor's margin.

Both

expetis agree that the costs could be reduced if internal repair and restoration works
were undetiaken to an office fitout standard only. If so, the estimates would then reduce
to between $7,792,000 (Heritage NZ) to $8,750,000 (Taggati).

[119] Both witnesses defended the provlSlons they had each allowed for the
preliminary and general items, contingency amounts and contractor's margin. We were
told that ultimately the amounts allowed for these items would be for the building owner
to negotiate and agree with the contractor as they are all a reflection of how much risk
each is prepared to take on. 118 They are not a matter on which the comi should or can
reach a view.

118

Transcript (Hayr) at 163.
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[120] The costs estimates include provision for works required to satisfy s 112 and s
115 of the Building Act 2004. The relevant authority has a limited discretion in relation
to the requirement to comply with the building code. In brief, s 112 requires that when
alterations to an existing building are undertaken, the building will comply as nearly as
is reasonably practicable with all provisions of the building code that relate to means of
escape from fire and access and facilities for persons with disabilities. Under s 115(b),
an owner of a building must not change the use of the building unless in its new use the
building will comply, as nearly as is reasonably practicable, with all of the provisions of
the building code that relate to means of escape from fire, protection of other property,
sanitary facilities, structural performance, fire rating and access and facilities for people
with disabilities.

In addition, the need to facilitate the preservation of buildings of

significant cultural, historical or heritage value (s 4(1)) is a matter that must be taken into
account by persons performing functions or duties, or the exercise of powers conferred,
under this Act. 119

[121] The overall costs (and therefore potential savings) for these ss 112 and 115
works have been estimated by the quantity surveyors to be between $700,000 (Taggart)
and $636,000 (Heritage New Zealand).

[122] The City Council has the discretion to allow exemptions from some or all of the
ss 112 and 115 works. Costings for the full implementation of potential exemptions
have been included in the quantity surveyors' cost estimates, and it is possible that some
or all of the works may not be required. As exemptions are at the discretion of the City
Council, the court is unable to reach a view on these other than to note that there could
be the potential for fmiher reductions in the cost estimates if exemptions were to be
granted.

Accuracy of cost estimates

[123] Both of the quantity surveyors were satisfied as to the accuracy of the scope of
the restoration works identified by the engineers as confirmed by their allowances of a
nominal design contingency of 5% for unscoped items in their cost estimates.

119

Building Act 2004, s 4(2)(1).
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[ 124] We have noted above the reasons for the overall differences in the two cost
estimates and issue of risk sharing and we do not need to repeat these here.

Gap betrveen the estimated costs and insurance
[125] Mr Munay's evidence (which was prepared before the quantity surveyors
prepared their revised estimates) was that there is an insurmountable gap between the
insurance payout and the estimated repair costs of up to $15M which he had used (based
on the 2012 Davis Langdon estimate after adjustment for inflation). 120

While

acknowledging that it is a matter solely for the building's owners whether or not to incur
these costs we regard his evidence as to an insurmountable gap to be overstated. We
have noted already that at the hearing Mr Munay agreed that the repair costs had since
been estimated to be the 'mid ten million mark'.

[126] As noted above, estimates were provided by the quantity surveyors of costs to
restore the building to the standard of an office fitout 121 as opposed to full restoration.
These estimates were between $7,792,000 (Heritage NZ) to $8,750,000 (Taggart).

[127] If the insurance proceeds of $5.675M were to be applied to these estimates, the
funding shmifall for this level of repair and fit out would be in the range of $2, 117M to
$3,075M. Fmiher, if all of the requirements under ss 112 and 115 of the Building Act
were to be exempted by the City Council, fmiher reductions of between $636,000 and
$700,000 would reduce the shmifall to between $1.481M and $2.375M.

[128] These compare with Mr Murray's originally estimated shmifall of $9.325M,
being the difference between the Davis Langdon 2012 estimate of $15M (including
inflation) and the insurance payout of $5.675M.

[129] In addition, the owners would appear to be well placed to apply for, and
potentially rece1ve, grant funding to assist with the cost of the restoration of the
building.
120

MurrayEiC at [109] and [117].
We consider this standard of restoration to be reasonable as Heritage NZ has accepted the same. An
office fit-out would also provide an opportunity for the interior heritage fabric to be restored
progressively.
121
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Findings on the interests of any person directly affected by the decision

[130] Mr Munays's evidence is that the owners' decision to seek an emergency
authority to demolish the building came after they had exhausted all attempts to bridge
the gap between the insurance cap and the escalating minimum repair estimates, and
also after not having found a buyer willing to purchase and restore the building. 122 The
owners do not have the means to finance the restoration and 123 contend they lack
124
.
.
a1ternatiVe optwns.

[131] While the owners have not been hasty in their decision to apply for the
emergency authority, we do not accept that they lack alternatives which could
substantially reduce the cost to the owners of undertaking a restoration. This finding is
in no way determinative of the merits of appeal, but responds to the assertion made by
the building's owners.

[132] The evidence is that the owners do not wish to pass on the insurance payout to a
prospective purchaser; they based their decision to sell and/or demolish the building on
the higher costs estimates in the 2012 Davis Langdon report; there is no evidence they
have given this decision any serious reconsideration in light of the lower costs estimates
given by the quantity surveyors at the hearing and finally, and while they did have some
preliminary discussions with the Council, they have not applied for grants from either
the Council or other potential grant sources despite their likely eligibility for the same.
Having heard from Mr Munay we conclude that the owners have decided they will not
restore the building, which is a decision that is open to them.

What is the extent to which protection of the site prevents or restricts the existing
or reasonable future use of the site for any lawful purpose?

[133] Pursuant to s 20(6)(c) of the Historic Places Act we have had regard to the extent
to which protection of the site prevents or restricts the existing or reasonable future use
of the site for any lawful purpose.

123
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Munay EiC at [87].
Murray EiC at [119].
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[134] McLean's Mansion is an eatihquake-prone building, and the notices issued by
CERA under s 38 and s 45 of the CER Act will remain in place unless work is
unde1iaken to bring the building up to 34% NBS.

With these notices in place the

building cannot be used for any lawful purpose.

[135] We accept Heritage NZ's submission that no evidence has been adduced that the
future use ofthe site is contingent on the demolition of the building. 125 To the contrary,
a repmi prepared by CBRE Market Valuation appended to the evidence of Mr Murray
considered the market rental for a range of uses if the building was restored to 67%
NBS. 126 If the building is strengthened to 34% NBS, Mr Clark's advice is that at least it
could be used for storage.

[136] The owners have no future plans for the property, and so have put it on the
market for its land value. The existing and future use of the building is restricted
because of the owners' decision not to strengthen the building.

Caveat in favour of Heritage NZ
[137] Relevant to this issue is the caveat on the title in favour of Heritage NZ. The

current owners purchased the property in the knowledge of this caveat. The caveat
states Heritage NZ claims 'an estate or interest pursuant to an agreement in writing
dated the 25th day of May 1987, whereby it was agreed that the [registered proprietor]
would enter into a heritage covenant . . . protecting the land and the buildings erected
thereon.' 127 Ms Bain gave evidence that she took the caveat into account when making
the Heritage NZ decision on the basis that the owners understood the values of the
building. 128 It is apparent that prior to the Canterbury earthquakes the building owners
managed the prope1iy consistently with an obligation to protect the land and the
buildings in the absence of a heritage covenant.

We invited both parties to make

submissions on the relevance of the caveat and received closing submissions from
Heritage NZ on the same.

125

Heritage NZ opening submissions at [6.5].
Murray EiC, Appendix I.
127
Bain EiC, Appendix PJB20.
128
Bain EiC, Appendix PJB 18 and Transcript (Bain) at 148.
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[138] Heritage NZ submits that the caveat is relevant and should be taken into account
as it confirms the heritage values of the site and second, the owners' awareness of their
obligation to protect the archaeological site when they acquired the site. 129 Further it
informs the court's decision as to what the owners can reasonably be expected to do to
protect the building. Clearly the existence of the caveat is a part of the factual matrix of
the case.

[139] Heritage NZ fmiher submits the existence of the caveat does not prevent the
comi granting the authority, a point Ms Semple agreed with, 130 and it is not relied on by
Heritage NZ to protect the building. 131 We accept those submissions. Heritage NZ also
submits that if the authority was granted and the building demolished this would
frustrate the caveat and likely create grounds for its removal.
[ 140] Pursuant to s 20( 6)(c) we conclude protection of the site by refusing the appeal
does not prevent or restrict the existing or reasonable future use of the site for any lawful
purpose.

Other matters
[ 141] Pursuant to s 20(6) of the Historic Place Act the comi may also have regard to
any other matter it considers appropriate, and court has had regard to the following:

(a)

the risk to StMary's school; and

(b)

Heritage NZ's processing of the first application and relevance of this to
the appeal.

Is there a fall risk to StMary's school?
[142] Taggarts' engineers estimate that the stabilisation works unde1iaken so far have
achieved a building strength of 16% NBS. 132

Were the intemal brickwork to be

removed this would increase to 21% NBS 133 and if fmiher bracing was installed to
achieve 34% NBS; as such the building would not be earthquake-prone.
129

Heritage NZ closing submissions at [2.3].
Transcript (Semple) at 190.
131
Heritage NZ closing submissions at [2.5].
132
Marriot EiC at [34].
133
Wilkinson EiC at [99].
134
Wilkinson rebuttal at [19].
130

134

As we have
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noted already, the engineers broadly agree on the works required to bring the building
up to 34% NBS, which are estimated to cost $1M.

[143] As far as we are aware, the insurance proceeds have not been used as a source of
funding for the stabilisation works undertaken so far which Mr Munay said have cost
around $350,000.

[144] In the meantime part of StMary's school grounds has been fenced off to exclude
public access to the potential drop zone. 135 Mr Clark, assessed the life risk on the St
Mary's propetiy from collapse of the building as being very low; and to put it in
perspective it was his evidence that the risk would be significantly less than the risk
associated with a branch falling off one of the tall trees on the common boundary. 136
Referring to an internal memorandum from CERA dated 4 July 2014, he contends it is
the view of CERA, that it is unlikely that the building would collapse into the school. 137

[145] In saymg that Mr Clark also agreed that until the western tower was
strengthened, the fenced area should be retained. 138

Mr Clark's evidence being

unchallenged, we accept the same.

[146] In coming to our decision we took into account that retaining the fenced area will
be an ongoing inconvenience to the school until such time as the strengthening works
are completed. The Principal of the school David O'Neil, in an email to Mr Murray,
describes it as " ... a continual annoyance ... and has an impact on the school on a daily
basis". 139

Heritage NZ's processing of the first application and the relevance of this to the
appeal

[147] During the course of the hearing, Ms Semple introduced a new issue (one not
identified in the agreed statement of facts and issues). 140 The issue arose in the context
of the processing of an earlier application for an emergency authority lodged by Taggart
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with Historic Places Trust (now Heritage New Zealand) on 10 December 2012. No
decision was made on this application. 141 Ms Semple argued Heritage New Zealand
erred in its processing of the application and as a result the heritage value of McLean's
Mansion increased between the date of the first application and the second application
which is the subject of this appeal.

Had the first application been processed in

December 2012 she speculated there may have been a different outcome.

[148] In closing submissions Ms Semple conceded (correctly in our view) that the
evidence did not suppoti her submission and withdrew the issue from the comi. 142

[149] For this reason we have not set out the background of the two applications
submitted by Taggart.

Section 290A- the decision of Heritage New Zealand

[150] As we are required to under s 290A of the RMA, we have also had regard to the
decision of Heritage NZ declining the application for the emergency authority. The
evidence before this court is considerably more detailed than what was available to Ms
Bain, the archaeological officer. For reasons which we will come to we arrived at the
same outcome.

Purposes ofthe CER Act (cl15(4)(a) 2011 Order)

[151] Taggart asserts that if the appeal is declined, and the application refused, the
purpose of the CER Act will not be met. That is because the owners will be prevented
from recovering from, and responding to, the impacts of the emihquakes (s 3(a)). The
building will remain in its dangerous state with no likelihood of change in the shmi to
medium term, and this outcome would impact on the attainment of a focused, timely and
expedited recovery (s 3(d)). 143 While referred to in submissions, counsel did not address
s 3(±) or (g) directly, and we have assumed by its inclusion Taggmi contends that
demolition of the building would facilitate the recovery of affected communities

141

Bain EiC, Appendix PJB12. In a letter dated 7 September 2015 Heritage New Zealand wrote to
Taggati advising that as Taggart had not been progressing the application it would consider the
application withdrawn.
142
Transcript at 190.
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(s(3)(f)) and restore the social, economic, cultural and environmental wellbeing of
greater Christchurch communities (s(3)(g)).

[152] Heritage NZ responds saymg Taggart urges the comi to place weight on
providing for the economic and social wellbeing of the owners. However, the focus of
the CER Act is on the recovery of greater Christchurch's communities (not individuals)
and restoring the social, economic, cultural and environmental wellbeing of those
communities.

[153] While we accept Heritage NZ's submission that is not to say that the wellbeing
of the owners is not relevant. The owners interests are relevant as they are members of
the community and second s 20(6) of the Historic Places Act requires the comi to have
regard to their interests both in terms of the existing and reasonable future use of the site
(ss (e)) and also as persons directly affected by the decision (ss (d)) and we come back
to their interests later in the decision.

[154] The Supreme Court in Quake Outcasts v Minister for Canterbwy Earthquake

Recove1y [2016] 1 NZLR 1 held that the focus of the Act was on the recovery of greater
Christchurch communities. The comi held at [172]:

The main purpose of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act is to provide for the recovery of
greater Christchurch Communities.

This involves a holistic approach to restore the "social,

economic, cultural, and environmental well-being of greater Christchurch communities. The
recovery aspirations of the Act are also evident from the legislative history."

[155] In Quake Outcasts, an unincorporated association was granted leave to appeal by
the Supreme Comi, the question whether the offers made by the Crown to the
Residential Red Zone prope1iy owners were lawful.

[156] The comi considered whether the recovery aspirations of the CER Act meant
that the Crown had a duty to each and every resident to do everything possible to ensure
that person's individual recovery from the effects of the emihquakes.
Glazebrook and Arnold JJ held at [177]:

McGrath,
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... that the recovery principle does not mean that the Crown has a duty to each and every resident
to do evetything possible to ensure that person's individual recovery from the effects of the
eatthquakes. However, the processes in the Act were designed for the recovery of communities
and communities are made up of individuals.

[157] On Taggart's approach the weighting to be given to the interests of the owners is,
or would, prevail against those of the greater Christchurch communities. This approach
is unsupported by s 3 of the CER Act.

[158] We are reinforced in our vrew by the Court of Appeal's discussion of the
purpose of the CER Act in Canterbury Regional Council v Independent Fisheries Ltd
[2013] 2 NZLR 57. Addressing the first purpose (s 3(a)) the court held at [31]:

[31]

This purpose confirms that the Act is designed to achieve the full recovery of greater

Christchurch.

That this recovery extends beyond restoring physical structures to rebuilding

communities is reinforced by the sixth and seventh purposes, which are:

(a)

to facilitate, co-ordinate, and direct the planning, rebuilding, and recovery of
affected communities, including the repair and rebuilding of land, infrastructure,
and other property:

(b)

to restore the social, economic, cultural, and environmental well-being of greater
Christchurch communities:

[159] Impmiantly, the Court goes on to observe at paragraph [32]:
[32]

The latter purpose puts beyond doubt Parliament's intention that the focus of the Act is on

the recovery of all aspects of the "well-being" of the communities of greater Christchurch. As
Mr Cooke realistically acknowledged in the course of argument, this purpose has the effect of
broadening the scope of the Act significantly.

[160] In the circumstances of this case, we have concluded that allowing the appeal,
and granting the emergency authority, would not achieve the purposes of the CER Act.
We reach this conclusion taking into account that the building, even in its present
condition has very high historical and cultural heritage values (including archaeological
values) that justify protection. The values of the building are such that it is of local,
regional, national and international significance.

The building makes an impmiant
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contribution towards Cantabrians' sense of place and identity. In a context where so
much of the City's heritage fabric has been lost as a consequence of the Canterbury
eatihquakes the contribution the building makes to the social, economic, cultural and
environmental wellbeing of greater Christchurch community is enduring.

[161] We have had regard to the notice issued by CERA in July 2013. We accept that
the building is a dangerous building.

We observe, however, that CERA has not

undertaken the works pursuant to s 38(5) of the CER Act, including applying for an
authority from Heritage NZ, even though nearly three years has passed since the notice
was issued. We place weight on the uncontested evidence of Heritage NZ that the risk
to the neighbouring propetiy, which is assessed as being very low, is managed by the
exclusion of public access to the potential drop zone which is to remain in place until
such time as the necessary strengthening works have been undetiaken. 144

[162] There are no development plans for the property.

While demolition of the

property would enable redevelopment of the site, if the building was repaired and
restored the building could also accommodate a range of uses.

That said, we

acknowledge demolition may also facilitate the sale of the property, and in that way
benefit the building's owners.

[163] Regardless of whether the owners' interests are considered separately or together
with those of greater Christchurch we are not satisfied on the evidence before us that
demolition is an appropriate measure to ensure that greater Christchurch and the
Councils and their communities respond to, and recover from, the impacts of the
Canterbury eatihquakes (s 3(a)); or will enable a focused, timely, and expedited
recovery (s 3(d)); or will facilitate, co-ordinate, and direct the planning, rebuilding, and
recovery of affected communities, including the repair and recovery of affected
communities, including the repair and rebuilding of land, infrastructure, and other
property (s 3(f)) or finally, pursuant to s 3 (g) will restore the social, economic, cultural
and environmental well-being of greater Christchurch communities (being the purposes
relied on by Taggart).
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The purpose and principles of the Historic Places Act (cll5(4)(b) 2011 Order)

[164] We accept that while the principles in s 4 of the Historic Places Act recognise
that historic places have lasting intrinsic value in their own right, and provide evidence
ofthe origins ofNew Zealand's distinct society (s 4(2)(a)), they contemplate alteration
to or loss of sites of cultural heritage (s 4(2)(b )(ii); per Te Aro Heritage Trust & anor v
New Zealand Historic Places Trust & anor. 145 Second, references in s 4 to protection

and preservation need to stand with Part 1 of the Act, which empowers Heritage NZ to
authorise the destruction of an archaeological site in appropriate circumstances; per
Ngatiwai Trust Board v Historic Places Trust. 146

[165] With this in mind we have considered what form of protection can be legally
accommodated in the particular circumstances of the case. 147 Prior to the Canterbury
eatihquakes we commend the building owners for having undetiaken the identification,
protection, preservation and conservation of the historical and cultural heritage of this
site.

[166] They add that demolition, if approved, would be undetiaken in a controlled way
which would enable the building's materials to be saved and reused. 148 Given the
cmTent sound condition of the building's timber framing, albeit that the building fabric
has been extensively damaged in the earthquakes, coupled with the relatively
straightforward nature of the repair and restoration work required to bring the building
to at least 34% NBS (and ultimately to 100 %NBS) we conclude that the salvage of
materials from the demolition of the building would not be an appropriate fonn of
protection.

However, as noted below, "protection" in this context must only mean

declining authority as the comi has no powers to order any course of action.

[ 167] In reaching this decision we have had regard to the interests of the owners. We
acknowledge they have no further use for the property, they have reinvested the
insurance payout and with their proposal to demolish the building, decided against
seeking grants to fund the building restoration (s 20 (6)(d)). We do note, however, Mr
145
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Murray's advice that while the insurance payout had been reinvested, the owners are
able to fund the restoration (ifthey are minded to do so). 149

[168] We have had regard to the extent to which protection of the site prevents or
restricts the existing or reasonable future use of the site for any lawful purpose
(s 20(6)(c)). This matter is more difficult because unless the building is repaired and
restored the s 38 and 45 notices will not be lifted and the building will continue to have
no existing or reasonable future use. On the other hand the building could be used for
storage if it is strengthened to 34% NBS 150 or for a much wider range of uses if
strengthened to 100% NBS.

[169] Counsel for Taggart observed:

... If the interior heritage features are not reinstated, and if grant funds are made available fi·om
external sources, and if the Christchurch City Council agrees that certain works (such as a lift)
are not reasonably practicable, and if the quantity surveyors estimates are accurate and able to be
relied on then the building can and should be saved from demolition.

These "ifs":
... result in a risk profile that is simply unacceptable for a private family trust to shoulder. 151

[170] Notwithstanding counsel's submission, we have seen no evidence that the
owners have undetiaken any serious re-evaluation of the feasibility of either attracting
grant funding and/or realising the potential cost savings following the lower costs
estimates for restoration. The owners' decision not to apply the insurance payout to
restore the building or to seek grants for its restoration is a matter for them.

The

owners' decision is not a matter to which we attach any great weight.

[171] Taking account of the cultural and heritage values of the building refusing the
application would involve the least possible alteration or loss (s 4(2)(b)(ii)) and would
safeguard the options ofthe present and future generations (s 4(2)(b)(iii)). Ifthe owners
149
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do not reconsider their decision to demolish the building and instead leave it to
deteriorate, such that its values are considerably reduced or extinguished over the
passage of time, and it no longer has lasting value in its own right (s 4(2)(a)), then this
decision can be revisited in a new application in relation to the site.

[172] Until then we are satisfied refusing the application for an emergency authority to
destroy an archaeological site meets the purpose and principles of the Historic Places
Act.

Outcome

[173] The statutory framework requires consideration of a range of factors when
determining this appeal. For the reasons given in this decision, we conclude that all of
these factors weigh in favour of declining the appeal.

[174] Therefore the appeal is declined, and the decision of Heritage NZ is confirmed.

Costs
[175] Costs are reserved, but not encouraged. Any application for costs are to be filed
by 1 August 2016 and replies by 15 August 2016.

For the court:

Attachment Table

Less works that would not
be required under ss 114
and 115 Building Act if
there is no change of use
(or for which the Council
may otherwise grant
dispensation)

Less savings if fitted out to
'office' standard
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